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This research contributes to the 
understanding of interaction design 
practice in the following ways: 
I bring professional and academic perspectives 
together to present a interaction design practice 
as being made up of pragmatic, critical, and enter-
prising approaches to performative ambiguity. 
I illustrate how interaction designers modu-
late their ability to perceive similarities: 
seeking, spotting and making affinity be-
tween elements in a design situation. 
I identify and name a key site and method for 
this performance of design: the Forensic Wall. 
Finally, I reflect on these discoveries and propose 
that designers perform design by choosing to excise 
or exercise ambiguity in the situation of concern.
Abstract
Through a methodology incorporating de-
sign practice, studies and exploration (Fall-
man 2008), this research has examined the 
emergent field of interaction design. 
Integrating discourse and literature from both 
academic and professional arenas with critical re-
flection on two projects for clients and one self-ini-
tiated project, I propose a model of how interaction 
designers work with artifacts, spaces and people to 
design for the intangible material of experience. 
I bring together theories of perception and expe-
rience (Dewey 1934, Merleau Ponty 1945/1962), 
enaction and distributed cognition (Hutchins 
2005, 2011), design practice (Schön 1983, Löwgren 
& Stolterman 2008), and performativity (Austin 
1962) to reframe interaction design as a set of 
practices that draw on the designer’s ability to 
perform ambiguity and perceive affinity between 
different elements and stages of a design process.
vii
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Introduction
Interaction design and the turn to experience
1
2My inquiry has been undertaken as 
an embedded practitioner,  framed by 
four interrelated but distinct roles: 
Academic educator at RMIT University,  
Director at the Interaction Design 
Association (IxDA), Program manager 
at The Australasian CRC for Interaction 
Design (ACID), and Interaction designer 
in a range of design research projects
Academic 
Educator 
at RMIT
Program 
Manager 
at ACID
Interaction 
Designer
Designer
Director at 
IxDA
KnowledgeNetworks
Actions
Introduction
3This research was prompted by a 
multiplicity of positions I saw in the 
contemporary discourse around 
the practice of interaction design. 
The range of different opinions on what made 
someone a good, or even competent, interaction de-
signer stimulated my interest, and led my inquiry.
I frame interaction design as a performa-
tive practice that uses ambiguity to modu-
late perceptions of affinity. I present the 
forensic wall as a place and activity where 
these practices of design are performed.
Using collaborative research projects un-
dertaken for the Australian national public 
broadcaster, a professional services firm, and 
exploration of my ideas, I demonstrate how 
these performative practices emerge in the 
course of everyday interaction design work.
This framing of design—and interaction design 
in particular—contributes to the field by pre-
senting the practice of design as a performative 
act, breaking down the perceptual and actioned 
capacities that constitute that performance.
In framing design as performative I connect 
with Schön (1983) and subsequent accounts of 
reflection-in-action with constructionist models 
of Wenger (1999) and linguistic theories of Austin 
(1962). My analysis of interaction design in this 
performative light transcends the analytic and 
continental philosophical divide in contemporary 
design discourse, presenting design as a practice 
of performing the ambiguous and perceiving dif-
ferent affinities between these performances. 
In chapter one I locate interaction de-
sign within a larger turn toward experi-
ence as a way to frame design situations. 
In chapter two I introduce the projects and ac-
tivities that I have undertaken and critically 
reflected on in order to be able to reframe the 
practice of interaction design in a more coher-
ent fashion. I present my research in terms of 
Fallman’s (2008) triangle of design studies, prac-
tice and exploration, introducing a framework 
of ambiguity, affinity and performativity that I 
have used to examine and discuss each of the 
three projects I report on in this exegesis.
In chapter three, I use the Pool project to il-
lustrate what I call performative ambigu-
ity, or different ways of using ambiguity. 
In chapter four I use the Loupe project to 
present perception as a performative act, il-
lustrating the ways that designers activate 
their perceptions of affinity in the course 
of experience–led design projects.
In chapter five I use the Affinité project to 
introduce and examine the forensic wall, 
a place where these two ways of perform-
ing design are performed, or enacted. 
I then integrate my theories on ambu-
guity, affinity and perfromativity in chap-
ter six, discussing the implications of this 
way of framing interaction design.
4
5In this chapter I give a critical account of contemporary 
interaction design, discussing professional and theoretical 
views on the formation of this multidisciplinary field. 
Drawing on academic and professional descriptions of 
the field, I position interaction design inside a wider 
move or turn towards experience as a way to frame 
products and services, and communicating experiences 
as a primary concern for interaction designers. I 
describe different approaches to being an interaction 
designer, connected to the ways that designers engage 
with ambiguity, and identify interaction design 
practice as one of the foundations of my research.
Interaction design
a tale of two disciplines
6“If I were to sum up interaction design 
in a sentence, I would say that it’s 
about shaping our everyday life 
through digital artifacts – for work, 
for play, and for entertainment.” 
– Gillian Crampton Smith, in the 
introduction to Bill Moggridge’s 2007 
monograph, Designing Interactions
“In the next fifty years, the increasing importance 
of designing spaces for human communication and 
interaction will lead to expansion in those aspects 
of computing that are focused on people, rather 
than machinery. The methods, skills, and techniques 
concerning these human aspects are generally foreign to 
those of mainstream computer science, and it is likely that 
they will detach (at least partially) from their historical 
roots to create a new field of “interaction design.” 
– Terry Winograd’s 1997 essay, From Computing Machinery To Interaction 
Design in the book Beyond calculation: The next fifty years of computing
2007
1997
7In 2008, in his definition of the field for  
interaction-design.org, Jonas Löwgren describes 
how interaction design can be understood in 
two broad ways: as a design discipline and as an 
extension of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). 
This description of interaction design being at the 
intersection of design and HCI is a useful starting 
place for the context of my research. Both design 
and HCI are composite fields that have created their 
own bodies of knowledge and disciplinary under-
standings, while also relying on the practices and 
disciplinary knowledge of other fields. In order to 
build a clearer understanding of my research into 
contemporary interaction design, I now discuss my 
approach to and understanding of design and HCI.
Two definitions.  
Two views of a field of practice. 
These quotes by two key thinkers and researchers 
in interaction design demonstrate two approaches 
to, and understandings of, interaction design. 
They look at the field from differing positions 
in time and disciplinary perspective. Winograd 
casts forward half a century from a disciplinary 
home of Computer Science at Stanford University 
(Winograd 1997). A decade later Crampton Smith 
reflects on what the practice has become, as a 
designer and director of IVREA: one of the earliest 
schools dedicated to teaching interaction design 
(Moggridge 2007). I have included these quotes to 
demonstrate how interaction design can be un-
derstood in different ways. These understandings 
have evolved over time as more people identify 
aspects of what they do as interaction design and 
attempt to build a coherent description within 
which to describe their practices to the world. 
8designDesign is a slippery term: equally comfortable  as a verb describing a process  — I design the iPad application…or a noun describing the outcome of a process  — here is an iPad application designDesign has a long history of discourse around the processes 
that designers undertake and the artifacts that are used 
and produced in those processes. My research is interested 
in both of these framings of design, particularly in ways 
that the act of designing can be influenced by designs.  
9designHerbert Simon (1969) defined design as any course of action that aims to change “existing situations into preferred ones” (p111) and extended this gen-eralisation into naming design the “core of all pro-fessional training … the principal mark that distin-guishes the professions from the sciences” (p111). At the same time, Simon argued that because design is so important it should be more rigorously and rationally organised, as a science of the artificial in order for it to be taken more seriously by the scientific community. He also argued for design to be more methodically understood and taught.Simon’s positivist framing of design has much in common with other attempts to systematise and rationalise the activity that designers undertake. Similarly, design, as framed by Jones (1970) and Alexander (1977) is a form of engineering or sci-entific endeavour, albeit with different and often undefined parameters that coexist in a complex relationship with one another, leading to varying permutations of outcome. The problem of design becomes one of generating requisite variety (Ashby 
1956, Beer 1979) and defining enough parameters 
so that the design problem might be satisficed 
(Simon 1963). This rather mechanical and gener-
alised view of design, framed as a science, can be 
contrasted with views of design that concentrate on 
the way design creates knowledge, and the social 
interactions that occur inside design processes.
In this section, I examine the long discourse on 
the relationship between design and other dis-
ciplinary fields such as science, philosophy and 
the humanities or liberal arts. This discourse 
helps to distinguish design as a practice that 
draws on knowledge from other disciplines, 
while also having a strong sense of its own ways 
of understanding and acting in the world. 
For example, design can be seen as a practice that 
emerged from the industrial revolution to address 
the complexity created as a result of mass commu-
nication and production. Richard Buchanan (1992) 
describes symbolic communication and mate-
rial objects as the concern of his first two orders 
of design, giving rise to the professional fields of 
graphic and industrial design respectively. He 
positions interaction design as the third order of 
design, where design extends its concern to incor-
porate notions of activities and organised services. I 
will build on this perspective in subsequent sec-
tions, exploring the implications of this shift in the 
way designers use artifacts to do design work.
10
n...From these fundamental perspectives we build layers of theory to eventually give us methods and tools for understanding and—perhaps—chang-ing the world. Foundational differences result in vast divergences in approach, making it difficult to see how such diverse approaches can belong in a coherent field of endeavour, let alone a pro-fession or, as some would have it, a discipline. Having given a brief overview 
of the way I approach and 
understand design. I now address 
the second tradition that makes 
up interaction design: human 
computer interaction, or HCI.
Donald Schön describes design practice as a “reflec-
tive conversation with the materials of a situation” 
(Schön 1984) and also believes that design consti-
tutes the core of professional expertise. We can 
see Schön’s work as a major turning point in the 
emergence of the idea of design as a discipline or 
practice, representing a shift from positivist to con-
structivist paradigms (Cross 2006) and a response 
to efforts that define design in scientific, rational 
terms. Schön’s approach frames design as a particu-
lar and distinct way of reflexively understanding 
(and making) the world. He builds his theory of 
reflective practice from observations of designers 
communicating with each other through sketches, 
plans, and other artifacts of the design process.
Interaction design is involved in much of what 
makes up the everyday experience of being a 
modern human: our actions are increasingly medi-
ated by technology, our experience is increasingly 
shaped by these mediations. It is not surprising 
that a contemporary account of interaction design 
reveals reverberations of foundational theories 
of what it means to be and experience: Do we 
experience the world as passive receptors? Do 
we make the world through our interactions? 
11
HCI Interaction design is not the only domain where HCI and design meet. Both fields share many com-
mon concerns and even disciplinary inputs, and 
there are traditions of design in HCI and vice versa 
dating back to the post war work done in fields 
such as Operations Research and Cybernetics. One 
way design and HCI distinguish themselves from 
one another is the way they interpret and adopt 
knowledge from other disciplines: the scientific 
foundation of HCI leads it to privilege rigorous and 
rational descriptions and applications of knowl-
edge from other disciplines. Design has a history 
of using whatever works: driven by how the new 
knowledge helps the design, whether it satisfices 
or optimises the design process (Simon 1963). One 
way design and HCI meet and intersect is reflected 
in the increasing importance of context and situ-
ation in their respective practice: both design and 
HCI have grown interested in human experience, 
particularly in ways to use an understanding of 
experience to help their respective practices cre-
ate strategic changes in the world  (Evenson 2008, 
Forlizzi 2008, Zimmerman 2007). This intersection 
of design, HCI and experience is where we find the 
aspect of interaction design that most interests me, 
and is most relevant to the research reported here.
Human Computer Interaction
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is a field of 
related disciplines that are closely identified with 
empirical methods and philosophies of science. 
Consequently, HCI’s family tree is a more explicit 
taxonomy of disciplinary fields, with clearly de-
fined knowledge domains. This includes fields such 
as Cybernetics, Cognitive Psychology, Ergonomics, 
Human Factors, Information Sciences, Computer 
Science and Software Engineering. HCI exists as a 
field in the overlapping areas of interest between 
these disciplines. These overlaps have emerged as a 
product of increasingly ubiquitous presence of tech-
nology and the subsequent increase in digital me-
diation of human interactions. Increasingly, people 
are interacting with other people through technol-
ogy, and the fields that theorise, design and study 
that technology have built a discourse with the 
fields that theorise, design and study the way hu-
mans interact with one another and with artifacts. 
Human Computer Interaction is one way of fram-
ing the resulting field of knowledge and research.
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Defining the Intersection
Positioning interaction design at the nexus of these 
two disciplines that are themselves collections of 
disciplinary approaches and practices highlights the 
diverse nature of the field itself, and goes some way 
toward explaining the many different approaches 
and discourses that relate to interaction design.
One way of viewing this intersection is as a meet-
ing of the techno-rational ground of science – 
prevalent in HCI, and the messy swamp of design 
practice. Donald Schön (1990) describes these 
two ways of framing the different forces that 
practitioners face: the rational world of technol-
ogy and science, and the messy world of practice. 
One of the growing challenges within the interac-
tion design field has been to create a coherent 
practice and discourse from these often conflict-
ing perspectives. This challenge is reflected in 
a growing divergence in the discourse around 
interaction design, particularly as published in 
the literature and attempts to define the field.
To demonstrate this divergence, 
and how my research fits within 
it, I will expand and explain my 
perspective using four recent 
definitions of the field.
HCI designIxD
Figure 1  Interaction Design—often abbreviated to IxD—can 
be located between design and human computer interaction
13
This definition adopted by the IxDA reflects a wide 
diversity of educational and professional path-
ways that lead to being an interaction designer 
and the range of different types of stakeholders in 
the profession. Compared with professions such as 
medicine or architecture, interaction design is very 
young, and many interaction designers have ‘stum-
bled’ into their roles from other fields. This very 
generalised definition adopted by the IxDA focuses 
on creating an umbrella under which many differ-
ent views of interaction design can coexist. This 
generality is, however, laden with implied meaning: 
words such as structure and behavior speak directly 
from the HCI background of the field, while terms 
like  products and services borrow from design. 
My time as a director of the organisation led me 
to believe that IxDA defines itself as being prac-
tice or practitioner led, in contrast to academic or 
theory driven: a view that many of its members 
hold of the Association for Computing Machin-
ery, its HCI counterpart. This dialectic of practice 
vs theory resurfaces continually in interaction 
design discourse, and I will return to it later.
“Interaction Design defines 
the structure and behavior of 
interactive products and services” 
— Interaction Design Association (IxDA), 2009
Between 2008 and 2010 I was a member of the 
Board of Directors of the Interaction Design Asso-
ciation (IxDA), a global organisation whose goal is 
the advancement of interaction design as a profes-
sional activity. During this time some of my duties 
with the organisation were to build and maintain 
organisational connections between the IxDA and 
the broad range of institutions that teach interac-
tion design. I worked with places that taught new 
interaction designers, and discovered that there 
were a lot of different ways that interaction design 
was addressed in curricula. Students could study 
interaction design from many different perspec-
tives in the educational system, ranging from 
majors in IT and Computer Science within Uni-
versity departments (eg Stanford d-School, Illinois 
Institute of Technology HCI program, University of 
Queensland IT & Electrical Engineering) to specific 
programs in colleges of art and design (eg Umeå, 
School of Visual Arts, Royal College of Art, Cali-
fornia College of the Arts, Copenhagen Institute 
of Interaction Design), to entire schools specifi-
cally formed around the field of interaction design 
(eg IVREA Institute, Austin Centre for Design).
interaction design is a 
nascent field, still working 
out what it does, what it is 
called, and who’s a member
HCI designIxD
14
“Interaction design refers to 
the shaping of interactive 
products and services with a 
specific focus on their use” 
— Jonas Löwgren, 2008
Building on Prof. Pelle Ehn’s work in early par-
ticipatory design (Ehn 1990) and shaped by his 
Manifesto for a Digital Bauhaus (Ehn 1998), the 
School of Kunst Kulture & Kommunication (K3) at 
Malmö University set up a series of atelier styled 
postgraduate research programs that used interac-
tion design to integrate the respective disciplines 
represented in the school. Similarly, Richard 
Buchanan and others at Carnegie Mellon Univer-
sity, positioned interaction design as the logical 
way of framing postgraduate study that extends 
industrial design and communication design 
undergraduate programs (Buchanan 2001). These 
academic moves position interaction design as a 
lingua franca between diverse disciplinary back-
grounds and practices, and it is from this situation 
that Löwgren’s statement is most usefully read.
Figure 2  Many descriptionsof transdisciplinarity use a model of “t-shaped 
people” described as someone who “has a breadth of knowledge in many 
fields, but also depth in at least one area of expertise” (Kelley 2005:75)
ability to work with other disciplines
depth of 
disciplinary 
expertise
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how the product will be delivered or sold, from 
disciplines such as marketing or communica-
tions. On larger projects the team might include 
anthropologists and graphic or industrial design-
ers. Interaction designers often perform roles that 
incorporate these practices, but the educational 
examples described earlier, and work by Dourish 
(1993) in particular, positions interaction design 
as a practice that also facilitates understand-
ing between these different disciplinary fields. 
While an interaction designer might be ex-
pected to demonstrate multidisciplinary skills 
by undertaking anthropological methods, un-
derstanding technical constraints, communicat-
ing aesthetic directions, or aligning to business 
strategy, there is an increasing awareness that 
interaction design is a way of framing the intel-
lectual space where different disciplines meet 
and interact with one another. Subsequently, 
this has developed an expectation that interac-
tion designers act in a transdisciplinary fashion.
According to Löwgren, interaction design repre-
sents a move to use as a way to frame products, and 
shaping as a way to understand the practice. Most 
interaction designers would view the focus on use 
and users as obvious, but the latter—the change in 
the nature of the practice—is equally important. 
In this definition, Löwgren picks up from Schön 
(1984) and Dourish (1993): instead of defining 
what interaction design is or produces, Löwgren 
frames the definition in terms of what interaction 
designers do. This shift allows us to move towards 
the experience of being an interaction designer, to 
address the role of perception in interaction design 
practice, rather than overlooking it “in favour 
of the object perceived” (Merleau-Ponty 1962).
Approaching interaction design from the per-
spective of being an interaction designer, from 
inside the practice, is a useful way to discuss the 
way interaction designers work with other disci-
plines. Working as an interaction designer often 
involves the design and development of a product, 
and being part of a team made up of people from 
other disciplines. Members of the team might 
include people who know about how the prod-
uct will be put together or implemented, such as 
engineers and developers, and people who know 
interaction design  
designs the way 
disciplines interact
16
Figure 3  Hydrogen Energy Future  — Contract Birthday Card. 
From IS THIS YOUR FUTURE? 2004 
Used with permission ©Dunne and Raby 2004
Figure 4  Blood/Meat Energy Future — Teddy Bear Blood Bag Radio.  
From IS THIS YOUR FUTURE? 2004 
Used with permission ©Dunne and Raby 2004
Figure 5  EM Listeners: High Visibility Spectrum Policing 1 
From BETWEEN REALITY AND THE IMPOSSIBLE, 2010 
Used with permission ©Dunne and Raby 2010 Photo: Jason Evans
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It has been interesting to see distinct styles or direc-
tions of interaction design develop independently 
of one another, often as offshoots of different theo-
retical approaches to the field. Critical design can 
be seen as a product of an interpretation of interac-
tion design that builds on continental philosophi-
cal foundations. Characteristics of this approach 
include a greater emphasis given to artifacts as 
a site of continuing dialogue, being comfortable 
with ambiguous outcomes, and having a design 
process that is more focused on a users perception 
rather than a solution of a functional problem. 
Other approaches to interaction design can be 
represented by pragmatism demonstrated by de-
signers identifying with professional practice and 
negotiation demonstrated by designers identify-
ing with participatory approaches to interaction. 
I will expand on these more in chapter three, but 
the important thing to note here, and the reason 
that I have included this definition of interaction 
design, is that each of these different theoretical 
approaches to interaction design has a distinct way 
of using artifacts and responding to ambiguity.
“Instead of a need being purely 
functional, we are looking at 
the idea of a more emotional 
and psychological need” 
— Tony Dunne and Fiona Raby, in Moggridge 2007
Of all the quotes I use to describe the landscape 
of my research and interaction design, this one by 
Tony Dunne and Fiona Raby is the most personal 
and least essentialist. Dunne and Raby label their 
work critical design, highlighting the way they 
design to critique an understanding of a situation 
rather than purely solve a functional problem. 
Their work relies heavily on ambiguity, aesthet-
ics, and communication to represent the intersec-
tion of technology with everyday situations and 
artifacts so that they may be engaged in a more 
critical way. Figures 3-5 on the facing page de-
pict some products of Dunne and Raby’s work.
Critical design reframes the design situation in 
order to approach a solution: foregrounding the 
change in perception of what a design situation 
represents, or what Schön (1984) calls “the problem 
of the problem”. One important aspect to consider 
alongside this statement is that Dunne and Raby 
also teach at the Royal College of Art (RCA) in Lon-
don, and that this situation reflects a difference I 
have observed between the way interaction design 
has grown and is currently understood in different 
sectors of the global interaction design community. 
there is more than  
one kind of 
interaction design
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“There are no information architects. 
There are no interaction designers. 
There are, and only ever have 
been, user experience designers.” 
— Jesse James Garret, 2009
I have included this statement by Garret for two 
reasons: it gives another perspective of the ten-
sions that exist within the professional community, 
and also introduces user experience design (UX) as 
the next potential umbrella term to unite related 
but historically different practices. Information 
architecture is a related professional term given to 
people who work with understanding and present-
ing the structure of content, particularly interactive 
content presented onscreen. This statement—from 
Jesse Garrett’s closing plenary at the Information 
Architecture Institute’s 2009 conference—reflects 
the confusion that exists around what to call 
these related practices, and is a good example of 
the political aspects of cultural capital at play in 
the wider design profession (Bourdieu 2008). 
In the above quote, Garret refers in part to fig-
ure 6. This is an illustration from his 2002 book 
that describes different roles in the design of 
web products that function predominately as 
hypertext systems or software interfaces. 
Figure 6  The Elements of User Experience. Garrett (2002) Image: Jesse James Garrett 
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Interaction design has emerged in the spaces 
between these different fields, and the names 
for these spaces have changed over time. Saffer 
(2006) proposes another perspective on this 
topic of user experience (UX) design and the 
relationship of its constituent parts. He uses the 
diagram shown in figure 7 to describe the dif-
ferent disciplines that make up UX design, sug-
gesting that UX shares many qualities of coor-
dinating design roles like creative direction.
These different accounts of the field both imply 
there are tensions that exist in the practitioner 
community, and identify experience as a holistic 
way of thinking about interaction design, informa-
tion architecture, and the disciplinary composite 
from which these and other practices have evolved. 
The four perspectives that I have just 
examined identify a move away from 
products and media and a turn toward 
experience as an organising principle 
for interaction design practice. In the 
next section I will expand on this turn 
and present it as a way to understand 
the focus on communication, artifacts 
and practice in my research.
interaction design is 
ult imately concerned 
with human experience
Figure 7  The Disciplines of User Experience. Saffer (2006) Image: Dan Saffer
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The Turn to Experience
Another way to view interaction design is to look at 
the turn to experience as a way to frame what it is that 
interaction designers do. This shift from thinking about 
design as a process of making things to design as a way 
to support people’s experiential needs can be seen across 
business (Cain 1998) design education (Davis 1999), HCI 
research (McCarthy & Wright 2004) and wider professional 
practice, evidenced by the identification of mental models 
as a key factor in interaction design (Young 2008, Norman 
2002 & 2005, Cooper 1995) and the rise of terms like user 
experience design or UX referred to in the previous section.
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experience perceives a relationship between what 
they do, and what that means, or in Dewey’s words: 
the perception of a relationship between doing 
and undergoing (p44). Framing experience in this 
way introduces levels of abstraction between the 
person having the experience and their material 
reality: to experience, I am perceiving a relation-
ship between something I have done, and what 
that doing does to me. The doing and undergoing 
can be nicely grounded in actual physical things in 
the world, but, according to Dewey, the relation-
ship between them is constructed by my percep-
tion. Perception is created  by the beholder (p54). 
A constructive perceptual framing of experi-
ence is particularly relevant to interaction 
design practice when we begin to discuss ar-
tifacts for communicating experience.
The work of John Dewey is closely associated 
with ways of framing experience in the context of 
design, particularly design education in the United 
States. Dewey’s 1934 book, Art as Experience was a 
compulsory text set by Moholy-Nagy at the Institute 
for Design in Chicago (Findeli 1990). In particular, 
the chapter Having an Experience formed a cul-
tural backbone to the interaction design program 
at Carnegie Mellon University (Buchanan 2011). 
This adoption of Dewey’s ideas by two major 
design schools in the US, coupled with the strong 
influence Dewey had on American pedagogical 
thought (Schön 1992), make Art as Experience a 
foundation of how interaction design in the United 
States understands and has turned towards in-
corporating experience as a guiding principle. 
Dewey’s model of experience opens the way for 
subjective and constructivist approaches to un-
derstanding the world. He frames experience as 
a perceptual act, where the person having the 
Figure 8  the foregrounding of 
experience as an organising principle 
of interaction design has changed 
the way designers communicate 
what it is they have percieved
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The social sciences are one place that HCI and 
design turn to for theoretical perspectives on un-
derstanding and representing experience (Forlizzi 
and Battarbee 2004, Kimbell 2011). The incorpo-
ration of theory and methods from fields such as 
anthropology introduces more ways for interaction 
design to understand experience. Geertz (1973) uses 
experience–near and experience–distant concepts 
as a framework for understanding the difference 
between accounts of a situation that the inhabit-
ants of that situation might “naturally and effort-
lessly use to define what he or his fellows see, feel, 
think, imagine” and accounts of the same situation 
that communicate what an expert or specialist 
might use to “forward their scientific, philosophi-
cal, or practical aims” (p57). Either approach to 
experience has its pitfalls, from being drowned in 
a sea of highly contextual detail, to being divorced 
from the situation of concern by professional 
terminology and abstract concepts, but this frame-
work is useful when thinking about communicat-
ing experience in interaction design practice.
It is important to remember that interaction design 
draws from anthropology and its relatives, using 
understandings drawn from social science methods 
to inform action. Buchanan’s (1992) third order 
of design draws on the artifacts of second and 
first order design to do its bidding. While interac-
tion design creates artifacts from communication 
and industrial design (visual, printed, software, 
hardware, hierarchy, topography, colour etc), the 
outcomes of interaction design are not in these 
Dewey frames experience as construction, involv-
ing “both action and its result” (p82). Concentrating 
on the result side of this framework he examines 
the thingness of expression, or how experience 
manifests in artifacts of human activity, or what 
he refers to as objects. He distinguishes between 
statements—objects that communicate “the condi-
tions under which an experience of an object or 
situation may be had” (p84), and expressions—ob-
jects that are an experience. In doing so, Dewey 
hints at the different kinds of agency that artifacts 
command in a situation, foreshadowing ideas of 
non-human agency at the core of actor network 
theory (Latour 2005), and material hermeneutics of 
Verbeek (2005)  that were to emerge much later.
The important aspect of this turn to experience 
is the explicit move toward incorporating experi-
ence as a conceptual model for understanding 
design situations. Experience driven approaches 
have always been an important part of design 
practice and education: Schön (1983) describes 
how a designer “anticipates the experienced felt 
path of a user” (p95) as a way to frame reflection-
in-action. Both these examples refer to an intuitive 
leap being made by the designer, resulting in an 
appreciation of the experiential perspective held by 
the people for whom the design is being designed: 
the people that HCI and design often refer to as the 
users. The turn to experience that I refer to, and its 
implications on the practice of interaction design 
in particular, is more deliberate and methodical 
in the way it approaches human experience.
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Behaviour and experience are two sides of the 
same coin, or two ways of describing how a per-
son interacts with the world. To return to Geertz’s 
(1973) framework that I described on the previ-
ous page, behaviour is an experience-distant 
concept, describing what a person does, from an 
external perspective, in terms of what an exter-
nal, often expert, observer sees and understands 
of the situation. Experience, on the other hand, 
is personal, it describes my felt experience, and 
in turning to this way of describing something 
I privilege subjectivity, but more importantly, I 
construct and attribute meaning (Dewey 1934). 
In this way, recent moves to frame interaction 
design in terms of behaviour, in industry (Fabri-
cant 2009) and academia (Dourish 2004, Bødker 
2006) can also be seen as part of a wider turn to 
experience as a way to frame design situations.
This section has described the turn from products 
to experience as a way to frame interaction design. 
I have explained how this experience turn has its 
roots in the pragmatist philosophy of Dewey, the 
anthropological practice of Geertz, and the analysis 
of design practice undertaken by Schön. I have also 
examined the relationship between behaviour and 
experience, positioning contemporary interaction 
design practice as a continuation of practices that 
are interested in how people individually experi-
ence the world. To understand the impact this turn 
to experience has had on design practice we need 
to examine the ways that designers use artifacts 
to communicate this experiential knowledge.
artifacts. The outcomes of interaction design are 
seen in the networks of actions that surround these 
artifacts, and the people who undertake these ac-
tions. Interaction design is a practice concerned 
with the connections between the experiences 
people have in a situation and the things that 
people make to change that situation: between 
behaviour—what people do—and artifacts—what 
people make. Interaction design is concerned with 
the interplay of human behaviour and artifacts.
Behaviour, like experience, is an interesting ma-
terial of concern: it’s also slippery, or devoid of 
material qualities. Like a fish out of water, behav-
iour is hard to grasp firmly, and means little when 
removed from its context. Like the fish, very little 
behavioural sense can be made by observing an 
individual. Designers cannot design behaviour, 
but they can influence its actions, by understand-
ing the things that motivate certain behaviour.
One way we try to reframe and understand behav-
iour is by projecting ourselves into its corollary: ex-
perience. An external view of people in a situation 
might describe their behaviour, and this behav-
ioural understanding might help a designer decide 
on a direction to take. Knowing why that behaviour 
exists will help the designer even more, and to re-
ally know the why of that situation we need to un-
derstand the experience of the people in it. There’s 
a world of difference between the observation that 
a certain demographic is attracted to a particular 
type of object and people describing their feelings 
about their experience of that particular object.
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Figure 9  The turn towards experience has changed 
the kinds of things designers pay attention to, leading 
to different ways of commuinicating experiences
Interaction designers use 
artifacts to materialise 
the intangible
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In a more anthropologically defined example, 
Indi Young (2008) proposes mental models, a 
method for analysing and representing how 
people conceptually understand a situation that 
bears close resemblance to the hierarchical model 
of Operations, Actions and Activites proposed 
in Activity Theory by Leont’ev (Koschmann et 
al, 1998). Two of my projects used Young’s tech-
nique to create design artifacts, and I discuss this 
method in detail in chapters three and four.
Another arm of the discourse directly addresses 
the material that interaction designers work with: 
Jonas Löwgren and Erik Stolterman (2004:3) sug-
gest that interaction design is an act of shaping a 
“material without qualities”. Ozenc et al (2010:2513) 
discuss the way that interaction desingers are “chal-
lenged by the immaterial materiality” of working 
in predominately digital media. Richard Buchanan 
(2011) states that “Interaction design has no materi-
al of concern”, going on to propose that the primary 
materials that interaction designers work with are 
the “purposes and desires of the people we serve”. 
As the material of design becomes more intan-
gible, designers have turned to an increasing 
range of artifacts to build, represent and com-
municate their understandings of a situation. 
Communicating Experiences
Building on the previous section, I want to propose 
that the turn toward experience has changed the 
kind of things that designers pay attention to, and 
this then changes the way designers communicate 
what it is they see. As designers become more 
interested in how people experience a product or 
situation, they need ways to identify, communicate, 
analyse and evaluate the intangible concepts that 
this approach reveals. This has led to different 
communication and analysis tools and techniques 
being adopted by designers. Some techniques more 
germaine to this conversation are listed in figure 9.
This shift in focus has resulted in different ap-
proaches to the issue of communicating experienc-
es. Many approaches are best described as cook-
booky (Simon 1963), presenting how-to examples 
of interaction design projects as demonstrations of 
best practice. As an example: Dan Brown’s (2006) 
Communicating Design focuses on the documenta-
tion of design, or the first and second order design 
deliverables that are used to describe different 
stages and understandings in a design project.
Other authors combine theoretical views of design 
with practical methods for undertaking design. 
Bill Buxton (2007) draws on many sources to make 
a distinction between sketches and prototypes, an 
approach that resembles Dewey’s expressions and 
statements. Buxton uses this foundation to develop 
a way of communicating experiences that focuses 
on the evocative and explorative sketches of design 
process rather than the didactic or descriptive 
prototypes associated with design specification. 
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In this chapter I have described interaction design 
as a nascent field situated between those of de-
sign and human computer interaction. I have used 
academic and professional descriptions of interac-
tion design to characterise interaction design as a 
collection of emergent transdisciplinary practices, 
with more than one coherent model of rationality. 
By drawing together theories of human ex-
perience (Merleau-Ponty 1945/1963, Dewey 
1934), reflection-in-action (Schön 1983), and 
Bourdieu’s field and habitus (Tonkinwise 2011) 
I have proposed that interaction design is one 
manifestation of a wider turn toward experi-
ence as a conceptual foundation for design.
In the next section I focus on the 
journey my inquiry has taken 
me on, introducing my projects, 
classifying their contribution to my 
argument, and examining the key 
iterations of my research questions.
Research design
Methodologies: questions, frameworks and projects
2
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Figure 10  diagram showing a timeline of the projects discussed in this exegesis
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I also include my engagement with con-
temporary design discourse, through lit-
erature and conversations with design-
ers in the global design community.
I use Daniel Fallman’s (2008) framework or re-
search triangle of design studies, practice and 
exploration to frame my projects, discussing how 
I am interpreting each project and highlighting 
key activities and artifacts that I will focus on.
In this section I describe my projects and the 
activities that make up my research: 
what I have done,  
how I have done it, and  
why I did it that way.
I use three projects in this exegesis: 
Loupe and Pool: two interaction design research 
projects undertaken with industry partners through 
the Australasian CRC for Interaction Design
Affinité: an iPad application that I have designed 
and developed with Reuben Stanton
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Inquiry and Questions
My  research was triggered 
by a wide variety of ways that 
interaction designers described 
both their field and their practice. 
I had noted this sense of diversity surrounding in-
teraction design for several years  before I decided 
to formally address it by undertaking a PhD. By 
the time I started this PhD in 2008, I identified with 
the term interaction design in three main ways:
As a program manager at the Australasian Co-
operative Research Centre for Interaction Design 
(ACID), where I was managing a range of research 
projects that engaged with interaction design as 
part of their field of inquiry or methodology.
As a director and secretary of the Interac-
tion Design Association (IxDA, the global 
professional association for interaction de-
sign), where I oversaw massive growth, inter-
est and identification of the profession. 
Finally, as an interaction designer & academic, 
where I undertook collaborative research 
with colleagues and partner organisations.
Figure 11  a poster describing my research for the May 2008 Graduate Research Conference at RMIT
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Identifying the emergent nature of the profession 
led me to reframe the diversity of views I had ob-
served in the professional and educational sector as 
an artifact of the diversity of these pathways to pro-
fessional practice. Professional colleagues discussed 
the challenges of this formalisation: how what had 
previously been ad-hoc development of skills and 
knowledge built through practice and life experi-
ence was now being taught as subjects, courses 
and degrees. This was mirrored in the growing call 
for formal qualifications—degrees and similar—in 
job advertisments recruiting for interaction design 
roles. A shift had occurred within the education 
sector in response to a call from industry to codify 
the tacit knowledge built over the past decade. Col-
leagues in senior design positions often remarked 
they wouldn’t have been able to secure even an 
entry-level position in the contemporary climate.
While the focus of this research is not design edu-
cation, my inquiry is framed by this aspect of my 
professional practice: being someone who teaches 
design. Specifically, being someone who teaches 
design in a communication design program in a 
school of media and communication in an Austral-
ian university. My research has been informed and 
framed by many forces in the education profes-
sion, including a growing requirement for research 
outcomes, alignment to social and industry con-
cerns, and graduate employability. These forces 
led me to ponder how to describe and present 
interaction design in the context of a communica-
tion design curriculum, and what capabilities an 
interaction design graduate might demonstrate.
Each of these situations and roles led to me devel-
oping a distinct perspective on the field of interac-
tion design, prompting different avenues of inquiry:
During my work with the Interaction Design Asso-
ciation (IxDA), I was focused on the spaces between 
the rapidly growing profession of interaction design 
and places where interaction design was taught. I 
was amazed at the range of approaches to interac-
tion design that emerged in even a cursory look 
into where people could study this new field of 
design. Similarly, I was intrigued at the range of 
attitudes and understandings of interaction design 
that surfaced in discourse within the profession.
My role at ACID involved meeting with current and 
potential research partners from academia and 
industry. Often I would find myself describing what 
interaction design was, and how it might relate to 
their particular research situation. Again, I noticed 
a range of understandings about interaction design, 
reinforced in my day-to-day encounters with col-
leagues inside ACID. I could appreciate the strate-
gic value of an open and inclusive definition, but 
I wnated to transcend the many fragmented and 
instrumental ways of framing interaction design.
My practice as an interaction designer had 
emerged over the preceding decade, as the 
profession coalesced around the space I had 
been working in at the intersection of art, per-
formance, design and software development. 
Through discussions with professional colleagues 
I found this situation was not uncommon—most 
had stumbled into being interaction designers, 
coming from many different backgrounds.
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This academic–professional, or theory–practice 
dialectic soon broke down and revealed my un-
derlying preconceptions towards both worlds, but 
a part of this inquiry remained intact, and forms 
part of the argument of this exegesis: namely, that 
there are different ways of understanding interac-
tion design, and that an integration of these un-
derstandings is a useful contribution to the field.
My research questions shifted and changed 
in response to critical feedback and reflec-
tion on literature and my own design projects. 
I reframed the place of inquiry as my practice 
and the academic–industry dichotomy as a lo-
cation for the outcomes of this research.
The formal pedagogical thinking required to posi-
tion interaction design in a curriculum helped me 
re-conceptualise the issues I was identifying in my 
engagement with professional and academic com-
munities. Initially, my inquiry suggested a gap be-
tween views of interaction design held by the acad-
emy and those evidenced in professional practice, 
using questions such as those in Figure 12 (below).
Figure 12  A slide from my October 2008 GRC presentation framing the 
research in terms of a academic theory—professional practice disconnect
Figure 13  My questions at the May 2009 GRC: inverting the theory/practice 
framework from the location of the inquiry to the location of the outcomes
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Re-casting the inquiry around my design prac-
tice was a major turning point in this research. 
I realised that a definitional tension between 
theory and practice—already at play across the 
field of interaction design—was a major cause 
of the incoherence and confusion that had 
prompted my research. In order to make sense 
of the field, and better comprehend the distinct 
nature of interaction design practice, I had to 
reframe such a unidimensional ontology. 
Between mid 2009 and mid 2010 my inquiry 
began to reflect the understandings I was build-
ing through critical reflection on my projects. 
As I examined my practice in more detail, hints 
of distinct approaches to interaction design 
emerged, particularly around the use of arti-
facts, the designer’s attitude to ambiguity, and 
their perception of affinity. I explored these ap-
proaches as individual notions of practice, process 
and production, as shown in Figure 14 (right). 
As I concentrated on my design 
projects, I was able to more closely 
examine my design actions. I 
identified ambiguity and affinity as key 
qualities and attitudes of my design 
practice, and set out examine their 
role in my design more specifically. Figure 14  Questions presented at Jun 2010 GRC: the first attempts to integrate parallel inquiries into affinity, 
ambiguity, and artifacts with theoretical understandings of Phenomenology, Constructivism, and Pragmatism.
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Artifacts used in my design practices are per-
formative in different ways, having differ-
ent styles of effect on the design process. I 
examined what a performative framing of 
design means for the people bringing these 
artifacts into the world: their designers.
I then reframed my projects and their artifacts with 
respect to performativity and re-cast the practice 
of design as a performance. This conceptual shift 
helped me gain enough critical distance from my 
projects and my practice that I began to see ways to 
address the multiplicity of perspectives on inter-
action design that had inspired this research. 
By critically reflecting on the different 
styles of performances I had given and 
witnessed in my projects I reframed 
my theory of The Forensic Wall and 
its associated elements in terms of 
performative ambiguity; a theory of 
how designers use ambiguity. I expand 
on this theory in chapter three.
Using a framework of ambiguity in design artifacts 
and a designer’s perception of affinity, I focused 
on the places where these aspects of design prac-
tice met. I identified the arrangement and discus-
sion of design artifacts on walls for multimodal 
sense-making and designerly conversation (Cross 
2006) as a particular method in my practice that 
was also evident in the wider interaction design 
community. Through the exploration of this par-
ticular design method, particularly reflecting on 
the affordances and practices that emerged in 
the design and use of a digital version of these 
walls, I began to frame this kind of design as a 
performance, and name the places where this 
performance is undertaken as The Forensic Wall. 
I use performance in the same way that Austin 
(1962) uses performativity. Austin asserts that 
certain types of speech acts, that he calls performa-
tives (p6), do not just state something, they perform 
an action: the utterance and the action are one 
and the same. I propose that some design artifacts 
share this quality; that they do not merely state a 
fact or represent an idea, they perform a design 
action. I demonstrate this in my analysis of the Pool 
and Loupe projects in chapters three and four.
Influences of Austin’s work on design include Andy 
Dong’s theory of the performativity of the language 
of design. Dong introduces the the terms aggrega-
tion, accumulation and appraisal as performative 
aspects of the design language (Dong 2007) using 
these aspects to aid automated linguistic analy-
sis. Dong’s terms describe the behaviour of the 
designers uttering these performatives from the 
perspective of linguistic theory, and are decidedly 
experience-far (Geetz 1973). In contrast to Dong’s 
work, I was interested in a description of these per-
formatives that retained an experience-near quality. 
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I looked at my roles as a designer and an aca-
demic and saw multiple ways to approach my 
inquiry. I used the projects I was involved in 
as part of ACID to “try to get at the tacit knowl-
edge and competence that are involved in the 
discussions and critiques that eventually lead 
up to a final artifact.” (Fallman 2008:6). 
I engaged with interaction designers in the wider 
community to discuss what was important to 
them in their day-to-day work. Between 2008 
and 2012 I traveled to San Francisco, Vancouver, 
Savannah, Boulder and Dublin to the IxDA an-
nual conference. I undertook unstructured in-
terviews with professional colleagues and took 
part in formal and informal discussions around 
interaction design practice and education.
I also engaged with the contemporary literature 
around practice and interaction design. I found 
Fallman’s (2008) model of three traditions and 
perspectives from which to view interaction design 
research a useful way to think about this kind of 
research, and I use it to locate the different projects 
that I describe later in this section. Fallman uses 
design practice, studies and exploration as a frame-
work to understand and guide interaction design 
research.  In the next section I will describe how 
my projects can be understood through this lens. 
I saw a “gap” between the academic and profes-
sional definitions and understandings of interac-
tion design. As I discussed in the previous chap-
ter, professional discourse privileged how-to, or 
know-how, practical techniques and methods 
over more theoretical views of the field. Academic 
discourse seemed to take the opposite approach: 
upholding rigour, preferring methodological 
discourse over methods, theory over practice. 
Know-how and Know-what (Davis 2008) fought 
for the high ground in defining the discipline.
I also thought interaction design lacked a coher-
ent framework for understanding its own practice. 
Accounts of interaction design that originated 
from the profession were very practical, but I had 
trouble integrating the scientific perspective of HCI 
with the messy practices and approaches associ-
ated with design.  Academic accounts of interaction 
design tended to be more polarised in their framing 
of the topic, describing things from the perspec-
tive of their home discipline. Books by  Dourish 
(2001), Löwrgen & Stolterman (2004), Kolko (2007, 
2011) and most notably, Koskinen (2011) began to 
describe this gap between practice and academia.
Driven by the way Dourish (2001) frames the chang-
ing role of the designer, and inspired by Fallman’s  
(2008) model of interaction design research, 
Research Design
The impetus for this research came from my experiences working 
on interaction design projects with ACID, getting to know the 
wider professional face of interaction design with the IxDA, 
and my own teaching practice with RMIT University.
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Design Practice
In Fallman’s (2008) model, research that is framed 
by design practice undertakes the kinds of activi-
ties that designers do when they’re working for 
external clients. The researcher is a designer on 
a project, but they come armed with a specific 
research question, or a goal of building a specific 
question in the course of the project. The design 
is being done for someone else (i.e. not the re-
searcher) and often involves the researcher work-
ing as part of a multidisciplinary team. Fallman 
describes that “learning to communicate with 
managers, sales people, and engineers; work-
ing under strict and suddenly changing budget 
constraints, negotiating with clients and other 
stakeholders” (p6) are aspects of design that have 
equal importance with the more traditionally 
recognised activities of hands-on designing.
Loupe—a project done in collaboration with Deloitte 
Digital and ACID—and Pool—a project done in col-
laboration with the Australian Broadcasting Corpo-
ration and ACID—are both good examples of inter-
action design research framed by design practice.
Figure 15  My projects located on the Fallman model 
of design studies, practice and exploration
Fallman’s model of interaction design research
IxDALoupe
Pool Literature
Affinite
Design 
Practice
Design 
Studies
Design 
Exploration
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Design Exploration
The third area of Fallman’s framework, design 
exploration, differs from the previous areas of 
practice and studies in its goals and driving forces. 
This form of design research is often self-initiated, 
where the client is “the researcher’s own research 
agenda.” (Fallman 2008:7) This kind of interac-
tion design research asks what-if? more than how, 
what or why. One goal of research driven by design 
exploration is to reframe or transcend (Ehn 1988) 
the design problem by designing to “provoke, 
criticize and experiment to reveal alternatives to 
the expected and traditional.” (Fallman 2008:8)
I did not start this research with an aim of design-
ing something for my own use, but as I moved back 
and forth between projects for clients and ever 
widening circles of literature, the focus of my at-
tention moved to a particular meeting of practices, 
methods and artifacts that I have come to call the 
forensic wall. At the same time, the iPad and other 
multitouch interaction platforms were becom-
ing available, and I was interested to see what it 
would be like to translate some of these ideas from 
physical, and tangible interaction environments 
into abstract digital touch based interactions. The 
design and development of the Affinité iPad app 
was driven by a wish to explore what I could learn 
by attempting to make a digital forensic wall.
Design Studies
Interaction design research framed by design stud-
ies is the most recognisable of these approaches to 
traditional academic research; it works to ana-
lyse and generalise findings into something that 
builds on an identified body of knowledge (Fallman 
2008:9). Research through design studies values 
understanding and describing what designers 
do, why they do it and how they do it, over the 
experience of doing design. Research framed by 
design studies appropriates theory from other 
disciplines to attempt to understand typical lines 
of inquiry such as how designers do what they do.
My critical engagement with the literature, my 
work as a director of the Interaction Design As-
sociation (IxDA) and my subsequent conversations 
with designers are best exemplified as interac-
tion design research framed by design studies.
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These projects were undertaken with teams 
made up of industry partners, academic col-
leagues, research assistants and PhD students. 
My role in these projects varied, but tended 
more towards facilitation, management and 
direction than production. Each project had a 
different wider team of industry partners and 
academic colleagues, or Chief Investigators. 
Loupe was a project with Deloitte Digital, involv-
ing 4 Partner investigators from Deloitte and 12 
Chief Investigators coming from Schools of Archi-
tecture & Design, Media & Communication, Busi-
ness, Management at RMIT and IT & Electrical 
Engineering at the University of Queensland.
Loupe and Pool
Two of the projects in this PhD were 
supported by The Australasian CRC 
for Interaction Design (ACID), a 
Commonwealth funded Cooperative 
Research Centre (CRC) that ran 
from 2003 to 2010. Between 2005 
and 2010 I managed a program 
of research at ACID, responsible 
for the collaboration of multiple 
projects between four universities in 
Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne. 
Figure 16  Loupe artifacts discussed in chapter four
The two projects have been carried out 
under the auspices of ACID. They are 
part of a wider program of research 
called Multi-User Environments, 
and are included under an RMIT 
Human Research Ethics Committee 
application # HRESC-A-074-05/08
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Using available funds I recruited three research 
assistants to work part time on the projects. Hugh 
Macdonald worked predominately on Loupe, while 
Chris Marmo and Reuben Stanton worked on both 
Loupe and Pool. One of my roles was to coordi-
nate and manage the day-to-day workload of this 
team. We were all collocated in the studio, an old 
sawtooth roofed drawing studio at the top of one 
of RMIT’s oldest buildings, the original neo-gothic 
home of the original Working Man’s College.
On a monthly basis I would be responsible for 
reporting to ACID on the progress of the projects, 
meeting with project stakeholders to organise 
activities, and maintaining momentum across a 
wide and disciplinary diffuse team. On a day-to-
day basis I was responsible for directing the design 
activities of the core team, mentoring young design 
researchers, undertaking analysis and synthesis of 
data, deciding which direction to go in next, and 
where to best spend our energies (and funds). My 
role in these projects included aspects of traditional 
design roles such as art director, account manager 
and studio manager. Many of the artifacts that I 
refer to in this exegesis were produced by this core 
team: most often Reuben Stanton played a large 
part in the final production of these artifacts. 
Pool was a project with the Australian Broad-
casting Corporation (ABC), with two Part-
ner Investigators from the ABC and two 
Chief Investigators coming from the School 
of Media & Communication at RMIT.
The two project teams were quite different: Pool 
was concentrated and focused, while Loupe was 
very diffuse and required more coordination. These 
different degrees of focus in the teams was reflect-
ed the projects themselves. The Pool project was a 
direct response to an identified need: the website 
was not as good as it should be. Loupe was a more 
speculative project: what opportunities were cre-
ated by the intersection of reporting standardisa-
tion, data visualisation and social computing?
Figure 17  Pool artifacts discussed in chapter three
The day-to-day interactions of a design 
team like this are messy and complex. 
Concepts such as individual authorship 
or the origin of an idea are on the one 
hand extremely important: individual 
creativity is a highly valued capacity in 
any member of a design team. At the 
same time, things that are produced in 
the course of team interactions—ideas, 
understandings, artifacts, designs—are 
usually impossible to connect back 
to an individual in the group. One 
person will often undertake production 
of physical artifacts, like creating a 
visualisation, or designing an interview, 
but the genesis of the idea that inspired 
and nurtured that finished artifact may 
be lost or forgotten. My experience with 
different styles of project management 
around design research has led me to 
believe that concentrating on the source 
of ideas has a detrimental effect on the 
flow of those ideas, and that the latter 
is more important to the success of a 
design project that the former. Where 
relevant (and possible) I have attributed 
project artifacts to individuals if they 
were not produced by the author.
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Insights from the Field
While these projects were running, 
in early 2008 I was invited to join the 
board of directors of the Interaction 
Design Association, or the IxDA. This 
role created an opportunity to engage 
with a growing global community of 
interaction design professionals. 
In order to indentify how the field was growing, 
IxDA membership went from 2000 to over 20,000 in 
my two years on the board. In that time I worked 
with other board members to build the profile of 
the organisation, and “advance the discipline of in-
teraction design” (from the IxDA mission statement)
One aspect of my work with the IxDA is essential 
for making sense of my research: how the pro-
fessional and educational communities engage 
with one another. My directorial bailiwick was 
education, particularly building a sense of mutual 
enterprise between professionals and academ-
ics. In retrospect, this seems an overly idealistic 
mission, but it helped me discover and pinpoint 
the multiplicity of perspectives that triggered this 
research. Neither professionals nor academics 
had a uniform approach to understanding inter-
action design. The growing field was coalescing, 
and a mighty tussle was on for naming rights.
Figure 18  Website for the Interaction Design Association,, I was a member 
of IxDA board of directors between 2008 and 2010. http://ixda.org
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It didn’t really occur to me at the time, but on 
reflection, both these comments pointed to the 
deep practices that interaction design required 
and afforded—lexicons for materialising the 
intangible, and methods for bringing these ma-
terials together to have a reflective conversation 
(Schön 1983) with the situation of concern.
After engaging with different ways of characteris-
ing interaction design, I started to view my project 
work differently. I began to distinguish between 
different approaches, and their antecedents, 
and how they were apparent in my work. For 
instance, the influence of Herbert Simon is wide-
spread throughout interaction design in the United 
States, particularly combined with the ideas of 
John Dewey through Richard Buchanan’s work at 
Carnegie Mellon University or the phenomenology 
of Martin Heidegger via Terry Winograd’s work at 
Stanford University. European interaction design 
often leans towards the continental philosophy 
of Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty. While the UK 
seems to have moved in a more de-materialised 
direction of service design, in the Netherlands 
there is a strong tradition of designing objects 
under the influence of Philips and more widely 
across the northern European manufacturing 
belt. Scandinavian participatory traditions often 
call on Heidegger, Marx and Wittgenstein par-
ticularly through the work of Pelle Ehn (1990).
The sides of this tussle formed somewhat along 
professional and academic lines, but I also no-
ticed a continental divide emerging around the 
way interaction designers acknowledged and 
approached the aspects of practice and design 
process that were concerned with ambiguity.
My roles as director and academic positioned 
me within the field of leading practitioners, 
academics and thinkers in the interaction de-
sign community. During this time I had many 
unstructured interviews on the current state 
of the field, particularly with respect to edu-
cation and capacities of recent graduates.
One such conversation in 2008 with a director of 
design at an international design agency really 
provoked my thinking. After discussing aspects of 
education, and the kinds of graduates this organisa-
tion hired, we started talking about the process new 
recruits went through as they adjusted to internal 
company culture. Two comments stay in my mind 
to this day, and they both relate to the capacity of 
designers to manage complexity and ambiguity.
Firstly: my host referred to the “extended palette of 
sound effects” that team members would develop, 
in order to communicate the time based behav-
iour of interface elements or things that could 
not be rapidly represented in a dynamic way.
The second comment came as we toured their 
studio: I remarked on a set of glass walled rooms 
that ran along one side of the large work space. 
These rooms were full of design artifacts attached 
to walls, and my host said to me “this is as far as 
I can take you, I’m sorry”. The project rooms had 
confidential material in them and that I couldn’t go 
closer unless we were covered by legal agreements.
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Figure 19  late 2010: Project artifacts to date, assembled on the wall
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Affinité explores the concept of the Forensic Wall. 
Positioning it alongside presentation software 
such as keynote or powerpoint.  I examine how 
a spatial interface affords storytelling, sense-
making and collaborative designing; how Foren-
sic Walls support both the presentation of ideas, 
and the process of constructing those ideas. 
In chapter 5, I critically reflect on this project as a 
way to explore the way designers use performative 
ambiguity to support a design process, and Foren-
sic Walls as the site of this design performance.
Affinité
Back in the studio, I employed 
interaction design methods to help 
me make sense of my research 
data. I constructed assemblages 
on the walls of my office using 
artifacts that represented some of 
the key concepts from the literature 
I had read, professional and 
academic conversations I had with 
colleagues, and my experiences 
in the Loupe and Pool projects. 
I left these assemblages up for a few months, as 
ambient representations of my research, incubat-
ing the ideas and meaning that these artifacts held. 
Willing them to coalesce into recognisable patterns 
in my subconscious, through the passing of time.
In late 2010 I began to organise and critically 
evaluate my work to date, and began to focus 
on the ways I had been working on, with and 
through walls. The forensic wall emerged as a 
key term in my research, and I embarked on an 
exploratory project in collaboration with Reu-
ben Stanton to design and developing a digital 
forensic wall. This project led to the design and 
development of Affinité, an application for the 
iPad that lets you explore and present ideas using 
elements arranged on a virtual wall or canvas. Figure 20  Affinite artifacts discussed in chapter five
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In reviewing these projects I paint a picture of 
the circumstances of each project and the dif-
ferent forces at work across the project teams. 
These accounts are not intended to be exhaus-
tive, or in any sense objective (if that were at 
all possible). My aim is to use these projects to 
explain my theories of ambiguity, affinity and 
performance in interaction design practice. 
I begin each chapter with an overview of 
each theory, followed by a reading of one 
project through the lens of that theory. 
I use the Pool project to illustrate differ-
ent approaches to the use of performa-
tive ambiguity in interaction design. 
I use the Loupe project to demonstrate dif-
ferent ways that interaction designers ac-
tivate their perception of affinity. 
Finally, I use the Affinité project to demonstrate 
the way that these approaches to ambiguity and 
affinity come together at the Forensic Wall.
Over the next three chapters I give 
an account of my projects, describing 
the activities my collaborators and I 
undertook. I punctuate these accounts 
with description of particular design 
artifacts that exemplify the different 
approaches to communicating 
experiences I have discovered 
through critical reflection on these 
projects. In particular, I frame the 
project artifacts in terms of designerly 
approaches to ambiguity, perception 
of affinity, and design performance.
Using Ambiguity
Pool: designing a shared enterprise
3
In chapter one I characterised 
interaction design in three broad 
ways, correlating to the way designers 
use ambiguity in their design 
practice. In this section I expand on 
this framework, discussing three 
strategic approaches to ambiguity. I 
identify these as pragmatic, critical, 
and enterprising approaches to 
the use of ambiguity in design. I 
then describe the Pool project and 
critically reflect on it to illustrate how 
these different types of interaction 
design practice work together and 
manifest in design artifacts.
To outline this theory, I begin with pragmatism, 
an attitude that resonates with interaction designs 
origins in HCI, and the widely held perception 
that the purpose of design is to solve problems.
A pragmatic approach to interaction design 
seeks to reduce and excise ambiguity. Design-
ers who use this approach aim to minimise 
the effects of  cognitive load and reduce con-
ceptual friction or dissonance in order to de-
sign things that are intuitive and usable. 
I use the term pragmatic for two reasons: firstly, 
this approach to design is ultimately interested in 
fitting a design to its intended use, and users. There 
is a pragmatism associated with this approach that 
acknowledges design has a job to do, and that job is 
best accomplished by designing things to be as un-
ambiguous as possible. This approach is related to 
a modernist aesthetic of rational simplicity, and the 
removal of complexity. Its agenda is the excision of 
ambiguity, often through understanding the user.
Secondly, theorists and practitioners of this ap-
proach often refer to Dewey for models of experi-
ence and perception. Interaction design literature 
that supports this approach has a strong HCI back-
ground using models derived from perceptual psy-
chology and cognitive science (McCarthy & Wright 
2004, Buchanan 1992, Norman 1988, Cooper 1995)
Performative Ambiguity
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I use the term enterprising as a reference to 
the work of Etienne Wenger, and his models of 
shared enterprise, mutual engagement and the 
duality of participation and reification (Wenger 
1998). I have deliberately avoided using a term 
like participatory, because of the disparate and 
potentially confusing connotations that this 
term implies. The term participatory is part of 
the technical discourse of participatory design, 
and refers to a paradigm of practice that dif-
fers from the work contained in this exegesis.
These three strategies for performing the ambigu-
ous in design aren’t mutually exclusive. Adopting 
each of these approaches could produce many 
different ways of describing how they relate to 
one another: from a rational model of a con-
tinuum or venn diagram to examples & case 
studies that exemplify these three approaches. 
I propose that these three strategies for 
using ambiguity in design are useful 
ways to think about the performative 
potential of ambiguity, and reflect 
on how to use it in design practice.
Moving on, a critical use of ambuguity seeks to use 
or exercise ambiguous outcomes of a design project, 
often to draw attention to the role of the designed 
artifact in relation to its context. This approach 
re-frames design as an agent of critical reflec-
tion, where artifacts are intentionally designed 
to be ambiguous, in order to encourage people 
to interpret the artifact and situation for them-
selves (Gaver et al. 2003). The re-frame, or using 
a design to redefine its own boundaries of agency, 
is one core design move of a critical approach.
I take the name critical from Dunne & Raby’s Design 
Noir (2001) in which they propose critical design 
as a strategy of using design to “…stimulate discus-
sion and debate amongst designers, industry and the 
public about the aesthetic quality of our electroni-
cally mediated existence.” (p58). A critical approach 
to ambiguity aims to make questions where none 
were perceived before, either to critique the situ-
ation or lead to a deeper conceptual appropria-
tion (Gaver et al 2003) of a designed artifact. 
The third approach uses the second to achieve the 
first. An enterprising approach to ambiguity em-
ploys the ambiguous to scaffold mutual engagement 
engagement in a shared goal. It uses ambiguity as 
an invitation to negotiate and construct meaning 
between different stakeholders in a design project. 
“We must recognize the indeterminate 
as a positive phenomenon. It is in 
this atmosphere that quality arises.”
Merleau-Ponty (1945/1962:5) 
Performative Ambiguity
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In the next section I describe the 
first of my projects: the redesign of 
the Pool website for the Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation. I focus on 
specific design artifacts and activities 
to illustrate different attitudes to using 
ambiguity in interaction design.
To refer back to the diagram of ambigu-
ity throughout my projects, and places where I 
have described these projects, I see that a grow-
ing appreciation for the role of ambiguity in 
engaging people during the design process. 
When I describe the Pool design workshop on 
page 77, saying that a mental model diagram 
complimented the photographs of the forensic 
wall, there is an implicit understanding in that 
statement that acknowledges the role ambigu-
ity plays in helping people engage with the 
unknown, and framing that engagement.
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To better understand Pool (and Loupe, the next 
project I will describe) it is important to frame 
them in the context of social computing (Erick-
son 2011) a disruptive change in the way people 
engage with one another using technology. When 
we were undertaking the Pool project, social 
computing was enjoying a boom in popularity 
and commercial success. Business and academia 
were noticing blogs and services like Facebook, 
twitter, and YouTube (McAffee 2006). Web2.0 and 
User Generated Content, were seen as disrup-
tive forces that challenged traditional broadcast 
models of mainstream media (O’Reilly 2005).
When we took on the Pool project, I was already 
aware of the pool.org.au website. I had been 
approached to help specify the technical plat-
form that Pool was built on, but I did not engage 
with the project at that time. A couple of years 
later one of my colleagues, Marius Foley, ap-
proached me to see if we could engage with Pool 
as a redesign project under the auspices of the 
Australasian CRC for Interaction Design (ACID), 
where I managed a program of research into 
Multi-User Environments. Marius had been in-
volved with the ABC Pool website since its incep-
tion and had worked closely with the Pool team 
at the ABC to specify the website and see it built.
Pool
In 2009, I collaborated with Marius 
Foley on the evaluation and redesign 
of an existing social media website 
called Pool. Pool had been conceived 
by people at Radio National, a part 
of the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation (ABC). The ABC viewed 
Pool as a way to engage with new, 
particularly younger, audiences. 
Pool was a website that encouraged 
people to join a community to share 
images, movies, written text and 
sound files, and was a departure 
from traditional approaches to 
engaging listeners online.
Themes 
user generated content, rich 
media, social networks, reputation, 
mental models, walls, approaches 
to ambiguity, participation
Artifacts
Workshop kit: photographs, mental 
model, diagrams, scenario cards
Mental Model diagram: combing, 
clumping, representing
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The project plan proposed four phases of work:
1. Defining the design problem: examine the 
website already in place. Evaluate Pool in 
terms of functionality, usability and user 
experience. Uncover how current and poten-
tial users conceptually view and understand 
the activities that the website supports.
2. User Experience (UX) design: design the 
way Pool works to align it more suc-
cessfully to the abilities and experien-
tial desires of the people using it.
3. User Interface (UI) design: design how Pool 
presents itself to support the UX design.
4. Mock-up and specification: describe these 
designs so that they can be understood by the 
clients and implemented by the developers.
This exegesis primarily concentrates on the 
first two phases: Defining the design problem 
and UX Design. In particular, I concentrate on 
the artifacts produced to build and commu-
nicate a conceptual design for the project.
The following diagram visualises the time-
line of activities and deliverables that 
we proposed to the ABC and ACID. It de-
scribes our understanding of the different 
stages of work the project would entail.
Figure 22  Diagram of the project timeline for Pool
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As an ACID program manager and project leader 
on many ACID projects at RMIT, I was experienced 
in framing these kinds of problems as research 
projects for the centre, RMIT and industry part-
ners. This also included a lot of experience with 
the logistics of running ACID research projects 
at RMIT. In this role I worked closely to compli-
ment the skills of my colleague Marius Foley, who 
represented the project to ACID and the ABC
The first two roles of designer and studio man-
ager are most relevant to the critical reflec-
tion that follows, where I use project artifacts 
to discuss the kinds of thinking and processes 
that the team undertook. The final form of 
these artifacts was often produced by other 
team members, but the thinking behind these 
artifacts, and the methods that we used to sup-
port that thinking, were very collaborative
Roles and Responsibilities
I had three different, but  
related, roles in this project:
In the role of interaction designer I drew on my 
experience of working with interaction design 
problems. I brought an understanding of how 
a person’s experience of technology is affected 
by changes in the design of that technology, and 
how that person’s experience can help identify 
latent opportunities in existing technologies.
As studio manager, I brought to the role my ex-
perience of teaching and mentoring designers 
and managing interaction design research pro-
jects, particularly ones that required research 
and development phases  I recruited two de-
signers to work with me in the studio: Reuben 
Stanton, who I had taught as an undergraduate 
communication designer and worked with sub-
sequently on projects after his graduation, and 
Chris Marmo who had a cognitive psychology 
and computer science background. I remember 
thinking that this was a very complimentary set 
of disciplinary backgrounds to have in a team.
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The overarching goal of this stage 
was to define the problem that our 
design would need to address. This 
may sound counter-intuitive: why 
would you undertake a redesign if you 
didn’t know what the problem was? 
In fact, problem definition is a 
common aspect of many design 
projects. Schön refers to it as “the 
problem of this problem” (1983:104). 
To undertake this stage, we reviewed 
the Pool website, using three 
approaches: data analysis, heuristic 
evaluation and user research.
Defining the problem:  
understanding people’s experiences
Figure 23  Our first problem was finding the problem
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Data Analysis
We asked the ABC for a copy of the current da-
tabase used by the Pool website, and used this 
data to analyse how the site was currently 
being used. In particular, we looked at: 
• what terms people searched for
• how people described themselves 
in their profiles
• how people described content by using tags
 
Using this server data we also broke down 
the kinds of measurable behaviour that mem-
bers on the site exhibited, focusing on:
• how many people had created accounts
• how many had never logged in 
after creating their accounts
• how many had logged in recently
• how many people uploaded content
• how many people commented on content
• the extent of each main digital media 
format that was uploaded 
Figure 24  Images of data analysis - a tag cloud of user profile 
terms: the words people used to describe themselves
Figure 25  Images of data analysis - infographic 
representing analysis of database records
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Heuristic Evaluation
As part of a heuristic evaluation (Nielsen & Mack 
1994) we created logins and used the site, evalu-
ating each section and element of functionality 
against standard rules of thumb for websites that 
are driven by user generated content. Nielsen and 
Mack describe heuristic evaluation as the most 
informal and lightweight of a set of methods to 
use when inspecting the usability of a web site 
user interface. Usability experts use heuristics 
or established usability principles to construct a 
rough sense of what issues might arise later in 
a more user-centred evaluation method. Sites 
that rely on content that is generated by their 
users are a special case with respect to usabil-
ity and conceptual design, because there is very 
little pre-made content to help the users form 
an idea of what the site is actually about.
Through this heuristic evaluation I formed the 
opinion that the Pool website was overly driven 
by the technical & functional possibilities of 
its underlying technology (a content manage-
ment system) rather than a coherent idea of 
what the users of the site wanted to do.
Figure 26  the Pool website before the project  
(with a story describing the redesign project)
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To find out more about why people engage with 
these kinds of websites we undertook an online 
survey asking people why they used Pool, and 
began to see a number of previously unvoiced 
concepts emerge, most notable among them being 
the level of attraction to users of the ABC’s brand.
We also undertook semi-structured interviews 
with people we had identified as key stakeholders 
of the site. These included longtime or influential 
users of Pool, and people inside the ABC who were 
involved in the Pool project or were interested 
in its success. We were fortunate that Pool was 
seen favourably inside the ABC, and were able 
to engage with people ranging from interns to 
producers and managers, all the way up to Mark 
Scott, the Managing Director of the ABC. This 
demonstrated that the project had widespread 
support within the ABC, but also a high degree of 
expectation regarding the things it could achieve.
User Research
No matter how empathetic a designer is, they’ll 
always learn somethign useful by engaging with 
people who might eventually use the products 
of their design. Doing research with users helps 
designers connect with the kinds of experi-
ences they need to support in their designs. 
The design team engaged users in the form of 
existing Pool members and people who had never 
used the website, but who the ABC would like to 
attract as new users. We ran cognitive walkthrough 
exercises (Nielsen & Mack 1994), and participatory 
heuristic evaluation sessions (Muller et al 1998) 
with our users. A cognitive walkthrough exer-
cise involves asking people to perform a specific 
action on the site—for example: “please upload 
a movie”. During this action, people are asked 
to speak aloud the thoughts going through their 
minds, to walk us through their cognitive pro-
cesses. Participatory heuristic evaluation involves 
asking current and potential users to discuss the 
kinds of things they would like to do with a site 
like Pool, and then see if these were possible. 
As we examined the outcomes of these research 
activities, a pattern began to emerge: people were 
unsure about what the site’s purpose was, which 
left them feeling uncertain about how to use it. 
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I began to arrange these artifacts on an empty 
wall in our studio, pinning printouts of in-
terview transcripts, usability reports, sur-
vey responses, graphs and other representa-
tions of data, to the wall so that the team and 
I could access all this data simultaneously. 
Throughout this problem definition 
stage we produced and collected 
a lot of artifacts representing the 
knowledge that was created or 
uncovered by each activity. 
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I imagined this wall being an ambient 
actor on our subconscious thoughts 
around the design, and a fertile 
ground from which ideas might spring.
My original impetus for constructing The Wall 
was to build a holistic sense of the different ways 
people viewed Pool, and explicitly represent this 
in the studio so that the team would be immersed 
in the research we were doing at all times. 
Figure 27  The Wall of research material constructed in our Melbourne studioT
Wall
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Figure 21  Reuben Stanton looking at The Wall in the studio
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This wall is the first design artifact from the 
Pool project that I want to draw attention to 
for later discussion. With respect to the Pool 
project, I refer to it as The Wall and as I gen-
eralise this kind of artifact in subsequent 
sections I refer to it as a Forensic Wall.
This assemblage of research artifacts quickly 
became overwhelming due to the scale of the 
material. But it was also strangely attractive as a 
collage, or composite artifact. It invited interac-
tion from the rest of the team. I returned to the 
studio one day to find that Marius had layered the 
wall with large pull quotes taken from the tran-
scripts. This helped to create a typographic hier-
archy in The Wall—the name the team had given 
it. The Wall was taking on qualities of a designed 
artifact and the different members of the team 
picked up on and responded to these qualities.
Figure 28  (clockwise from top) different views of the 
wall in our studio, showing large pull quotes
Figure 29  other annotations using post-it notes, markers, and 
Figure 30  scenario sketches.
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Figure 31  Stakeholders from ABC Radio National take part in a  
design workshop at their Sydney offices in early 2009.  
 
The kit of workshop cards can be seen on each table, along with 
bigger artifacts: (L-R) Photos of The Wall, whiteboard with post-
it notes for brainstorming, and the Mental Model Diagram
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A Shared Enterprise
Our Brief and UX phases of the 
project overlapped in the form of a 
design workshop, represented as a 
stakeholder check-in on the project 
diagram, where we would literally 
check-in with our stakeholders 
at the ABC. In preparation for 
this, we created a ‘kit’ of artifacts 
to use in the workshop. 
This included images of The Wall, persona cards 
that represented a set of design personas that we 
had developed from our research, diagrams that 
communicated insights we had derived from initial 
data analysis, and diagrams to convey concepts that 
we thought were useful for framing the redesign of 
Pool. This Pool Workshop Kit is the second design 
artifact that I will focus on in discussion, using it 
to demonstrate different approaches to the use of 
ambiguity while communicating experiences.
Figure 32  the Pool Workshop Kit, containing persona cards, 
images of The Wall, diagrams and infographics, used to support 
participatory storytelling in the early 2009 design workshop.
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Figure 33  Mental Model Diagram created for the design workshop
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Mental Models
While we were building The Wall 
and designing the elements of the 
workshop kit I attended a workshop 
on researching and building mental 
models (Young 2003), held by Indi 
Young. To exercise the learning 
that I’d had in the workshop, I 
created a Mental Model diagram 
to communicate the way people 
conceptually understood Pool.  This 
Pool mental model is the third 
design artifact that I will discuss.
Following the workshop, our immediate collabora-
tors inside the ABC kept the poster of the mental 
model, A3 images of the wall, and the workshop 
kits. In the next chapter I discuss how these ar-
tifacts were subsequently used to build engage-
ment inside the organisation. The end product of 
the design Brief stage of the project was a report 
given to the ABC and ACID (Figure 34) contain-
ing the listed sections and content reporting on 
our research and design recommendations.
 
Executive summary
 
Appendices
Pool user research
http://acid.net.au
4
2
14
6
8
10
12
Pool is...what Pool is from the perspective of its users and stakeholders
Pool users want to... the motivations and goals of Pool’s community
Pool should...our recommendations to help the Pool community expand and thrive
Next stepswhat we will deliver in the next stage of the project
Pool could...possible future directions for Pool
Pool Report May 2009.indd   1
6/2/09   2:21:27 PM
Figure 34  The report submitted to our project partners, listing 
different sections and their relevant content
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In the next section I discuss two 
types of design artifacts used in 
the Pool project. I distinguish 
these artifacts in terms of the way 
they are designed to appeal to 
perceptions of ambiguity. To frame 
this distinction, I draw on Dewey’s 
(1939) theories of the expressive object 
that I described in chapter one. 
Dewey’s framework of statements and expressions 
was helpful while I worked towards this workshop 
because it helped me conceptualise different ap-
proaches to producing artifacts that would engage 
our project stakeholders at the ABC. In the design 
workshop I framed the first artifact, a set of pho-
tographs of our design wall, as expressions. These 
were designed to help the workshop participants 
experience the highly ambiguous version of the 
truth that we had constructed in our Melbourne 
designstudio. I framed the second artifact, a mental 
model diagram (Young 2003) as a statement. It de-
scribes an understanding of Pool from the perspec-
tive of the groups of stakeholders that we had in-
terviewed in the usability analysis activities. In the 
following sections I discuss the process of construct-
ing these artifacts and how they were used as part 
of a design workshop with our ABC stakeholders.
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Figure 35  Two types of design artifacts—photographs of our Wall, and a mental model 
diagram—respectively characterised in the next section as expressions and statements
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This change had been initiated for two reasons: 
firstly, it was in direct response to requests from 
Pool members. Secondly, software had recently 
become available that made the implementa-
tion of this kind of functionality less demand-
ing. Over the preceding two years an enormous 
amount of good will had been built among the 
Pool community, and many members of this 
community held a strong personal identification 
with the visual presentation and tone of the cur-
rent site. This strong identification created some 
tension both within the Pool community, and 
between our team and the Pool community.
Strategic Aims
By the time we started the ACID 
collaboration, Pool was already 
two years old, a community had 
already grown around the website. 
Engagement with this group and our 
clients at the ABC were key strategic 
aims of our design project. We were 
researching with the aim to change 
an artifact already inhabited by a 
community, so we had to help our 
clients understand that community.
The percieved affordances (Norman 1988) of Pool, 
or those actions that the website content manage-
ment system would present to Pool members, 
had emerged alongside this community of users, 
often in response to issues that arose in the use 
of the site, or as different technologies became 
available. For example, while we were research-
ing the existing Pool community, the ABC was 
implementing changes to the content manage-
ment system that would allow users to more 
easily manage conversations and collaboration in 
groups, to work on specific projects and themes. Figure 36  an infographic representing responses to the survey 
question “what is the main reason for you to use Pool?”
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With our studios in Melbourne and the ABC’s 
offices in Sydney, our day- to-day client discus-
sion was conducted electronically, through email 
or teleconferences. The project plan included a 
workshop to ‘check in’ with our immediate stake-
holders around the progress of the research and 
build support internally at the ABC for the next 
stage of the project. Being a large organisation, 
with many levels of management, it was impor-
tant to make sure the strategic views of higher 
management were included in the evaluation 
of Pool. We also knew from prior experience at 
ACID that including senior members of parter 
organisations in the early stages of a project could 
help make that project run more smoothly when 
it came time to propose a design solution. 
This political context created some resistance to 
change, both at the ABC and in the wider commu-
nity of Pool users. Many of the conversations I had 
with academic colleagues who had worked on Pool, 
or key stakeholders at the ABC, had been fuzzy or 
vague in their descriptions of what kind of website 
Pool was, and what its role in the wider organisa-
tion was. For some it represented an experiment, 
a low-risk attempt to engage with a different type 
of audience in a different type of way. For others it 
represented a disruption to the very concept of the 
audience and, to some extent, the broadcaster. Oth-
ers saw it as a response to the increasing use of us-
er-generated-content in the traditional media. Mark 
Scott, the ABC Managing Director, had a large influ-
ence on how Pool would be officially viewed and 
adopted at the ABC. Scott had voiced his interest in 
using the internet to engage with new audiences, in 
new ways (Scott 2010). This public support lent mo-
mentum to fledgling projects like Pool. According to 
the Pool team at the ABC, Scott had used Pool as an 
example of ABC innovation and therefore we were 
very conscious that the organisation was keeping 
a watchful eye on Pool, and in turn, our project.
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The model of engagement we created in this 
workshop  was important: The ABC is a national 
broadcaster, placing high value on creativity and 
production, therefore any attempt to engage stake-
holders needed to be authentic, and not superficial 
or overly contrived. We also had a time constraint: 
the person who controlled whether we would pro-
ceed on to the next stage of the project only had 20 
minutes free in their diary on the day when most 
of our key stakeholders were available. With this in 
mind, and an acknowledgement that this workshop 
was a key juncture in the project, we prepared to 
travel to the ABC head offices in Ultimo, Sydney.
One immediate concern for me was that our un-
derstanding of the project was deeply connected 
with the studio environment in Melbourne. Our 
work had been focused by The Wall of material 
we had built over a period of intense engage-
ment with the research context. The Wall held an 
enormous amount of meaning that we relied on 
every day, and seemed impossible to transport 
that to a workshop held over 1,000 km away.
Figure 37  The Wall constructed in the studio back in Melbourne
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However, we felt that our group of workshop 
participants would be highly suited to this method 
for a number of reasons. Some of the personas 
were loosely based on roles at the ABC, so we felt 
that our participants could authentically role-play 
these personas, projecting themselves into their 
experience. Additionally, our workshop partici-
pants were journalists and producers from Radio 
National; their experience as feature producers 
and presenters meant they were highly adept at 
crafting stories and responding to narrative, par-
ticularly in spoken form. Marius and I agreed that 
by drawing on these strengths as communicators 
and storytellers we had a good chance of build-
ing the authentic engagement we were seeking.
Using these ideas, we framed the scenario 
building aspect of the workshop as a type of 
game, and designed a set of cards to repre-
sent the different personas we had created. 
I had been following the development of the 
Gamestorming book, (Gray 2010) and was inter-
ested in the way that gameplay could scaffold the 
process of engaging stakeholders in projects. By 
scaffold, I refer to the way an artifact or process 
(in the case of game rules) can guide and constrain 
what is possible in a process, while also reinforc-
ing a certain framing or conceptual understand-
ing of the situation the process is examining. For 
instance, we did not want the workshop partici-
pants to get carried away with the thread of their 
story, and needed a way to ground their stories 
somehow in the context that we had been deeply 
immersed in over the last two months. For us back 
in Melbourne, The Wall helped keep our think-
ing connected to the actualities of how people 
described Pool, and what they really did there. 
The Wall was our scaffold, and I realised that we 
needed a way to bring The Wall into the workshop.
Another concern for me was the possibility of build-
ing an authentic engagement over such a short 
period of time. Marius and I discussed different 
approaches and decided to structure the workshop 
in two parts. In part 1, we would report on our 
research to construct a sense of the problem of 
the problem (Schön 1983) and, in part 2, we would 
provide a set of personas to engage the group in 
building scenarios for using Pool. Cooper (1995) 
describes how scenarios and personas can help 
a design team focus on the experiences of users, 
rather than the product they use. Critics of tools 
such as scenarios and personas argue that design-
ers use personas to maintain a safe distance from 
the people they are designing for, producing lots 
of interesting design documentation, without 
leading to any design insight (Portigal 2008). 
Figure 38   Persona cards produced for the workshop
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Often these walls are the site of the realisation 
or gestalt in the narrative arc of a show, with 
characters perceiving an unnoticed relation-
ship or missing element that helps them to solve 
the mystery. I began to imagine using the genre 
theme to set the tone and prime the participants 
for the scenario building aspect of the workshop.
Design as (TV) Performance
I started to think about the workshop as a per-
formance, where the first act would be us (the 
researchers) setting the stage and introducing the 
elements (personas, contextual cues, mental model) 
that would then be used to construct multiple ver-
sions of the second act. We needed to engage our 
participants in an authentic fashion, but we also 
needed to make this engagement fun and efficient, 
two qualities that aren’t often easily combined. I 
wondered how we might prime the participants 
to achieve this unusual mix of engagement quali-
ties. One option that occurred to me was that we 
might exploit entertainment genres and build a 
tone or vibe to the workshop—after all, we were 
engaging with people who worked and identi-
fied with the media and entertainment industry. 
I started to think about framing the scenario build-
ing part of the workshop in terms of the police 
procedural genre, drawing on forensic tropes 
from TV shows like the CSI franchise (CBS 2000) 
or The Wire (HBO 2002) (which I was watching at 
the time). In these shows a wall or display is often 
used to assemble all the evidence available, the 
characters engage with these assemblages while 
they describe their understanding of the situa-
tion. You could go so far as to say that these walls 
were major characters in the shows themselves. 
Figure 39  Characters from the HBO series The Wire: Lester Freamon, Roland Pryzbylewski 
& The Wall of evidence. Used with permission ©Dennis Culver
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Framing the Wall
Looking at the workshop as a 
performance caused me to reflect 
on the performative aspects of my 
practice in the studio. I had started the 
assemblage of The Wall in the studio, 
and it had changed the way I worked 
with the wider design team, and in 
turn, how they worked with each 
other. On reflection, I became more 
aware of the kind of performances 
involved in the way I used The Wall 
to support design conversations 
with the team and with myself.
In discussion with others, I would refer to specific 
areas of The Wall as rhetorical supports or dem-
onstrations. For instance, specific areas of the wall 
containing different interview transcripts overlaid 
with images and notes were used to refer to each 
of the personas. Each of the elements in that area 
represented different motivations and desires relat-
ing to that persona. As another example, while the 
team was discussing conceptual ideas we would 
often sketch a quick diagram to represent that idea, 
or the understanding of the idea that we had come 
Figure 40  Ways Walls Work: different types of performances that I observed 
using The Wall, that I examine in detail in chapter five
reading
making
telling
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The emergence of personas as conceptual place-
holders in The Wall, while having a simplifying 
effect, still needed to be constructed in order to 
‘read’ the wall. By placing these sketches of the Per-
sona photographs on different sections of the wall, 
we reminded ourselves that those sections held 
material that had relevance to that persona. We 
anchored (Hutchins 2005) the concept with these 
caricatures, but I found that while we still needed 
to construct these concepts from their underlying 
elements with people who were new to The Wall. 
Having these material anchors helped that process: 
both by making it more efficient—we became more 
practiced with each retelling of the persona devel-
opment story—and more apparent—the caricature 
sketches stood out from their surrounding mate-
rial, announcing that they were somehow a prod-
uct of that material while also calling attention to 
the wider group of similar looking caricatures.
to during the conversation. We would often refer 
to these sketches as placeholders of the concept 
they represented, and move them around on the 
wall to mash ideas together with other conceptual 
representations. As we created the personas, quick 
sketches of their faces went up on the wall as more 
flexible placeholders of the ideas they represented. 
Hutchins (2005) describes the use of material an-
chors or artifacts that stand in as placeholders for 
concepts, allowing people to use these anchors to 
perform conceptual blends to generate new views 
or insights into a situation. Hutchins’ examples 
are more subtle than the uses I am describing of 
The Wall, requiring interpretation and analysis to 
abstract them from their deep embedded practices. 
I realised that interaction designers need to  
explicitly materialise the intangible, so 
that this material can then be conceptu-
alised, blended, and communicated.
Using these reflections on the way I used The Wall 
with others, and being inspired by the forensic 
and TV cop-show genres, I started to imagine the 
kind of props that we might use to engage our 
workshop participants. Images of agents hand-
ing over briefing envelopes with TOP SECRET 
emblazoned on them, full of 8x10 black & white 
photos and dossiers of information on their sub-
jects. Imagine James Bond, meets The Wire. 
At the same time I was anxious to avoid am-
plifying the fuzziness I had perceived when 
speaking to people about Pool. The Wall, as 
a whole, required a lot of interpretation, and 
it was important that we present a more fo-
cused aspect of The Wall to our workshop.
Figure 41  charicatures anchor the persona concepts in place on The Wall
interaction designers materialise and blend 
the intangible
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We had started taking photos of The Wall to post 
on our project blog, framing sections to use for 
editorial support. Some of these photos were then 
used on the current Pool site as well (Figure 43)
We experimented with this visual language 
and arrived at the idea of using photographs 
to frame different views of The Wall, crop-
ping most of the whole assemblage out, isolat-
ing one or two key points in each image. 
Figure 42  Reuben looking at the wall in our studio 
Figure 43  which then found its way into a story about the re–design, posted on the front page 
of the Pool site (captured 13 April 2009). Our visual language started to permeate the discussion 
around the Pool redesign. In reflection, I can see this as one tactic we used to controll the open 
and potentially difficult situation of re–designing a website around an existing community
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These isolated points then operated in juxtaposi-
tion to one another, setting up a number of ways 
to (literally) frame the understanding of what 
Pool was, and how it could be understood. 
We used a wide aperture setting in these photo-
graphs, producing a low depth of field in order to 
accentuate this idea of focus, and high exposure to 
normalise the colour palette and render the messi-
ness of The Wall as a more textural background. As 
we started to do this the nature of The Wall ele-
ments changed the way we started framing them. 
You could say they talked back (Schön 1983) to us 
and affected the way we designed these images.
While the images were composed visually, they 
included many textual elements. Each image 
captured the collage in a different fashion, anchor-
ing different concepts that we imagined would be 
useful in the workshop. In keeping with the TV 
genre vibe, I printed them at A5 size on a heavy 
stock with white borders. I also had a set of A3 
paper versions made to use as an ambient back-
drop and to refer to as we discussed the research 
in the first half of the workshop. I was very pleased 
with the outcome for a number of reasons. Firstly, 
we had found a way to bring The Wall—and all 
that it entailed—with us to Sydney! I was happy 
that we had been able to find a way to keep the 
ambiguity in the wall alive, while at the same 
time simplifying the enormous assemblage and 
rendering it more accessible to our participants. 
Figure 44  (continues over page) 20 photos of the wall that were used as cards 
and posters in the design workshop. Images: Reuben Stanton & Author
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As props in a design performance, I felt that the 
20 images we chose to produce would be very 
useful for the improvised performative style 
that a workshop requires. The team and I were 
very familiar with using The Wall to provoke 
conversation and support our ideas, and I felt 
these images were a more than adequate sub-
stitute. To some extent, they were better than 
the actual wall they were taken from, because 
their cropped focus on one or two elements was 
a more explicit material anchor, meaning we 
did not need to spend time (that we didn’t have) 
constructing these understandings up front.
Figure 45  (clockwise from Right) 
Marius presenting at the workshop, with posters of the Wall photographs behind him
Figure 46  Cards made from the Wall photographs
Figure 47  Workshop participants with the Wall photograph posters (left) 
Mental Model diagram (middle) and workshop kits on their tables
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This section describes the 
second of the project artifacts, 
the mental model diagram.
As I stated previously in the overview of the Pool 
project, in a lucky piece of happenstance I attended 
a workshop given by Indi Young that described and 
demonstrated the creation of what she calls Mental 
Models. Young’s (2008) book, Mental Models: align-
ing design strategy with human behaviour, describes 
a process for engaging with project stakeholders 
that leads from semi-structured interviews; analy-
sis of interview transcripts for tasks, philosophies 
and feelings; looking for patterns in these elements; 
and visualization of the data for different purposes. 
Mental models communicate three levels of hierar-
chy; atomic tasks, more general towers or groupings 
of tasks, and mental spaces. These three layers bear 
architectural resemblance to the actions, operations 
and activities of Leont’ev’s Activity Theory (1947).
Communicating Mental Models
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Löwgren and Stolterman (2004) point out that 
design demands the ability to communicate in a 
rational manner, including an ability to “appreciate 
the client’s understanding of rationality” (p50). This 
is a useful way of describing why I wanted to com-
plement the messiness of the Wall photographs. My 
colleagues and I had an implicit understanding that 
these expressions (Dewey 1934) would be good for 
drawing the workshop participants into the types 
of experiences we wanted to examine, but that they 
needed to be rounded out or balanced with arti-
facts that required less interpretation. We needed 
to bring statements (Dewey 1934) into the mix 
in order to make the workshop experience more 
congruent with our client’s ideas of rationality.
During her workshop, Young mentioned that she 
had once left a large printout of a mental model 
diagram at the company she had prepared it for. 
It was fixed to the wall in a prominent place (from 
memory, it was near the bathrooms) with a pen 
attached to the diagram with a piece of string. 
This had prompted people to engage with and 
comment on the diagram in their own time. The 
diagram had sparked several discussions because 
it was in a high traffic location. I was intrigued 
by this use of design artifacts in situ and de-
cided that I would learn more about this kind of 
design artifact by attempting to build a mental 
model diagram of the Pool research for us to use 
in the coming workshop. I had about a week.
Young states that “Mental models give you 
a deep understanding of people’s motiva-
tions and thought-processes, along with the 
emotional and philosophical landscape in 
which they are operating.” (Young 2008:3)
In the course of Young’s workshop we worked 
in groups to enact the stages of the method 
as described in her book. I was inspired by 
this workshop for a number of reasons: 
Firstly, the method was repeatable and rigorous, 
as it is built on a foundation of anthropological 
practices of open-ended interviewing and observa-
tion. This lent the method a sense of objectivity that 
our current workshop kit artifacts did not have. 
Secondly, the method was aimed at producing 
a a very ordered visual representation of an-
thropological data, called an affinity diagram 
(Young 2008:3). Casting forward and thinking 
about the workshop we were preparing for, I 
thought that the orderliness and implied ra-
tionality of these diagrams would complement 
the messiness and subjectivity of the Wall pho-
tographs illutsrated in the preceding pages. 
Communicating Mental Models
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I then began to look for patterns among these 
task descriptions, grouping them according 
to their affinity with one another, rather than 
an external set of categories. As the groups 
grew, they would split, or combine with other 
groups, a hierarchy emerged where two or more 
groups could themselves be grouped together 
and described in a more abstract fashion.
I iterated this process for a weekend, resulting 
in a four level hierarchy corresponding to tasks 
extracted directly from the transcripts at the 
lowest level, abstractions of those tasks, activi-
ties that these tasks were a part of, and mental 
spaces—at the highest level. This hierarchy is 
illustrated in the image above. I then began to 
construct the visual representation of this hi-
erarchy, or build the mental model diagram.
The first stage of this involved generating a diagram 
that included a box with a corresponding label for 
each element in the top three levels. After doing 
Making the Model
Young’s method is described in a step-by-step 
fashion in her book, and we had stepped through 
the method with her in the workshop. I decided 
to follow the steps as well as I could, with the 
time available and the materials I had to hand. 
Whereas Young’s method involves open-ended 
interviews that are planned around the produc-
tion of the mental model diagram, I had interview 
notes that had been made from semi-structured 
interviews that Chris Marmo and Marius Foley had 
conducted earlier in the project. These weren’t 
perfect for the task, because the aims during the 
interview were different, however I thought they 
might be useful, and decided to use these notes, 
along with the quotes that Marius had highlighted, 
as the input data for the modelling process.
One afternoon I combed The Wall for statements 
that would help me “adopt the customer’s verbs” 
(Young 2008:35) or identify key phrases where 
people described real or imagined tasks, us-
ing their own terms to describe these tasks.
Figure 48  notebook with list of collected phrasesFigure 49  photograph of interview transcript with highlighted action
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interested in
know when 
people look at 
my work
get to know 
people
describe 
myself to 
others
look at other 
people's 
profiles
get to know 
the people 
behind the 
work
develop as a 
professional
build a 
reputation
learn how  to 
make my work 
better
mentor 
emerging 
media creators
see what's 
happening
see what's cool
find out about 
new 
submissions
gather interesting stuff
flag stuff as 
interesting
rate content
link to my 
work from 
elsewhere
classify my 
content
classify 
someone else's 
content
bookmark 
things to come 
back for
share stuff
share other 
people's work
share my work
be a part of the ABC
get my stuff 
on the ABC
get my work 
on the ABC
extend the 
reach of the 
ABC
access skills & 
capacity 
outside the 
ABC
create new 
ways to 
connect to 
audiences
connect 
through other 
media
follow up after 
a radio 
program
Join Pool 
(register)
Log in
&
Log out
Text-based 
search
Create my user 
profile
Describe 
myself 
& my interests
Describe my 
current 
projects
Add a profile 
picture & 
image for my 
media
Add location 
to my profile
Set profile 
contact 
preferences
Set my default 
licence 
settings
Read about 
Pool,
Community 
Guidelines, 
FAQ
watch, read 
listen to 
embedded 
media
Subscribe to 
Pool's RSS feed
Read the Pool 
blog
Download 
audio, video
Upload work
Comment on 
work
Browse all 
media
Filter media by 
genre, tag, 
license, type
Tag my media
Describe my 
media
Title my media
Categorize my 
media
Set Creative 
Commons 
licence on my 
media
Submit my 
media to a 
project
List users 
(contributors)
Filter 
contributors 
by media type
Read a user 
profile
Contact a user 
via email form
Create a group
Browse 
existing 
groups
View a group's 
content
Read a 
forum topic
Create a forum 
topic
Respond to a 
forum topic
Contact pool 
staff via email 
form
Read "getting 
started"
Read "known 
bugs and 
issues"
classify stuff
Subscribe to 
Pool's RSS feed
View a group's 
content
Contact pool 
staff via email 
form
Create a 
Callout
Submit my 
media to a 
Callout
Contact pool 
staff via email 
form
Submit my 
media to a 
Callout
Filter 
contributors 
by media type
Filter 
contributors 
by media type
Pool... a mental model
Pool Mental Model
ABC Pool
Document
Project
14 May 2009Date
http://acid.net.au
underneath the activities, to identify ‘gaps’, or 
where the design is not supporting the users 
mental model. I also began to craft the way the 
diagram would be visually presented: adapting 
the visual schema that Young used in her book 
to produce a poster that complimented the other 
workshop materials we had already produced. 
I now move on to describe the workshop: 
what we did, and what I learned in criti-
cal reflection on these design actions.
this I quickly became aware that the elements 
needed to be re-arranged, and a period of shuf-
fling boxes around ensued. Because I was building 
this mental model diagram alone, and with lim-
ited time, I kept this shuffling to a minimum, but 
I did notice a distinct difference in the way visual 
and textual representations afforded analysis and 
re-arrangement. The mental model diagram built 
collaboratively in the Loupe project (a month or so 
later and discussed in chapter 4) included far more 
discussion and moving of elements after we had 
translated it into a visual diagram form, and I will 
comment on these affordances in more detail in the 
next section, where I describe the Loupe project.
Once I was satisfied that the diagram represented 
the research—in a way that was useful for us to 
work with in the workshop—I began to audit Pool 
for the functionality or features of the current 
website that supported the groups of activities 
the modelling process had identified. In Young’s 
method, these elements are grouped and aligned 
Figure 50  organising, sorting and grouping collected phrases
Figure 51  the final mental model diagram used in the design workshop
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The Design Workshop
In May 2009 Marius Foley, Chris 
Marmo and I travelled to Sydney 
to conduct a design workshop with 
key stakeholders from within Radio 
National at the ABC. We had three 
primary goals for the workshop:
• To convey a sense of what we had dis-
covered through our research to date
• To engage key stakeholders in the project
• To gain some insight into the prac-
tices that Radio National producers 
might use Pool to produce work. 
To achieve these goals we decided to begin by 
presenting what we’d discovered, using the kit of 
artifacts to represent the ideas as we introduced 
them. We would then move from this information 
delivery mode into more of an interactive role, 
facilitating activities that used these artifacts. 
Thinking back to this I can see that we used 
the artifacts in the kit to anchor concepts 
in the sense that Hutchins describes mate-
rial anchors for conceptual blends.
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This conversation set up the next activity by 
anchoring the concepts with different artifacts. 
We would refer to on of the A3 photographs and 
describe how it represented one of the discover-
ies we had made through the research. Alter-
natively we would discuss our research, lead 
in to an idea of what a research outcome might 
mean, and then use a photo or diagram to ex-
plain and anchor that concept for later use.
It’s useful to see two or more levels of anchor-
ing working here. If I frame the workshop as a 
performance, then it might be seen as a semi-
structured improvisation. The first section was 
more scripted and ‘led’ by us than the second 
section, but in each section, we had The Wall to 
fall back on for structure. It could remind us of 
what was important to discuss, and to scaffold a 
discussion that could easily get very complex, or 
anchor concepts that could easily get very abstract.
As I mentioned previously, it was important to 
be able to bring The Wall with us in some sense. 
I had the photographs turned into cards, like 8x5 
prints. Marius also suggested blowing them up to 
A3 scale, and this proved very useful because we 
were able to assemble them into a composite Wall 
in the workshop space, and use this as a backdrop 
for our presentation. I found that this stood in well 
for The Wall back in Melbourne, and we had a high 
degree of fluency and confidence with using this 
composite wall to anchor concepts as we spoke, 
and subsequently began to blend concepts and 
refer to them during the more interactive phase 
of the workshop. We also had a large printout of 
the mental model, and the kit if cards with perso-
nas, word clouds, diagrams and wall photos. One 
benefit of having multiple copies of everything 
was that workshop participants could hold a copy 
of a wall photo in their hands and begin to build 
conceptual relationships with it while we were 
referring to a copy of that image in the course of 
introducing and discussing the concepts behind it.
Marius began the workshop, outlining our 
research process to date and giving an over-
view of the big discoveries we had uncovered 
through this research. While he did this he 
used different artifacts to explicate these dis-
coveries. I then described the mental model.
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Artifacts like the Wall helped us do that. They rep-
resent a concept, without being that concept. They 
let people make complex comparisons, blends and 
conceptual leaps without having to describe what 
those leaps are. For example: this photo alongside 
these two personas, in this particular situation, 
equals an idea that sheds light on the design situa-
tion, AND constructs a bridge between out research 
and the understandings of our stakeholders, help-
ing us construct authentic engagement experiences.
In the next section, I describe how 
these workshop artifacts were 
installed in our clients offices 
afterwards, and took on a life of 
their own as a way to engage wider 
support in the organisation.
Reflecting on the Workshop
Interaction designers work by “shaping a material 
with no qualities” (Lowgren & Stolterman 2003) 
and its easy to see this work getting very abstract 
and ‘fluffy’ when discussing systems that are only 
represented in terms of electronic interaction. 
A website is more than the pixels that appear 
on screen at one time, it is also the logic behind 
individual interactions that unfold over time, and 
the social interactions that take place as a result 
of these individual experiences. Ideas can easily 
spiral into abstract theory and appear fluffy or 
ungrounded, particularly when discussing them 
with people who haven’t had the opportunity to 
construct a holistic understanding of the web of in-
teractions that the pixels of an interface represent. 
Artifacts, like the Wall, persona cards, and info-
graphics that we used the Pool workshop, help to 
ground the complex ideas that they refer to. They 
scaffold the discussion, and are useful for keep-
ing a concept open rather than closing it down 
(or solving the problem). A workshop situation 
like the one I have just described requires dis-
cursive, generative thinking, we wanted to use 
the time with our ABC stakeholders to construct 
understandings and ideas that we did not already 
have. We needed to keep ideas open or alive. 
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Even with all these prompts, I was still pleasantly 
surprised to hear that the Pool team at the ABC 
had fixed the workshop elements to the outside 
of the walls and doors of their offices, directly 
beside a shared office printer. These elements 
stayed up for a few months while the project was 
building support internally for funding and stra-
tegic acceptance. About three months after our 
workshop I was in Sydney and spoke with our key 
stakeholder Sherre DeLys, the executive producer 
of Pool, about the way she and others in the team 
used these artifacts to engage their colleagues.
As I discussed earlier, I had been 
intrigued by the idea that we might 
leave a set of design artifacts with 
our clients and that they might 
make use of the artifacts we had 
designed for the workshop to engage 
with other stakeholders inside their 
organisation. I dropped a few hints 
throughout the workshop, relating 
the story Indi Young had told me in 
our workshop, when I introduced 
the mental model diagram. 
The format of the cards was also a factor: deciding 
to print the images on cardboard rather than 
just on paper, giving them borders so that the 
images would keep their quality even if they were 
handled a lot, and the way that all the elements 
fit together as a set, their colour palette, their 
size and uniform format all worked together 
to help build a strong rhetorical foundation for 
the message they were trying to communicate, 
and the insights we were trying to provoke.
The Afterlife of Workshop Artifacts
Figure 52  the new Forensic Wall and Mental Model diagram located near the Radio National office printer
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images communicated, and why Sherre and her 
team had chosen to construct their own wall.
One reason that Sherre referred to was that 
the images of the wall were a “demonstration 
of the participatory nature” of the design pro-
ject, a “visual representation of the process that 
went on”. She repeatedly stressed this aspect of 
the photographs, and why a communication of 
the process was important to her and her team. 
By communicating the complexity of the re-
search process and the participatory nature of 
that process, a sense of rigour was developed.
“You get a sense that this is bigger than one 
person and nobody could cook this up. It’s a 
matter of collecting a lot of stuff from a lot of 
people and a few people trying to refine what 
they see (and) pull some patterns out of it”
One thing I noticed when reflecting on this conver-
sation was the way Sherre and her colleagues had 
built their own Forensic Wall, adding new elements 
to the collection of workshop materials we had 
produced. Sherre explained that they had added to 
the existing material partly because they “wanted 
to cover all the wall space”, but also because they 
had become aware of the way an element became 
part of (and affected) the “ecology” of the wall. 
I related to Sherre the way different people in-
teracted with the photos of our wall back in Mel-
bourne—which by this time had been packed 
away. Sherre discussed how she and her col-
leagues had used these photos and diagrams to 
help other stakeholders understand both the Pool 
website, and also the redesign project. It was 
interesting to hear the kinds of things that these 
Figure 53  Sherre pointing out new elements added to the assembled forensic wall Figure 54  discussing elements on the Pool teams new Forensic Wall
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As she used the photos and other materials (info-
graphics, word clouds, persona cards & diagrams) 
to engage colleagues she noticed how useful they 
were as “tools” to describe their project, and also 
the value of undertaking such a project in a partici-
patory fashion. On this last point, I was very inter-
ested to hear that through her experience with us 
and the Pool redesign, and subsequent telling of this 
experience with colleagues, Sherre’s views around 
the process of designing technology had changed:
“I realised that web design should be ap-
proached as collaboratively as we think edito-
rially about every other aspect of the project.”
Sherre also commented on the effect that the visual 
design of the artifacts had on subsequent docu-
ments and presentations that she and her team 
developed. She said that the design of the artifacts 
we had produced directly informed the visual 
design of the presentation she used inside the ABC 
to build support for Pool. When describing the 
photos, she commented on the way they changed 
the office space that they were exhibited in:
“…they really speak to people… on a very 
simple level it gives a vibe to our space, it 
sets it apart from other things that are go-
ing on here, gives it a kind of identity…”
Sherre noted that the photos pulled people’s 
interest in, and “pose a lot of questions” around 
which a discussion or “Q&A session” could grow. 
Figure 56  Sherre pointing out additions made to their Mental Model diagram
Figure 55  Our workshop artifacts were used to assemble a new forensic wall in the Radio National offices of the Pool staff
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Figure 57  The Pool Information Architecture and Layout framework, illustrating different types of pages.  
Image: Chris Marmo, Reuben Stanton
Realising Pool
In this section I briefly describe the rest of the 
Pool project. It covers the period of about a year, 
from delivery of the report following the workshop 
until the handover of completed design specifica-
tion documents to the ABC development partners. 
While this research is not concerned with these 
aspects of this project, I do not believe these lat-
ter phases any less important. I simply believe 
that the conceptual  phases I have described to 
this point best describes the way I want to frame 
interaction design, and design in general. 
After this conceptually driven activity, the project 
started to work towards solving the problem it 
had defined, which involved me working closely 
with Reuben and Chris on translating our research 
findings into design acts. For example: the struc-
ture of mental spaces (Young 2003) in our mental 
model was mapped directly onto the navigational 
and content structure, or information architecture, 
of the Pool website. I found that the work we had 
done early on in the project had created a strong 
set of constraints around these more solution 
oriented aspects of the project. The phases of the 
project associated with UX and UI design seemed 
to run without having to return to the problem 
setting phase because our goals and activities were 
well defined, and many of the key ambiguities 
had been addressed in the Brief building stage.
In order to address our initial findings about Pool—
that it lacked a coherent conceptual model , that 
people were confused about what Pool was and 
who it was for—we simplified the site’s information 
architecture. This defined what kinds of content 
there would be on Pool, how the content was con-
ceptually related, and how the different areas of 
the site were arranged in a navigational structure.
3. Object Pages
1. Dashboard Pages
2. Gallery Pages
Key
Calls to action
Main content
Supportive content
Navigation
Content relevent to me
Me
Community Content
Filters
Curated Content
Layout Framework
Pool Sitemap
Logged In 1. Dashboard Pages
1. Showcase area, allowing exploration of 
media works. 
2. Calls to action will be contextual for 
each page. eg: sign up, contribute or 
create a group.
3. Community content: popular & latest 
discussions, people, projects.
4. Curated content: work, people and 
projects featured by Pool team 
5. Representation of the user. eg: profile 
picture, links to inbox and edit profile.
6. Curated content. see 4.
1
2. Gallery Pages
1. Content filters, including by: license, 
popular, content type, most recent.
2. Mixture of curated and community 
Content
3. Gallery (summary) view of content. Can 
be a mix of projects, work and people 
or just one.
4. Pagination for navigating gallery pages.
5. Relevant content based on personal 
interests, tags and relationships. 
2
3
5
1
4
3
5
3. Object Pages
1. Display area for the media work.
2. Supportive information to the work. 
Author details, statistics or person 
reputation. 
3. Community activity. Discussions around 
the work, list of subscribers, favorites 
etc. 
4. Related content that may also be 
curated
5. Representation of the user. eg: profile 
picture, links to inbox and edit profile.
1
3
5
2
4 6
4
2
5
Home
Media 
Dashboard
Media
Projects 
Dashboard
Project
Discussion
People 
Dashboard
Profile
New / Edit
Media
New / Edit
Project
Edit Profile
Feature
New / Edit 
Feature
Features
Search
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From this plan, we analysed the different kinds of 
pages that a person might encounter while using 
Pool, and organised them into a framework of page 
types, designing a set of visual templates for pre-
senting the content on these different page types.
Building on these frameworks, we defined the 
full set of pages that would need to be designed, 
and started the process of designing “wireframe” 
diagrams for each of them. A wireframe diagram 
communicates where different elements will go on 
a screen design, but does not attempt to communi-
cate what those elements will eventually look like.
We then designed the visual, or presenta-
tion, layer of the Website. This includes lay-
out, typography, colours and art-direction.
After these docuemnts had been iterated a few 
times with the ABC, to define the direction of 
the ‘look and feel’ for Pool, we began pulling the 
wireframes and visual design together to commu-
nicate a holistic specification. We demonstrated 
some interaction design (how individual ele-
ments in the page would react) by using HTML 
mockups, and eventually delivered a Design 
Specification that docuemnted the visual and 
functional designs for every page on Pool.
pool.org.au Design SpecificationPage types
1
Edited by
Version
Marius Foley on Wed Jun 23 2010
5 / 234
   Callout Call to action
Collection:
• Dashboard
• Project
• Feature
Sub-navigation
Activity ABC Feature
   Callout Call to action
Object:
• Media
• Person's own engagement
Related
Information
• Tags
• Related
Activity ABC Feature
Collections Object
    Search function
Results
Pagination
Search
ID / Nav ID / Nav ID / Nav
pool.org.au Design SpecificationHome Page
1
Edited by
Version
Marius Foley on Wed Jun 23 2010
7 / 234
The Home Page is where people first 
experience Pool
The Home Page [Logged Out] is designed to 
give Pool visitors a browsing, or sit-back 
experience. People can explore a set of 
Feature articles by navigation tabs on the 
right of the Showcase box.
Clear and concise descriptions of what Pool 
is are supported with easily identified calls-
to-action to encourage participation.
1. ABC global header 
Take viewer to ABC site. 
NB: viewer will leave Pool with no return route 
2. POOL Identity 
Links to Logged out home page.
NB Pool visual identity is currently being designed
3. Top Level Navigation
Based on the four spaces created to highlight core features 
of Pool: Media, Projects, People. 
4. Call to action
Encourages visitor to explore Pool through the 3 key areas: 
Media, Projects, People
 
5. Showcase box
Houses five feature pieces selected for display on the Home 
page. Editorial is added to a feature work by the Social 
Media Producer #1.
Showcase will feature Media, Projects and People [see 
Roles for a description on how these are selected].
View whole article takes visitor to Feature page [editorial].
6. Call to action #2
Alternative way to explore Pool and to understand what 
Pool is and how the community works
7. Call to action #2 Status report
Data collected from the logs to convey current status and 
population. Note geo-location functionality [location]
1
2
5
6
11
9
8
12
12
4
10
3
7
8 Pool Search
Takes user to top level Pool search results.
Search page provides extra levels of search functionality 
[Advanced Search via Media, Projects, People, etc- see 
Search Facets page.]
9. Get started: Sign In / Sign Up
Low entry point; takes user directly to
Sign In /Sign Up Page 
10. Feature navigation tabs
Takes visitor to each of the Showcase box features;
Links to creator, media and/or project
11. Call-outs
Call-outs are a feature of Pool. This box contains 3 of the 
current call-outs  to encourage visitor to sample call-out 
outcomes. 
View all call-outs takes visitor to a list page of all current 
call-outs.
12. Pool footer
Links to About Pool/Conditions/Privacy/Licenseing/Credits
Also links to Pool's other social media presence such as 
Twitter and Facebook.
13. ABC global footer 
Takes viewer to ABC site. 
NB: set common location of footer to approx 300px below 
the Pool footer.
12
13
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When I reflect on what I mean when I 
think about design work, I realise that 
my research is more concerned in the 
up-front activity of framing a design 
problem and engaging stakeholders 
in a conceptual direction than the 
subsequent design work of producing 
the outcomes of that design direction. 
Interaction design literature has this latter aspect 
of practice well covered; many books, posts and pa-
pers describe methods and techniques for applying 
a conceptual design direction to a design medium. 
What I identified as missing from the discourse was 
any discussion of the ways that designers come up 
with the conceptual direction in the first place. 
This oversight in the discourse led to the incoher-
ence that initially prompted my research; namely 
that while a lot of design work might look the 
same, using the same types of methods and ar-
tifacts, the way that designers approach these 
respective artifacts, and the meaning they ascribe 
to them, can profoundly differ. I have sought to 
understand this difference by reflecting on the 
methods I use design to frame a problem, or arrive 
at Schön’s “problem of this problem” (1983:104)
In the next chapter I build on my theories about 
perfromative ambiguity by examining the ways that 
designers modulate their perceptions of affinity.
Reflecting on Pool
I see the Pool project as an example 
of the way that reification and 
participation work to facilitate 
a mutual engagement, that in 
turn enables a shared sense of 
enterprise (Wenger 1998). 
As an interaction designer, it seemed obvious to 
me that any successful re-design of a website like 
Pool required engagement and participation from 
the wide range of people who held a stake in its 
success. As an executive producer of Pool and 
longtime ABC radio producer, it was obvious to 
Sherre that a project like Pool required a strong 
culture of collaboration and participation in order 
to thrive in the institutional and cultural landscape 
it inhabited. For some reason, Sherre’s belief in col-
laborative approaches to decision making had not 
extended to include decisions regarding technologi-
cal artifacts, like the software used to run websites.  
I had seen this kind of disconnect before: in many 
guises. Experienced professionals framing their 
practice in a sophisticated and deep way, reveal-
ing the role of interaction and experience on not 
just the product but also the strategy of that prac-
tice, yet still holding instrumental notions of other 
fields of practice. I myself have been guilty of this.
I found it interesting that Sherre had been able 
to see a reflection of her own practice in ours. I 
wondered how the artifacts we had used to en-
gage our ABC stakeholders had supported this. 
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Perceiving Affinity
Loupe: the social life of visualisation
4
af•fin•i•ty |əˈfinitē|
noun ( pl. affinities)
…a similarity of characteristics suggesting a  
relationship, especially a resemblance in structure…
– Oxford Dictionary of English, 2010
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This fuzziness is necessary for a number of crucial 
reasons: the main one being that identifying affinity 
is a constructive process of negotiation between 
the ‘things’ being grouped and the people doing 
that grouping. Anyone who’s tried to find clusters 
in a set of post-it notes can remember the moment 
when one note reframes the whole set, requiring 
existing clumps to be broken down differently. In 
this way, affinity is also a process lens we use to get 
a holistic view of a situation. Conversely, one way 
of looking at the many frameworks and methods 
designers use could be in terms of how they help 
us focus our ability to perceive affinity—our affinity 
ability—between different aspects of a situation.
For simplicity, I have broken this down into three 
ways that the affinity ability is used in design 
projects; affinity seeking, spotting and making. On 
the next page, I describe these three manifesta-
tions of affinity ability using a cyclical model, 
with one leading into the other. I use it to frame a 
complex practice and highlight the role that our 
perception of affinity plays in design processes. 
Splicing in the Affinity Gene†
What we do as designers relies a 
lot on how well we can harness 
our skills at identifying affinity 
between objects and the systems 
those objects create. Many design 
methods explicitly involve some 
sort of affinity parsing, or search for 
isomorphic relationships between 
disparate and unfamiliar objects. 
Card sorting, affinity diagrams, mental mod-
els… these are but a few of the many methods 
and tools designers use to work out what’s go-
ing on in a situation, and what to do about it.
These process stages are often described in lan-
guage closely tied to the context of the process 
being undertaken. For example: in the Mental 
Modeling process, Indi Young describes the af-
finity parsing process in terms of the “one of 
these things is not like the other thing” game 
from Sesame Street (Young 2004:255).
†  This title and subsequent ideas owe 
much to Peter F. Hamilton, creator 
of the science fiction universe that 
features a future biotek cuture, able to 
share an affinity link with animals and 
synthetic beings. 
I can remember, while addressing my 
IxDA colleagues at our 2009 Director’s 
retreat in San Francisco, realising 
that sensitivity to affinity was a 
fundamental but largely unexplored 
capacity for interaction designers.  
I had recently finished Hamilton’s 
(2009) collection of short stories, 
Second Chance at Eden. The book 
contains stories that explore the 
possibility of humans and synthetic 
beings sharing perceptions, an 
ability that Hamilton attributes 
to gene therapies available 
in these future cultures.
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Figure 58  three approaches to affinity
Seeking Affinity
Affinity seeking encompasses activities that 
help to build that set of elements used for 
spotting. Methods and methodologies includ-
ing contextual inquiry, ethnography, cultural 
probes, focus groups, surveys, and even eye-
tracking are all examples of affinity seeking.
The link between these kinds of research methods 
and affinity becomes clearer if we look at these 
activities as the means to gather a better set of 
data in order to spot affinity rather than goals in 
themselves. In this way, I’m framing evaluation and 
observation in terms of how they help us ask and 
answer questions like “how can I identify and solve 
this problem?” or, more specifically, “what should 
people do here, and how can we bring that about?” 
It is interesting to look at how affinity ability can 
help us be better at researching a design situation.
Many methods that I clump under affinity seek-
ing talk about the need for the designer to 
distance themselves from the situation, to 
“leave your assumptions at the door” (Young 
2004) in order to objectively perceive ele-
ments in the situation (behaviours, objects, be-
liefs, actors) without subjective biases.
Spotting Affinity
I’ll start with spotting affinity, because this is the 
most widely understood manifestation of this abil-
ity. Sense-making tasks such as card-sorting, mental 
modelling or analysing coded recordings are good 
examples of affinity spotting. This analytic abil-
ity works with a set of collected data, identifying 
groups of elements that share properties or struc-
ture. In many cases, like mental modelling or card 
sorting, the process of spotting affinity between 
elements also helps to make sense of the larger set 
of data by implying categories or taxonomies that 
help us to understand how to further cluster the 
elements. Its a process that feeds back on itself, 
and it’s important here to remember that design 
invokes Herbert Simon’s (1963) satisficing to set a 
breakpoint in this potentially infinite loop. (p 64)
Affinity spotting sits in the analysis stage of many 
design projects, as a bridge between research-
ing the situation and changing the situation. To 
borrow from Simon again, affinity spotting sits 
between designers using afferent, or sensory 
channels to gather information about a current 
situation, and using efferent or motor channels to 
move toward a preferred situation. (pp 55, 66)
Because spotting is traditionally and most eas-
ily understood in terms of affinity, I’ll use it as an 
anchor to help describe these adjacent processes.
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Making Affinity
The activities previously described help design-
ers to understand the world, but at some stage 
they need to put something back into the world, to 
make changes. This process of creating things that 
solve problems can be framed as  making affinity.
Many people think that all that design does is 
the creation of artifacts, processes, and things 
that affect a situation in order to move it to-
wards a preferred situation (Simon 1963). In 
many ways this is the part of design that many 
students sign up for, because it is the only 
part of design that most people experience.
Making affinity is demonstrated by descrip-
tions of intuitive interfaces (affinity with what 
we know already) or innovative services (af-
finity with perceived opportunities and latent 
mental models). This is where Arthur C. Clarke’s 
“magic” happens, and it’s here that we can see 
the challenge for teaching and developing this 
ability most clearly. Just look at the diversity 
of schools, approaches, theories, philosophies 
that aim to enable and augment this ability.
Achieving objectivity is arguably a futile task, 
but that’s what we try to do when we’re affin-
ity seeking. Many methods have been designed 
to help us fake objectivity and build a data set 
that satisfices (Simon 1953) requirements for 
variety, so we can then apply our natural pat-
tern-recognition ability in the spotting phase.
We might look at this faking of objectivity as a 
suspension of the affinity spotting activity. Turn-
ing that part of our brain off, so we don’t bias the 
outcomes with our previous experiences. Of course 
this is impossible and it might make more sense 
to think of this process as a suspension of affinity, 
somewhat akin to the suspension of disbelief we 
encounter at the movies. It is also worth remember-
ing that not applying something doesn’t necessar-
ily imply its absence. Affinity ability is required to 
suspend affinity spotting, and therefore I suggest 
that a designer can become better at seeking affinity 
by developing a more sophisticated understanding 
and control over how they use their affinity ability.
Some great examples of this are the many permu-
tations that research methods undergo when they 
are applied in practice: the guerilla or quick and 
dirty versions of methods reflecting the pragmatic 
views of professionals for whom affinity seek-
ing is a core component of everyday practice.
Figure 58  three approaches to affinity
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In this section I critically reflect on 
my second project, titled Loupe. 
This project incorporated research 
undertaken with Deloitte Digital 
for the design and development 
of an online platform for social 
visualisation of financial data. I use 
the Loupe project to illustrate how 
interaction design can be framed 
in terms of affinity perception.
1
loupeMaking Knowledge Visible
Report on research into the use of data visualization to  
enhance user experience in online platforms
July 3 2009
Table of ConTenTs
The Social life of ViSualizaTion     2
What opportunities emerge when you mix  
visualization with the social web?
Social ViSualizaTion paTTernS     7
How can you design interfaces to leverage  
social visualization online?
how do TeamS really work?     18
an overview of Deloitte practices, based on  
interviews and embedded research  in a Growth solutions team
online accounTing: 2012      20
Two scenarios describing user experiences with  
an online accounting platform, based on  
field and desktop research
Please refer to the Loupe report included in the 
accompanying artifacts for more detail on each 
of the artifacts described in this chapter
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machines, and suddenly there were opportuni-
ties for designers to create visualisations without 
investing a large amount of time in development. 
Visualisation was an idea whose time had come. 
Originally, I imagined that the project would be 
looking at ways to interface data visualisation 
with existing social media platforms. This strategy 
drew on experience I’d had previously with two 
prototypes created for ACID research projects. 
Scribblr, was an online platform for annotation of 
still images, derived from research into Architectur-
al practice (Weakley et al. 2009, Burry et al. 2007). 
Protospace was an online platform for annotation 
of video, derived from research into media produc-
tion and use of video as a rich recording medium 
in ethnographic fieldwork (Vaughan et al. 2009). 
Both of these prototypes were developed as skins 
or themes for widely used open source content 
management systems. This was the quickest path to 
demonstrating the ideas behind the design because 
we did not need to develop the underlying software 
for file management, user authentication, and inte-
gration with email notification and social networks. 
Loupe
In 2008 I started the Loupe project 
with the Australasian CRC for 
Interaction Design (ACID). The 
project was designed to sit at 
the intersection of social media 
and data visualization, drawing 
on themes including knowledge 
management, collaboration, 
engagement, and awareness. 
Loupe built on the past 4 years of research under-
taken in the MultiUser Environments program at 
ACID, particularly around remote collaborative 
work. As fast network infrastructure became more 
ubiquitous - cloud computing was beginning to be 
mentioned in business literature - more and more 
data became readily available in useful formats, 
which in turn drove an interest in visual repre-
sentation of data. At the same time, the software 
ecosystem of the browser was rapidly developing 
as a serious competitor to the desktop operating 
system, javascript libraries were being devel-
oped that made visualisation more of a design 
problem than a computer science or program-
ming problem. Hardware manufacturers began to 
concentrate on graphics performance in domestic 
Themes 
visualization, data, social objects, 
collaboration, professional services, 
three perceptions of affinity
Artifacts 
workshop sketches, mental model, 
design patterns, infographics
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The project plan with Deloitte had originally been 
drafted to design data visualisation interfaces for 
their new product, but as the project got underway 
my understanding of the requirements shifted. 
As I spoke with our partners, I realised that they 
were driven by a good understanding of what 
technology was capable of, but they did not have 
a foundational understanding of what the people 
using that technology were capable of, or even 
desired. Our partners at Deloitte knew what the 
technology could do, and I saw our role in work-
ing with them as helping decide what it should do. 
Seeing my role in a more strategic light helped 
me to re-frame the project in a way that gave 
the team more scope for design, and less risk 
around development. Our first step was to 
engage with the people who would be us-
ing this product, to see how they talk about 
what it was they do in their everyday work.
The Loupe project proposal suggested that social 
media platforms like blogs and wikis were increas-
ingly being used in business, but the graphical 
user interfaces (GUI) for these platforms had real 
problems when it came to understanding what 
knowledge was contained in a platform, or how 
someone might begin engaging with that platform. 
I saw the growing field of data visualisation as 
a fantastic opportunity to represent the content 
of these platforms, and to also create new kinds 
of interfaces for them. All we lacked in the pro-
ject was a clear industry context, or partner.
In 2009 the team started working with Deloitte 
Digital on the design of a new online accounting 
product. We were engaged to examine the oppor-
tunities for data visualisation to enhance the user 
experience of Deloitte’s new product. This shifted 
the area and focus of the research considerably, as 
I now assumed that we were dealing with a busi-
ness context that was far less interpreted or negoti-
ated than the contexts I’d built the project around. 
Spreadsheets, general ledgers, and taxation seemed 
a long way away from blogs, wikis and twitter. 
My assumptions proved to be unfounded – as we 
engaged more closely with our new partners we 
found that their practices required large amounts 
of negotiation with both clients and colleagues. This 
shift in understanding impacted directly on what 
we concentrated on and produced in the project.
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Social media and networking technologies on the 
web had been slowly maturing with the growth 
of online services including Facebook7, LinkedIn8, 
and flickr9. Freely available content management 
platforms like WordPress10, Joomla11, and Drupal12 
made it possible for organisations to easily install 
and run their own site with built-in social network-
ing and media publishing functionality. Many 
organisations including Deloitte, had experimented 
with using social networking and media to enhance 
knowledge management, innovation, and collabora-
tion (Mcafee 2006) inside their organisation and to 
engage with their customers (O’Reilly 2005). In this 
context, the emergence of the social web was seen 
as an important opportunity to explore for cus-
tomer engagement, particularly where the engage-
ment involved services rather than tangible goods.
A government standardisation initiative completed 
the contextual framing of the research and helped 
focus the scope of the project. The Standard Busi-
ness Reporting (SBR) initiative, run by the Com-
monwealth Government, had recently announced 
development of an online portal13 designed to 
simplify the way that businesses report to all 
government agencies (Bowen 2009). SBR speci-
fied a format named XBRL, or eXtensible Business 
Reporting Language, for the way all reporting 
would need to be undertaken through the portal. 
XBRL had also been recommended as a format 
in the recent International Financial Reporting 
Forces at Play
The Loupe project researched the 
impact that a convergence of digital 
platforms for managing data and 
social connections would have on 
professional services. The project 
came into being as a result of the 
following different technological 
platforms maturing at the same time: 
data visualisation, the social web, 
and financial reporting formats.
Data visualisation was increasingly being used 
to explore and communicate complex relation-
ships between sets of data, and the technology 
for implementing data visualisation over the web 
had become more accessible to developers and 
designers. Google1 had just acquired GapMinder2 
as a flagship in its suite of visualisation widgets, 
and sites such as the New York Times (Yau 2008) 
and the Guardian3 were using data visualisation to 
build the field of data driven journalism (McGhee 
2010). Up until now, it had been a technically chal-
lenging undertaking to implement data visualisa-
tion on a website, but sites including manyeyes4, 
mint5, and xero6 were demonstrating how data 
visualisation could not only be used as an inter-
face to data, but could also add value as a point 
of difference for online products and services.
1  http://google.com
2  http://gapminder.org
3  http://www.guardian.co.uk/data
4  http://www-958.ibm.com/software/
data/cognos/manyeyes/
5  http://mint.com
6  http://xero.com
7  http://facebook.com
8  http://linkedin.com
9  http://flickr.com
10  http://wordpress.org
11  http://joomla.org
12  http://drupal.org
13  http://sbr.gov.au
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what the project actually meant. One descrip-
tion of the Loupe project could be the story of 
the evolution towards  a shared understanding 
of the reasons for undertaking the project.
Loupe was a project framed by different tradi-
tions of research. The RMIT team was made up of 
multiple disciplines, colleagues from three schools 
spread across the University, including Business, 
Architecture and Design, Media and Communica-
tions. The RMIT team had been researching to-
gether for over two years in one form or another, 
and our research concentration was in online 
collaboration, multiuser environments, knowledge 
management, visualisation, and interaction design.
The Deloitte team were from Deloitte Digital, a 
new arm of the professional services firm, spe-
cifically aimed at exploring professional services 
online. Their research agenda was driven by 
ideas of innovation in services, scalability and a 
wish to automate some of the more tedious as-
pects of accounting practice. They also wanted 
to position their analysts as advisors, and move 
from tactical to strategic practices which they 
thought would help retain the best staff and take 
their existing services “up the value chain”
With all these agendas in play, the two teams came 
together around the opportunities implied by 
rapidly developing visualization technology, online 
social networking, and underneath it all, a newly 
minted financial data standard called eXtensible 
Business Reporting Language (XBRL). We both 
Specification (IFRS Foundation 2008). This created 
the situation where reports in different global 
jurisdictions and industry sectors could be com-
pared easily; the comparison process could be 
automated; and the data from these reports could 
be represented in different forms, including data 
visualisation. XBRL already had the attention of 
the Deloitte Board. In the year prior to the Loupe 
project, the Deloitte Digital team had demonstrated 
that by adopting the XBRL standard as the basis 
for their internal workflow, it had enabled them to 
produce financial reports for their clients in 20% 
of the time it took using their current workflows.
These three technological forces set up the initial 
collaboration between ACID and Deloitte Digital, 
and strongly framed the project in terms of a tech-
nological push. The conceptual space of the prod-
uct or service being designed—the idea of what it 
was—emerged as a combination of its constituent 
technologies. One of the challenges that arises from 
a product or service framed in such a technical way 
is that it can easily remain disconnected from the 
conceptual models and experiential desires of the 
people who will eventually use it. The technology 
pushes itself into the product, rather than the prod-
uct responding to the pull of user needs and desires.
One outcome of the project being technologi-
cally framed was that team members often held 
vastly different ideas of what the aims and ob-
jectives of the project were. I found that over 
and over again we were trying to make sense 
of what the project was trying to achieve, or 
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thought that the intersection of these three technol-
ogies, and the related changes in practice around 
social and ubiquitous computing would provide 
the opportunity to develop innovative services and 
products for Deloitte’s Growth Solutions clients.
It is important to understand that while the tech-
nological forces that brought the project together 
were identified at the outset of the project, despite 
having a shared project plan and deliverables in 
place, the organisational forces that played such 
a big part in shaping the culture of the research 
took some time to understand one another. As 
project leader for most of the project, I found 
that building a shared vision of the research 
aims took a lot of my time, and it wasn’t until 
the very closing stages of the project that I felt 
as though ACID, Deloitte and my academic col-
leagues were beginning to be “on the same page”.
A high degree of conceptual ambiguity 
was quite apparent at the outset of 
the project, and I planned a team 
workshop to highlight and examine 
the range of different ways that 
the team envisaged what it was 
we were about to undertake.
In the following section I introduce some key 
artifacts produced in this project, and frame them 
in terms of how they demonstrate three different 
approaches to the designers’ perception of affinity.
Figure 59  members of the Deloitte Digital 
team work with us in the first design workshop
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Figure 60  workshop 
sketches illustrating 
people’s understandings 
of the Loupe project.
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Workshop Sketches
This workshop was useful for 
identifying the range of opinions held 
by individuals, and, while it may not 
have resulted in a converging of the 
various conceptual models that team 
members had about the project, it at 
least expanded each person’s idea of 
the field within which their model of 
the project currently was placed. 
Towards the end of this workshop I asked everyone 
to sketch a picture of how they envisaged the pro-
ject. We collected these sketches, and posted them 
on a private project blog a few days later, inviting 
the team to add text comments to describe what 
they were trying to represent in the images. These 
are the first set of design artifacts that I discuss. I 
use these sketches and the subsequent online com-
ments that were produced as part of this process 
to represent the range of ideas that the team held. 
These artifacts were also used as a way of engaging 
people to help them make sense of the project. In 
subsequent sections of this exegesis I refer to these 
artifacts and the process as the Workshop Sketches.
Figure 61  some of the workshop sketches revealed deeply held perceptions about the project
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workow
Protect myself
Check for 
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Seek knowledge Learn on the job
Track 
performance
Respect 
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Manage my time
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Figure 62  Loupe Mental Model Diagram.
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Following up in early March 2009, Nifeli Stew-
art, a PhD student on the project, “shadowed” the 
wider team for two weeks, observing them and 
engaging in conversations around their work. 
Nifeli presented a diagram of her analysis at a 
project workshop later that month, highlighting 
the disparity between what the research partici-
pants said they did, and what she had observed 
them doing. From this diagram, transcripts of my 
interviews, and Nifeli’s observational notes, we 
worked with Hugh Macdonald, a research assis-
tant on the project, to construct a mental model 
diagram (Young 2008) that we presented as part 
of a final report to Deloitte Digital. I discuss this 
mental model diagram later in this chapter, refer-
ring to it as the Loupe Mental Model Diagram.
Loupe Mental Model
After this workshop, the research 
seemed to move in two parallel 
threads:  broadly speaking, one 
thread involved building an 
understanding of the people for 
whom we were designing, the 
other investigated the fields of data 
visualisation and the social web.
The first thread sought a more detailed understand-
ing of the everyday practices of people working for 
Deloitte, and produced another of the design arti-
facts that I critically reflect on. In December 2008, 
I undertook initial semi-structured interviews with 
two members of Deloitte’s Growth Solutions team. 
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Figure 63  a diagram illustrating the Social-Data-Visualisation-framework.that we developed. Image: Reuben Stanton
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socially enabled data visualisation services had 
emerged that I have listed on page 99—each 
with its own unique take on how to mix per-
ceived social and visualisation affordances. 
I saw our challenge as being one of making sense 
of the technological complexity to help the peo-
ple who would be championing the project inside 
Deloitte, while at the same time working with the 
developers, to increase their understanding of how 
these technologies would be experienced. As a 
response to this challenge the project developed an 
approach that framed a social web platform using 
data visualisation as an object centred sociality 
(Knorr Cetina and Bruegger 2000). We designed 
and produced a framework of interaction design 
patterns for social data visualisation, reframing 
data visualisation as a social object. This frame-
work and its constituent patterns are the next set of 
design artifacts that I examine. They are described 
in more detail throughout this chapter, and in two 
publications (Macdonald 2009, Yuille 2010). I refer 
to these artifacts as Interaction Design Patterns.
Interaction Design Patterns
In a parallel thread of research, 
we uncovered a wide range of 
perspectives and information 
relating to the intersection of data 
visualisation and the social web. Both 
visualisation and social technologies 
had matured to the extent that they 
were readily available and easily 
implemented. You no longer required 
a skilled programmer to offer social 
networking or data visualisation 
functionality in web products. 
While this commodification meant that people 
could easily implement these technologies, put-
ting data visualisation on a social web platform 
was relatively new, with few examples of how 
to approach it. IBM had worked with the Sen-
seUS project to produce the social data visualisa-
tion service ManyEyes (Viegas et al. 2007). Other 
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OPEN DATA
Stephen Fleming is chief nancial 
ocer at Australian Apparel, a 
clothing manufacturer with 30 
stores across Australia.
Stephen uses Accounts IQ to get a quick overview of 
the group's current nancial position. He also subscribes to 
a Deloitte news channel for benchmarking and data 
relating to his industry sector.
Sales are down. Stephen leaves an annotation for Rob on 
the current sales chart and adds some colleagues into the 
workspace. 
Rob responds to Stephen's question by creating a new 
visualization based on new external data.
Using this new information, Stephen creates a report for his 
board that helps them make a strategic decision.
David and Rob notice similarities between their clients.
They create a dataWatch query that nds correlations 
between their client's sales and external factors such as 
worldwide shipping costs.
Victoria is also working in this area, and notices what David 
and Rob are doing. She adds her insight to the situation.
They develop the query in to a potential product oering.
The new product is proled in the client news channel, 
demonstrating thought leadership and drumming up 
new business.
All the data from their 
individual stores and head 
oce is collected each day 
by Accounts IQ.
Rob is a senior analyst at 
Delloite
Victoria and David are 
analysts at Delloite 
Innovations emerge as a 
result of internal research 
and collaboration, and 
move in two directions
products oered 
to existing and 
new clients
thought leadership 
via new ideas, 
systems, and 
practices
As more clients add their data to 
the system it becomes easier to 
nd correlations between 
circumstances, industry sectors, 
and operating envoronments 
As innovations are turned into 
products, the knowledge 
produced is fed back into the 
platform, to be used by 
everyone
XBRL
Rob uses the conversations to look for business 
opportunities that Deloitte can pursue with Australian 
Apparel and other clients.
ADVICE & DECISION SUPPORT
ACCOUNTS 
IQ
INNOVATION & KNOWLEDGE PLATFORMONLINE 
ACCOUNTING 2012
Figure 64  Online-Accounting-2012: design scenarios illustated as an infographic. Image: Reuben Stanton 
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Another valuable aspect of Accounts IQ is its access to external and 
global data sources from places like the Australian Bureau of Sta-
tistics, OECD and other data sources such as ASX announcements, 
Australian Associated Press (AAP), Bloomberg, Reuters, Dow Jones, 
ATO guidelines, federal and state legislation. . When Australian Ap-
parel began looking for a location for their new factory, Stephen 
commissioned his analyst to provide some suggestions. With the 
support of these sources of information, Stephen's analyst created a 
number of custom reports that contained geo-political information, 
estimates of shipping and labour costs and a summary of tax laws 
in a format that Stephen could easily share with board members. 
Stephen eventually put forward a case for one particular region - a 
decision the  board easily agreed with.
Innovation and Knowledge Platform
Rob, Joe and David are Senior Analysts in Growth Solutions at 
Deloitte. They all started together as grads and over the past three 
years have gained their own clients and increased responsiblity. Be-
fore Accounts IQ, they spent most of their day doing a lot of the tasks 
that the system now automates - things like BAS statements,balance 
sheet reconciliations, chasing up transaction codes etc.They often 
wonder if they'd still be stuck doing that type of work now if Ac-
counts IQ hadn't been introduced. They have no doubt that it's cer-
tainly moved them up the chain faster, and now they get to do more 
of the fun stu.
As it happens, all 3 analysts have clients in the fashion retail indus-
try. They often nd themselves discussing trends in the industry 
over Accounts IQ. One of the great things about it is that this con-
versation can happen anywhere. They are able to start a discussion 
in a central location they all have access to, but they are also able 
to see conversations other analysts are having between each other 
and their clients. When the analysts log in, they see new updates to 
all the conversations that are relevant to them - not just their own. 
Similarly, all conversaions are searchable, so when a client asks a 
tricky question they are able to explore Account IQ for a ready-made 
solution before investing time in creating one.
An area in the system also allows them to make direct comparisons 
between theirs and their colleague's clients. Evaluating opportuni-
ties as a team and sharing this information with others is very easy 
- conversations can be held about successful advice and ideas can 
be generated for applying this advice to all clients. In fact, a popular 
subscription service that posts business intelligence about the retail 
industry often generates content from these internal discussions. 
Just the other day, a conversation Rob and Joe started was turned 
into an article, and it received the most hits of any article this 
year.  
In the time they used to spend inputing and coding data to 
the old system, the analysts can now create queries within the 
system. These queries are able to automatically nd correla-
tions between dierent sets of data in the system. Rob, Joe 
and David work together to create a query that nds correla-
tions between their client's sales, industry trends and world-
wide shipping costs. The analysts set up rules on the query 
that noties them automatically when certain conditions are 
met.
During the creation of one of these queries, Sarah, who is an 
analyst from Tax notices the new query in the system and 
decides to join the conversation around it. She posts a few 
comments with suggestions on how it could be more eec-
tive, and links these comments to conversations he's had with 
clients in the past that provide additional insight. The other 
analysts agree that it solves a problem they were struggling 
with, and make the adjustments. 
A week after they complete the query. one analyst gets a no-
tication, agging something that is relevant to their client. 
They run some projections based on the output and package 
this into a view they can send to the client. Through the sytem, 
they ask their manager to take a quick look over it, and after 
getting approval the view is automatically sent to the client.
The client makes a decision on the query which leads to a de-
monstrable increase in sales. Other analysts in Growth Solu-
tions notice this and begin to build variations of the query for 
their own clients. After a number of successes with the same 
query across a few dierent industries, a manager decides to 
propose it as a new packaged service that can be sold. Select-
ing one or two of the clients in the system as case studies, she 
is able to easily demonstrate its value to new clients.
Their tasks are automatically logged, which is much better 
than the other system where they would have to keep track of 
what they did during the day and spend the last 20 minutes of 
the afternoon lling out time sheets.
ONLINE ACCOUNTING, 2012
Australian Apparel are a clothing manufacturer and retailer, with 
30 stores across Australia. They have been a client of Deloitte's for 5 
years and have seen their business grow signicantly in that time. 
Their CFO, Stephen Fleming, has been with the company since its 
inception and has a good relationship with the companies board 
and the Deloitte analysts, having previously worked for the rm 
himself before being recommended by a senior partner at Deloitte 
for the job at Australian Apparel.
Stephen signed up for Accounts IQ two years ago, and has found it has made his job much 
easier. Each store had an existing POS system that now transmits daily sales data direct to 
Accounts IQ. This has saved Stephen's department a great deal of time - previously they 
had to collect, collate and send this data to Deloitte manually, and in a time frame that was 
more like months, not days. BAS statements and other general accounting tasks also seem 
trivial now - compared to before, the accounts department is rarely asked by Deloitte to 
send through additional information.
Stephen was initially unsure about how compatible AA's systems would be with IQ, but he 
was relieved to nd they weren't required to make many changes. Their existing systems 
supported XBRL and Deloitte handled the rest.
Each morning Stephen logs into his dashboard and is presented with a number of up-to-
date graphs and summary data. He is able to check yesterday's sales data, which stores are 
performing better than others, and he has a number of graphs set up that show him year-
to-date sales, inventory levels and the year-to-date performance of the company plotted 
on a line graph. He loves the exiblity of his dashboard - almost weekly he makes small 
changes to it, moving graphs and data around and exploring dierent combinations. This 
way, the data is always pertinent to him. He also often exports graphs and tables for use in 
his own presentations to the board.
Advice and Decision Support
He also loves how easy it is to start conversations with people around this data. When he 
notices something, Stephen is able to leave a question for his anaylst just by clicking on the 
graph or data cell and typing. He is notied of replies to his questions and is able to invite 
other colleagues to join the conversation. Last week, he noticed there had been a drop in 
sales compared to the same time last year,    and wanted to get some insight as to why this 
might be. Within minutes his analyst oered an explanation, and directed Stephen to a 
graph he had created supporting this. 
Whilst it's fantastic he's able to get a sense of his own companies position so easily, from a 
strategic perspective he and the board nd it extremely valuable to see real-time compari-
sons of his company to the industry as a whole. Being able to see generic data from other 
Australian clothing retailers allows them to easily perform benchmarking and judge the 
impact of important decisions. As an example, they noticed that they were falling behind 
their competitors in sales in Victoria and were able to target a marketing campaign to the 
region. The results of this campaign were then easily measurable as they saw their sales 
increase in line with the industry for that area.
Figure 65  Online-Accounting-2012: textual scenarios 
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external client of Deloitte and an internal Deloitte 
team respectively. I eventually decided that these 
two scenarios should be combined in a visual way, 
to better communicate the power that visualisa-
tion has on sense–making in a complex situation.
The more we started to look into this, the more 
logical it seemed to use techniques of visualisa-
tion to communicate the complex relationships 
between actors and forces in the network of people, 
technology, data and interfaces. During the pro-
cess of a meeting with members of the Deloitte 
Digital team I started sketching as they described 
how they envisaged the eventual platform. Reuben 
and I worked up this sketch through a process of 
analysis, sketching, and discussion to represent 
a scenario that integrated the two inquiries and 
satisfied our communication requirements. Not 
surprisingly, producing a visual representation of 
the narrative caused us to re-evaluate and change 
some of the details in the original text-only sce-
nario. This text scenario and its visual representa-
tion are the final project artifacts that I discuss. I 
will refer to them as the Scenario and Infographic.
Scenarios and Infographic
Up to this point in the project our 
research had resulted in a divergent 
set of outputs: the design patterns I 
have just described, a mental model, 
and a set of reports on the current 
state of data visualisation and social 
web services. As a way of integrating 
these divergent research directions, 
I focused the team on designing a 
set of scenarios to explore potential 
experiences for using this kind of 
social data visualisation platform. 
These scenarios brought together the understand-
ing of people that we had constructed during the 
mental modelling process. It also drew on the re-
search into social and technical affordances of data 
visualisation that we had carried out when design-
ing the interaction design patterns. We attempted to 
integrate the two parallel tracks of inquiry into two 
scenarios of use, describing the experiences of an 
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Figure 66  One sketch from the workshop, which was then placed 
in the team blog. The team member who created the diagram 
responds to the post by writing a caption for their sketch
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After a discussion on the kinds of approaches or 
character that people envisaged for the product, 
we asked everyone to draw a picture of what the 
project looked like to them. This was an open re-
quest, and everyone was given blank sheets of A3 
paper with different coloured marker pens to use. 
Later, back at our studio, we photographed the 
drawings and posted each one as an individual 
page on our project blog. We also transcribed the 
words on the post-it notes and ran them through 
a visualization tool called Wordle1. This creates 
‘word clouds’ out of a body of text, to give a quick 
sense of the frequency and range of a set of words.
One thing I realised very quickly from this ex-
ercise of textual analysis was that the project 
was about people, and the qualities of interac-
tions made possible by a technological platform, 
not about the technology. This took us back to 
the interpretive, negotiated space again.
One Cycle of Affinity: 
Framing the Project
We began our client engagement 
in the Loupe project by holding 
a workshop with our partners. 
We wanted to expand the idea 
of what data visualization is, by 
demonstrating different contexts 
for a range of visualizations types. 
This took the form of a presentation with a fol-
lowing discussion where we discussed the tone, 
or qualities of interaction that people wanted to 
see in this new product. This exercise resulted 
in people writing down how the product should 
feel or act on post-it notes, and then arranging 
these post-its together in groups on a white-
board at the front of the room. We then photo-
graphed these for use, which I’ll describe later.
Many methods in this kind of design research 
use a version of this exercise, and over the years 
the post-it note has been taken up as not only a 
good medium/tool for undertaking this process, 
but also a symbol for this kind of process itself.
14  http://wordle.net
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In retrospect, I can see this artifact (the word cloud) 
as a turning point in the project. It helped me to 
reframe the project away from technological and 
interface concerns towards the experience of users, 
and an awareness of the role of negotiation in the 
interactions between users and the technology. 
I used this artifact to turn a mirror on the stake-
holders, by saying “based on our workshop, this is 
what the project is about”. This image was used in 
a blog post to re-engage the team a week after the 
workshop. In this blog post, we asked each per-
son to write a caption for their individual draw-
ings. I saw that many of the captions referred to 
the word cloud, either explicitly or implicitly, by 
reiterating certain terms or types of interaction.
This method of engaging around sketches 
and online platforms draws on two different 
ways of making sense and producing knowl-
edge, and is well described by Wenger (1998) 
as a duality of reification and participation. 
Sketching correlates with reification, draw-
ing on a person’s ability to imagine some-
thing and try to communicate it in a diagram 
or drawing, or as Wenger describes it:
“…in reification we project ourselves onto the 
world, and not having to recognize ourselves 
in those projections, we attribute to our 
meanings an independent existence.” (p58)
Figure 67  word cload of terms describing what the project is
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I also frame this set of artifacts as an example 
of one small cycle of affinity seeking, spotting 
and making that I described at the beginning 
of this chapter. The activities of the workshop 
contribute to seeking the set of material within 
which we then spotted affinities. The word 
cloud exemplifies making something that dem-
onstrated our interpretation of the situation, 
and consequently affected the perceptions and 
actions of the team and our stakeholders. 
Noticing the way affinity was used 
in Loupe helped me to frame my 
projects in terms of their approaches 
to ambiguity, the role that artifacts 
played in these approaches, and 
how my colleagues and I drew 
on our perceptions of affinity in 
different stages of the projects.
Commenting, on the other hand is an explicit form 
of participation, particularly when a person is able 
to see the other comments made by colleagues.  
This participation is supported by the ability to 
‘name a thing’, with people engaging in conver-
sations around things. It is a normative process, 
where similarities are recognised and pointed out. 
“…when we engage in conversation, we some-
how recognize in each other something 
of ourselves, which we address. What we 
recognize has to do with our mutual abil-
ity to negotiate meaning.” (Wenger p56)
Both these processes are open to negotiation 
of ambiguity, offering sites for the creation of 
meaning, but they can be cast as working with 
ambiguity in different ways: sketching con-
structs and expands the ambiguity of a situation 
whereas commenting—either online as we did 
it, or in person, as also happened in the work-
shop—reduces the ambiguity of a situation.
Viewed through this lens of ambiguity, a relation-
ship can be drawn between this pair of processes—
and therefore Wenger’s duality—and Dewey’s mod-
el of statements and expressions that I discussed in 
the previous chapter. This conceptual connection 
prompted me to notice resemblances between my 
projects. I sensed that their different approaches 
and outcomes were related, and that these projects 
were part of a larger more methodological inquiry.
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design situation (often referred to as users) think, 
perceive, and ultimately feel about the design situa-
tion. Norman (1988) describes the impact that tacit 
understanding of a product, or its situation, has on 
the perception and eventual success of that product. 
Many methods use the process of open ended or 
semi-structured interviews to engage with peo-
ple in the design situation. Design methodologies 
may do different things with the resulting record-
ings of such interviews, ranging from developing 
scenarios from the stories that interviewees tell 
(Cooper 1999), through to searching for correla-
tions in the interview transcripts (Young 2008).
With the aim of learning more about the design 
situation, I planned and undertook semi-struc-
tured interviews with a manager and a direc-
tor of the Growth Solutions team at Deloitte. 
I met the participants at their office and we con-
ducted the interviews at and around their work-
spaces, trying to get an idea of where their daily 
work practice occurred, and what it entailed. 
Interviews were recorded using a livescribe 
smartpen, which allowed me to draw and write 
while also recording what the participant said. 
I began the interviews with very broad ques-
tions about the participant’s role in the organi-
zation, asking simple questions like: “What is it 
you do here? Tell me about a typical day...”
Seeking Affinity:  
Interviewing
Alan Cooper describes the main 
task of interaction design as being 
the decision of how to represent the 
implementation of a product so that 
it aligns with the mental model that 
people have of that product (Cooper 
2007). In order to bridge the gap 
between implementation, or how to 
construct a product, and experience, 
or how a product presents itself, it 
is helpful to have an understanding 
of how the people using the product 
conceptualise that product. 
Interaction design practice draws on many meth-
ods to help designers get a clearer idea of how 
the people they are designing for conceptualize a 
product, including contextual inquiry (Beyer and 
Holzblatt 1997), anthropological methods (Geertz 
1977), goal based inquiry (Cooper 2007) and more. 
While the many different methodologies and their 
methods have different procedures and slightly dif-
ferent driving principles, they all have one thing in 
common: they aim to help the designer and the de-
sign team get a better idea of the design situation by 
learning more about how the people inhabiting the 
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note, and leads me to think that while I was with-
holding my judgment and trying to not form a 
set notion of what was going on in the situation, 
I was also trying to see the situation through the 
eyes of the person I was interviewing. I was try-
ing to build empathy with the design situation. 
This approach can face issues when the peo-
ple you’re talking with think you’re looking 
for something in particular, and they think 
that they know what that something is.
I realised that I was performing a different kind 
of design. As the performance went on, I reflected 
on what it was that needed to change in order 
for this performance to be effective, and help 
me to uncover tacit understandings that my in-
terviewees semed unable to explicitly dicuss.
I noticed while I was interviewing the director of 
the group that her answers seemed to be framed 
by the project we were working on. These inter-
view participants had not taken part in any of 
the research before I interviewed them, but their 
junior team colleagues (analysts) had undertaken 
a pilot trial of an automated accountancy system, 
and had discussed aspects of the current research 
project. I started to see that her answers seemed 
to be trying to fit with the themes of the project. 
For example, when I asked what a normal day at 
the office was like, she made reference to the fact 
that she didn’t really know about, or have much 
to do with data visualization or technology. 
While the participant was answering I made a 
note of any interesting comments, gestures or 
keywords that I would like to explore in more 
depth. I came back to these later, using questions 
like: “What is this printout that is taped to your 
desk?” while referring to a data visualisation that 
they had pointed to earlier. This lead to questions 
like: “Can you please describe your workspace to 
me?”, where I would draw the layout of the work-
space while the participant described their work-
space; what it was called, and how it was used.
As the interviews continued, our conversations 
would ebb and flow. Sometimes I found myself ask-
ing a question that seemed to be awkward because 
we had covered aspects of it previously. I felt a lot 
of pressure to appear intelligent, to be able to draw 
conclusions “on the fly”, to reflect-in-action (Schön 
1984) on the situation, while we were discussing 
things. One part of me was always saying to myself: 
“try not to talk.. don’t nod your head... don’t agree... 
hold the silence until they start talking again...”, 
all of which was rather uncomfortable. I found 
myself wanting to be designerly, and clever at least 
in a pragmatic sense, and having to deliberately 
turn that part of my personality down, so that I 
could actually hear what the person was saying. I 
was listening in order to understand, which could 
lead me to pushing further into an area, rather 
than listening in order to offer a solution. I asked 
a lot of what must have seemed like silly ques-
tions. I think the people I spoke with thought I 
had no idea about what they did and that they felt 
somewhat misunderstood. This is interesting to 
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I had to, as Kees Dorst says of designers 
who teach: “not say everything that comes 
into my designer’s mind” (Dorst 2004:82). 
I had to actively listen, questioning 
things that seemed obvious, staying 
quiet when the designer in me wanted 
to show off. In order to build empathy 
with the situation, and the people in 
that situation, I had to play dumb.
This statement—that I’m not good with technolo-
gy—is something that I’ve heard a lot when working 
as an interaction designer. One of the ways I have 
learnt to interpret this kind of response is to look 
beyond the person’s comments on their percieved 
technical capabilities and understand that they may 
be going through a though process something like: 
“this project is about technology. I have trouble 
with some things that fall under the broad definition 
of technology. This person I’m talking with wants 
me to help fix the technology. I don’t know much 
about technology. I’m not sure how I can help.”
When I reflect on this experience as an exam-
ple of seeking affinity, I can see an awareness of 
performativity starting to emerge. I was form-
ing an understanding that I was performing a 
role—not as problem solver, or even as a prob-
lem finder, but as a data gatherer—and that I 
had choices in how I played that performance. 
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Figure 68  Nifeli’s diagram showing the differences between percieved and actual tasks, according to role. Image: Nifeli Stewart
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As I previously described, I had built a mental mod-
el diagram for the Pool project, adopting the quick 
and dirty approach to the method described by Indi 
Young (2008). I felt that this diagram had been help-
ful in engaging the stakeholders of that project, and 
wanted to revisit this method with the data Nifeli 
and I had collected in our engagement with the 
internal Deloitte teams. I also wanted to expose this 
method to the Loupe team members and see how it 
worked when more than one person built the mod-
el. Nifeli and Hugh transcribed recordings of the 
open ended interviews I’d done earlier, adding this 
to the data that Nifeli had already collected. They 
then did the first run through of ‘combing’ for what 
Young (2008) describes as atomic tasks. From this 
analysis of the interview and observational data we 
constructed the first iteration of the mental model 
diagram, translating from the text based spread-
sheets to the visual format of towers and mental 
spaces that characterise these kinds of diagrams.
Spotting Affinity: 
Mental Models
Our reflection on the workshop with 
Deloitte indicated that we needed to 
engage with the people who would 
eventually be using this product. At 
the end of 2008, I conducted open-
ended interviews with three people 
working at different levels inside 
Deloitte’s teams. These interviews 
went for approximately one hour, and 
were held in the person’s workspace. 
We discussed the goals of their role, 
including how they accomplished 
these goals, and what kind of things 
(artifacts) they employed or produced 
in the course of their everyday work. 
Nothing much happened for a few weeks, but 
in early 2008 we were able to embed a PhD 
student, Nifeli Stewart, within a Deloitte team 
to collect information. A month later, we had 
a great deal of rich data to make sense of.
 
Figure 69  we collaborated on sorting 
and clumping the atomic tasks
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As the personas and photographs of The Wall 
had scaffolded the workshop participants expe-
rience of creating scenarios, the mental model 
diagram scaffolded our interactions with one 
another inside the team, and with the understand-
ing of the situation we were examining. Building 
a mental model diagram helped me understand 
how both Nifeli and Hugh perceived the prob-
lem that we were exploring in the project.  
As the diagram began to take shape, we rendered 
it into a physical form: cutting out the atomic tasks 
we had identified and shuffling them around col-
laboratively. The interactions between the team 
members then changed, as we started to move 
pieces of the model around, and engage with the 
meanings and implications of each move. I no-
ticed that we started to develop a language for 
explaining moves (when we’d move a task from 
one tower to another) and clustering (when we’d 
try to name the towers, or collections of atomic 
tasks and mental spaces, or collections of towers). 
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Figure 70  Loupe Mental Model Diagram
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In reflection, I think the Loupe diagram suf-
fered a little from trying to be “all things to all 
people & situations”. Perhaps more time spent 
on the Loupe mental model diagram would have 
focused its rhetorical intention, but the general 
nature of the diagram can also be seen as a prod-
uct of the exploratory nature of the project. 
Unlike Pool, Loupe did not have a clear brief to 
deliver a solution, the project was still work-
ing to better define the problem, or avenue of 
inquiry for the research. The mental model dia-
gram constructed for Loupe reflected this strate-
gic difference in the two projects, and how col-
laborative the process of constructing the mental 
model diagram had been in either project.
The mental model diagram for Loupe went through 
more iterations than the model for the Pool pro-
ject. It reflected more than one perspective of the 
situation, and for this reason was a more general 
and abstract than the mental model diagram I had 
designed for the Pool project. Stakeholders from 
Loupe engaged very differently with their mental 
model diagram than did the stakeholders from Pool. 
The Loupe mental model diagram lacked a singular 
viewpoint and was, I believe, less provocative than 
the mental model diagram used in the Pool project. 
Data Visualization Mental Model InterviewsClustering Transcripts
Figure 71  diagram of the process of moving from original diagram through interviews and analysis, to constructing the mental model diagram
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Figure 72  a diagram illustrating the Social-Data-Visualisation-framework.that we developed. Image: Reuben Stanton
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through and around artifacts? How does data 
visualization help you to design for multiple 
users? What approaches are used to encourage 
negotiation of meaning in data visualization?”.
During this time a number of texts were being pub-
lished by the professional presses that used design 
patterns (Alexander et al 1977) as a framework 
for discussing interaction design (Tidwell 2005, 
Crumlish and Malone 2009). The scaffolding frame-
work of design patterns was gaining currency in the 
interaction design community as organisations such 
as Yahoo! began to use design patterns to commu-
nicate their user interface guidelines and products.
Common approaches to design patterns share 
a primary set of components:  (Yahoo! 2010) 
• a title 
• a problem 
• a context 
• a solution 
These components may be augmented with ad-
ditional elements such as: a visual representa-
tion of the pattern, a rationale for why the pat-
tern works, comment on any issues to be aware 
of in the application of the pattern, and a list of 
related patterns or where that pattern fits into a 
wider pattern language (Alexander et al 1977).
Making Affinity: 
Interaction Design Patterns
In conjunction with our Deloitte 
stakeholders we continued to research 
current trends and developments in 
the social web and visualization. My 
focus was on areas where these two 
ways of looking at things intersected. 
In particular, sites that used social 
networking technology platforms to 
share data sets or visualizations of 
shared data. As our understanding 
of the field grew I noticed that the 
field seemed to be missing a unifying 
approach that integrated what was 
known about data visualisation and 
what we knew about ways to engage 
people around artifacts on the web.
On this basis, I decided to take our research back 
into the individual areas of visualization and 
social interaction design, keeping an eye out for 
approaches that reflected an intersection between 
these two fields. To help frame this process, we 
asked of ourselves questions such as: “How does 
social media gather people around artifacts? How 
are knowledge and reputation communicated 
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In keeping with this industry development, I 
decided to explore design patterns as a frame 
for the research, putting the idea of what a pat-
tern was up as a scaffold to support the analysis 
of our desktop research. The subsequent synthe-
sis of this research was then turned into design 
propositions for visualization on the social web.
The use of patterns gave the team a way to focus 
our desktop research. We had a lot of data to filter 
because the popularity of visualization had ex-
ploded in the preceding year, mirroring the ease 
of access to technologies for easily implementing 
social media platforms (O’Reilly 2005). The social 
web was growing exponentially, and with that 
growth came a renewed interest in the role of 
design in making successful platforms for social 
web engagement. At the same time, more and more 
people were engaging with data visualization, and 
developers were releasing code libraries to make 
integrating visualization of data to web applications 
a commonplace affair. Social data visualization 
had become a viable strategy from a technologi-
cal perspective and many platforms had begun to 
put these two ideas together, including Tableau 
software, IBM’s Many Eyes, and Swivel. [Refs]
At the same time, there was renewed discussion in 
the design community about the concept of social 
objects. As a corollary to object centered sociality 
(Knorr Cetina et al 2000) where social behaviour is 
driven by non-human entities, theories of social ob-
jects are concerned with the qualities of the objects 
or artifacts that people cluster around. Hugh McLe-
od (2007) states that: “social networks grow around 
Figure 73  The social visualisation patterns web site
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2000), or as a way of communicating between the 
frames of user experience and implementation. 
Erickson describes the disciplinary diversity of 
interaction design teams, and the lack of shared 
concepts, experiences and perspectives that this 
diversity entails. He proposes that design pat-
terns, and pattern languages, can be adapted 
from their use to date in architecture (Alexander 
1979), software engineering (Gamma et al 1994) 
and interface design (Tidwell 1999) to the situ-
ation of interaction design, working as a lingua 
franca between diverse disciplinary collaborators. 
This form of a design pattern communicates some-
thing more than just the information contained 
in the pattern, it communicates a way of framing  
the information, and the context that information 
relates to. It says to the developer and the designer: 
“I understand how you see the world, and I think 
that a generalised system will be more useful for 
you than specific examples that you then have to 
ultimately generalise from in order to implement 
them” Communicating with design patterns also 
assumes that the context for the patterns is able 
to be described in terms of a pattern language, or 
meta–framework. Whether the pattern and its re-
lated pattern language is a correct or true represen-
tation of the contextual situation is not the point. 
The point is that a set of design patterns com-
municates that its authors viewed the contextual 
situation in this abstract modular fashion. The 
format carries meaning that implies a perspective.
social objects, not the other way around” and Jyrgi 
Egenstrom (2007) discusses the social gravity of a 
social object, or how many ‘handles’ it has that af-
ford discussion and social interaction. The renewed 
interest in these ideas led me to think that no one 
had taken a step back to look at how data visualiza-
tion operated as a social object, and the impact this 
view might have on the design of data visualization 
interfaces and social platforms. To address this gap, 
and keep things at a medium level of abstraction, 
I decided to use design patterns as our framework 
for communicating our designs in the project.
A design pattern operates like a 
bridge, moving ideation between 
abstract and concrete domains of a 
problem. The creation of a design 
pattern forces the designer to 
consider these two domains, and to 
choose ways of communicating a 
problem-solution pair that is specific 
enough for other designers to be 
able to use it effectively and general 
enough for other designers to be 
able to recognize when to use it.
Formats can be artifacts too. By choosing to use 
design patterns I was acutely aware that the de-
velopment and design communities had adopted 
design patterns as a lingua franca (Erickson 
a format can also 
be an artifact
a pattern language is one kind of design performance
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There is a relationship between the individual 
design patterns and the framework that they sit 
within. While not extensive enough to be called a 
pattern language, there is a hierarchical relation-
ship between the design patterns described and 
their respective framework (figure 74). This frame-
work situates the individual patterns in a context 
of application, and in relationship to one another. 
 The process of creating a coherent set of design 
patterns had a number of effects on the way the 
design team worked together. Proposing a pat-
tern required us to synthesize the wide range of 
literature, observational and comparative research 
that had already been conducted. It also required 
the team to communicate design concepts as “user 
stories”, in the form of “People will be able to…”, 
rather than “The software will provide the function 
to…”. The language and schema of design pat-
terns helped to make the ideas uncovered by the 
research team much more specific to the design of 
user interfaces for data visualization. This specific-
ity helped keep conversations between the design 
team members grounded in the user experience, 
and anchor this dialogue to concrete interactions 
and their corresponding interface elements.
At the same time, engaging with multiple pat-
terns helped scaffold a discourse of synthesis and 
abstraction for the design team. Once we started 
working with multiple patterns, a complex pro-
cess of ‘trade-offs’ began. The number of patterns 
present in the entire set began to affect the level 
of detail used to describe each pattern. Fewer total 
Our pattern research resulted in 
the development of a set of five 
design patterns related to the use 
of data visualization in social web 
services (Macdonald et al 2009)
Detail of these patterns can be found in the in-
cluded Loupe Report document. It describes the 
following set of interaction design patterns: 
Mapping - support for the process of tak-
ing data into a visualization 
Decoration - presenting that visu-
alization as a social object 
Tweakability - an interface to the visualization, 
to explore different configurations of the data 
Annotation - ability to mark and annotate 
different elements of a visualization 
Snapshot - ability to recall associated configu-
rations and annotations, to ‘see what I saw’
These design patterns are described and illustrated in the 
Loupe report, contained in the supplementary material.
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The design patterns that we designed for Loupe 
are good examples of Dewey’s (1934) statements: 
they describe the elements required for an experi-
ence, and set out the conditions under which that 
experience may be had. The use of design patterns 
supports a pragmatic view of ambiguity, seeking to 
remove or reduce it to acceptable levels for either 
side of the experience—implementation divide. One 
outcome of this research and design activity is a re-
framing of data visualisation as a dialogic interface 
element, rather than a purely descriptive one. A 
framing that returns us to the forensic nature of 
design artifacts, and their role in designerly dis-
course.  I will now describe how we used another 
type of visualization to integrate these mental 
model and design patterns with scenarios of use.
design patterns meant that each pattern had more 
‘ground to cover’ and was therefore described at 
a more abstract level. The combination of these 
two discourses helped the team to identify new 
ways to interpret the research and new contexts 
where it might be applied. This process helped to 
identify points of innovation in the area of social 
data visualization that the project had uncovered. 
For instance, the inclusion of a snapshot pattern 
created a feedback loop in the pattern framework, 
that we later applied in the scenario infographic 
describing how the creation (and sharing) of par-
ticular views on information (snapshots) introduce 
the opportunity to recognise novel correlations in 
data and develop innovative products & services.
Alongside the creation of these design pat-
terns, a diagram was designed to de-
scribe these patterns as part of a coher-
ent framework (figure 73 on page 120).
 The process of designing this diagram impacted on 
elements of the individual patterns. For example; 
the names given to each pattern were discussed 
at length by the design team, to ensure that they 
helped support a coherent understanding of the 
framework as a whole. At the same time, the frame-
work changed many times seeking an effective 
visual and conceptual schema. The process of draw-
ing and tweaking this artifact prompted dialogue 
driven by the tension between individual patterns 
and their parent framework. This enabled the team 
to position the contribution of the project within 
the meta-discourse of behaviour and the social 
web. The patterns and their corresponding frame-
work helped to frame discussion around the kinds 
of actions people undertake when sharing online, 
and how this might affect the design of interfaces 
to support this behaviour with financial data. 
Design Patterns Pattern Framework
Figure 74  Working on the patterns affected the framework or langauge, and vice versa
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Figure 75  Diagram sketch of the project in terms of the flow of knowledge through a platform 
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Reflecting on our work looking at Deloitte prac-
tices, and our previous experience with technol-
ogy uptake and acceptance in previous ACID 
projects, I believed that any scenarios we used 
would have to bear enough similarity to Deloitte’s 
current practices for them to be able to imagine 
a progression over time between where they are 
currently and what the scenario described. The 
scenario would also need to be different enough 
from Deloitte’s current situation to imply the 
changes required to make this scenario possible.
I brainstormed Online Accounting 2012 with the 
Loupe team. This resulted in a set of two scenarios, 
looking at how data visualization would be used 
in an online accounting product. The scenarios 
told the story of people using a fictional online 
accounting system that integrated social data 
visualization technologies to deliver advice and 
support financial decisions to external clients. 
The scenarios also uncovered the opportunity 
to develop what we labeled an innovation and 
knowledge platform for use internally at Deloitte. 
These topics were used to help make the narra-
tive of the user experience less abstract, as they 
corresponded to areas of practice change that we 
identified in our research for the mental model.
Making Affinity: 
Infographic Scenarios
After using design patterns to explore 
how interfaces might aggregate 
social affordances, and qualitative 
methods to identify and discuss 
current practices in the accountancy 
workplace, I decided that these 
previous outputs should be integrated 
into something that helped our 
project stakeholders understand 
how their future practices might 
be affected by these findings. 
Scenarios have been used extensively to help 
generate deeper understandings of situations that 
don’t exist yet. Scenarios can help uncover impli-
cations and relationships between elements in a 
design system, particularly unintended impacts 
of a system, leading to a greater awareness of the 
impact of proposed designs and potential oppor-
tunities for evaluating progress (Cooper 1999).
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Figure 76  Transactions between people and objects in the system. Annotations used to group activities and decide what transactions were more important to show. Image: Reuben Stanton & Author
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We then decided to analyse this situation by de-
scribing the range of transactions that currently 
occurred between people in their work activities. 
This design move involved analysing the written 
text for transactional interactions between individ-
uals, and had similarities with the way we would 
abstract atomic tasks (Young 2008) from their 
context in the mental modelling process (fig 76). 
Discussion of the two diagrams, shifted our un-
derstanding of the written scenarios that we had 
developed. As we analysed the interactions in the 
system from platform and transaction perspectives, 
we decided that a trade off between communicating 
among a wide group of stakeholders and communi-
cating the designs and their effects with a high level 
of detail would have to be made. We attempted to 
integrate the two previous sketches into one view, 
drawing on a subset of the transactions and a sim-
plified idea of the platform, resulting in figure 77. 
At one discussion with Deloitte stakeholders, I 
began to diagram what was happening in these 
stories, and quickly realised that the text-based sce-
narios were highlighting the transactions between 
people. I found that the form of the textual scenario 
privileged a linear understanding of time and 
space, where actions between people are perceived 
to occur one after the other. This way of communi-
cating requires a reasonable level of narrative skill 
to build a holistic, non-linear understanding of a 
set of complex transactions. In the realm of fiction, 
the oulipou and associated authors (Perec, Borges, 
Calvino to name my favourites) have experimented 
with this kind of craft, but designers don’t have the 
luxury of time to devote to crafting a scenario in 
this way. Moreover, designers are not novelists, and 
the text is not an outcome in itself, it is just a tool 
or process for getting to a better design outcome.
The linear experience of the scenario narra-
tives contrasted with my  initial objective of 
constructing a holistic picture of the ecosystem 
of interactions that were occurring in the organi-
sation, and what these changes might mean for 
the firm as a whole. Consequently, we decided to 
further explore this tension, between the linear 
scenarios and diagrams that communicated a 
more systemic perspective. Our sketches initially 
reflected a ‘flow’ of information and knowledge 
through the technology platform our stakehold-
ers were proposing to produce (figure 75).
Figure 77  An early attempt at integrating both perspectives into 
a single visual schema. Image: Reuben Stanton
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OPEN DATA
Stephen Fleming is chief nancial 
ocer at Australian Apparel, a 
clothing manufacturer with 30 
stores across Australia.
Stephen uses Accounts IQ to get a quick overview of 
the group's current nancial position. He also subscribes to 
a Deloitte news channel for benchmarking and data 
relating to his industry sector.
Sales are down. Stephen leaves an annotation for Rob on 
the current sales chart and adds some colleagues into the 
workspace. 
Rob responds to Stephen's question by creating a new 
visualization based on new external data.
Using this new information, Stephen creates a report for his 
board that helps them make a strategic decision.
David and Rob notice similarities between their clients.
They create a dataWatch query that nds correlations 
between their client's sales and external factors such as 
worldwide shipping costs.
Victoria is also working in this area, and notices what David 
and Rob are doing. She adds her insight to the situation.
They develop the query in to a potential product oering.
The new product is proled in the client news channel, 
demonstrating thought leadership and drumming up 
new business.
All the data from their 
individual stores and head 
oce is collected each day 
by Accounts IQ.
Rob is a senior analyst at 
Delloite
Victoria and David are 
analysts at Delloite 
Innovations emerge as a 
result of internal research 
and collaboration, and 
move in two directions
products oered 
to existing and 
new clients
thought leadership 
via new ideas, 
systems, and 
practices
As more clients add their data to 
the system it becomes easier to 
nd correlations between 
circumstances, industry sectors, 
and operating envoronments 
As innovations are turned into 
products, the knowledge 
produced is fed back into the 
platform, to be used by 
everyone
XBRL
Rob uses the conversations to look for business 
opportunities that Deloitte can pursue with Australian 
Apparel and other clients.
ADVICE & DECISION SUPPORT
ACCOUNTS 
IQ
INNOVATION & KNOWLEDGE PLATFORMONLINE 
ACCOUNTING 2012
Figure 78  Online-Accounting-2012: design scenarios illustated as an infographic. Image: Reuben Stanton 
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Feedback from Deloitte demonstrated that this arti-
fact (Figure 78) communicated their vision of the fu-
ture “perfectly” (McLeod, personal communication 
June 11, 2010). In the past, the Deloitte team had dif-
ficulty in explaining how the new platform would 
impact on people, roles and clients. This infograph-
ic was useful for discussing the processes a move to 
this online platform would require, and the issues 
that it might raise. Consequently the infographic 
was used extensively inside the organisation to 
raise awareness and gather support for the project.
The sketches were combined and consolidated 
whilst the project team discussed a number of 
different methods to present the scenarios visu-
ally. It was decided that an information graphic, or 
infographic would be used. Tufte (1997:9) describes 
infographics as: “the arrangement in space and 
time of images, words and numbers – for present-
ing information about motion, process, mechanism, 
cause and effect”. The scenarios were reduced to 
their most salient points, and then illustrated to 
enable a dense representation of their connec-
tion to the wider systems of “cause and effect” 
within the proposed ecosystem of social data 
visualization. Figure 78 was an articulation of all 
the research conducted in the project, consolidat-
ing discoveries relating to knowledge manage-
ment, social visualization patterns and the behav-
iours uncovered through the mental models.  
Text Scenarios Infographic Integrated Diagram Transactions Diagram Platform Diagram
Figure 79  A diagram showing the design process beginning with scenaios, moving through sketches to an integrated infographic that, in turn, informed changes in the original text scenarios
Figure 80  The infographic entered our day-to-day lexicon in the form 
of shorthand sketches, used when we wanted to describe what the 
idea was, without havig  the finished infographic to refer to
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Loupe is the last of my projects 
framed as design practice (Fallman 
2008). In the next chapter I introduce 
my final project, Affinité, and shift 
to a different mode of inquiry on 
Fallman’s model: exploration of my 
research questions, through design.
Learning from Loupe
The loupe project demonstrates a 
team attempting to align their ideas 
of rationality; to understand how 
each member of the team sees the 
world, and what artifacts will help 
communicate that understanding.
I have used the activities undertaken in the Loupe 
project to demonstrate the ways that designers use 
their perceptions of affinity to engage in designing.
At one timescale, I have described a fast cycle 
of seeking, spotting and making affinity demon-
strated by the process of analysing post-it note 
expercises to engage team members in con-
versations aorund their workshop sketches.
At another time scale I have described each of 
these activations of affinity through critical reflec-
tion on interviewing (seeking affintiy), mental 
modeling (spotting affintiy), and the creation of 
design patterns and infographics (making affinity).
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5The Forensic Wall
Affinité: designing a digital wall
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The Forensic Wall
This chapter is concerned with one 
site of interaction design practice: 
a method and artifact that I have 
called the Forensic Wall. I use my 
final project to analyse this way of 
working, distinguishing between 
different uses of Forensic Walls, and 
the different kinds of performativity 
they afford or require. Before I 
start in on the detail of the next 
project, it is important to set out 
my definition of a Forensic Wall.
Throughout my research with Loupe and Pool, I 
became aware of the way my teams would engage 
with assemblages of design artifacts on walls. I 
deliberately pushed this method in early stages 
of the Pool project, in what I now see as an at-
tempt to emulate the style regimes (Tonkinwise 
2011) of interaction design. I have described many 
of the ways we used walls in our projects, but I 
also began to see a pattern emerging in the wider 
discourse around interaction design practice, 
particularly when I looked at the Cooper website 
after its re-design in mid 2010 (Cronin 2010). 
The pattern I perceived wasn’t just that 
many designers use some version of the Fo-
rensic Wall to develop assemblages of their 
design research, thinking and production, al-
though this is true. I also realised that design 
(and interaction design in particular) over-
looks many of these practices at its core. 
Interaction design literature often makes refer-
ence to using perceptions of affinity, but rarely 
discusses what this actually means. The impetus 
for me writing the section on affinity was a realisa-
tion that affinity was treated like a primary colour 
of interaction design practice—in the sense that it 
was indivisible. Affinity is anecdotally referred to 
as a foundation of the practice, always present, but 
never discussed. Take for instance Young’s descrip-
tion of the “one of these things is not like the other 
thing” game when explaining the task of spotting 
affinity (Young 2008). Similarly, images and de-
scriptions of designers standing in front of walls 
festooned with artifacts relevant to their design 
projects are many, but analysis, descriptions or 
evaluations of this process are few and far between.
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Researchers in the field of HCI, particularly com-
puter support for cooperative work (CSCW), have 
explored how extreme collaboration (Mark 2002) 
has led to the increasing use of walls for hold-
ing persistent project material, often in dedicated 
project war rooms. Moran et al. (1999) describe 
this use of walls as a common workplace practice, 
identifying the public & persistent nature of this 
way of presenting information as two advantages of 
physical walls over virtual or digital systems. Many 
CSCW research projects that look at these kinds of 
walls do so in order to understand the productivity 
impacts that this kind of radical collocation (Tea-
sley et al 2000) brings to work, with a particular 
emphasis on knowledge work. Another body of 
research draws on this productivity discourse and 
looks at walls and war rooms to inform the design 
of technology to recreate, augment and more easily 
scale this kind of collaborative environment. This 
research draws together interests in public and am-
bient display research (O’Hara et al 2003) tangible 
computing (Ishii & Ullmer 1997), group awareness 
(Moran et al 1999), distributed (Hutchins 1995) and 
situated (Suchman 1987) cognition, mobile devices 
(Fallman et al 2005) and electronic representations 
of tangible knowledge artifacts (Everitt et al 2003).
All these accounts of walls and war rooms stress 
the importance of these kinds of spaces for help-
ing teams to collaborate on complex problems, but 
there is little examination of the ways that teams 
use these spaces to question and share understand-
ing of the design situation, or how they come to an 
agreed framing of the design problem that is to be 
solved. Walls are well known for their ability to 
help teams solve problems, but my use of walls in 
the Pool project have demonstrated how they are 
powerful tools and methods for both finding the 
right problems to solve, or framing design prob-
lems, and ensuring that this framing of the design 
problem (and its related model of rationality) is 
shared across a wide group of project stakeholders. 
Walls help to build and sustain a project culture, 
evidenced in Nafus and Anderson’s (2009) study of 
war rooms and how teams work through walls:
“Walls have become materials to think 
with, think through, and perform what it 
is that researchers are thinking about. … 
these materials make a certain social con-
figuration possible. Social relations hap-
pen in the process of moving between 
text, visual material, and orality.” (p137)
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Figure 79  Cooper used the Forensic Wall to communicate what their kind of design looks like. 
This image is a great example of performing design: it says so many things about how Cooper 
want their design process to be percieved. What I found most interesting with this art directions 
is the way it foregrounds the Forensic Wall as a site of design performance.
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By calling a wall forensic…
I am not referring to the genre of TV show that 
uses scientific research as a backdrop for crime 
drama, although this is one source of the word 
in my research lexicon (see page 69 for more on 
The Wire, CSI etc). I decided to use forensic, but 
to draw on its Latin root forensis (of or related 
to the forum). In this sense, forensic denotes 
that which is of, related to, or used in public de-
bate or argument (Wordweb 2011). The wall is 
the forum, or public place, for reification and 
negotiated sense-making required by the kind 
of design that I am describing in this research. 
There is no essential Forensic 
Wall; although there might be a 
prototypical wall-ness or forensic-
ness, two loci that describe a field of 
approaches to this kind of activity. 
A Forensic Wall can be large or small, vertical 
or horizontal, but it is always a stage for de-
signerly conversation—even if only with “one-
self acting as another” (Glanville 1999:88).
Over the next chapter, I use Affinité, my final 
project to demonstrate how Forensic Walls are: 
a spatial element that define areas of social in-
teraction; surfaces that support back-talk (Schön 
1983) from the intangible design materials of 
interaction design; used to construct a shared 
enterprise (Wenger 1998) though collaborative 
sense-making; allow designers to manage ambigu-
ity while designing; and are one key place where 
the practice of interaction design is performed.
Figure 80  IDEO’s open source Human Centered Design toolkit (IDEO 2009) uses 
another hero shot of the Forensic Wall, to illustrate their points about multi-disciplinary 
teams and dedicated spaces for design reflection as key components in what they 
label as “The Infrastructure of Innovation”. Image: IDEO HCD Handbook.
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“Notice that what is seen is not 
simply what is visible. What is seen 
is something that is only there by 
virtue of the activity of seeing being 
conducted in a particular way. That 
is, what is seen is what is enacted.” 
— Edwin Hutchins (2011:433)
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The material qualities of these artifacts are impor-
tant, and I have discussed them in depth through-
out the preceding sections, particularly with refer-
ence to the duality of ambiguity and affinity. In this 
next section I examine the way that these material 
elements are brought together in designerly (Cross 
2006) conversation, and how this kind of conver-
sation can be conceptualised as performance.
To do this, I draw together my understandings from 
previous projects discussed in chapters three and 
four and reflect on my final project: the design 
and implementation of Affinité, an application 
for the iPad that uses the Forensic Wall concept 
as a way to organise the presentation of ideas.
Up until this point in the text, I have 
concentrated on specific qualities 
of the design artifacts produced in 
the Pool and Loupe projects. Now 
I turn my attention to a project 
that explores what I learned by 
reflecting on those projects. 
In the previous two projects, material elements 
were assembled to create the Forensic Wall. 
Representations of these walls were used in work-
shops. Diagrams were used to represent mental 
models, that in turn represented our understand-
ing of the way people understood the object of 
our project. Infographics proposed scenarios 
that represented how we thought people might 
use our designs. All these artifacts were brought 
together in reports that advocated particular 
actions, or what we thought should happen. 
Affinité
Bringing it all together: designing a digital wall
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would support this kind of activity. There were no 
whiteboards and no pin-boards, but there were an 
awful lot of screens. I started to imagine ways that 
a digital version of a Forensic Wall would be useful, 
and how to go about producing one. At the same 
time, the Apple iPad was launching, and I wanted to 
see what I could learn about the interactions with 
a Forensic Wall from emerging tablet platforms.
I examined the way Forensic Walls had been used 
in the Pool and Loupe projects, and identified 
three different modes of engaging with a wall. I 
describe these modes in terms of the design ac-
tions they build on:  reading, making, and telling. 
These modes don’t exist separately from 
one another, but are useful ways of fram-
ing the different kinds of design perfor-
mance that a Forensic Wall affords.
Reading 
Reading describes something I noticed people do 
when they first encountered our studio. particu-
larly during the Pool project (discussed in chapter 3 
on pages 70-75). If people had not encountered The 
Wall before, their engagement with the enormous 
assemblage of design artifacts often began with a 
sense of confusion. I could see people attempt to 
read what this assemblage was, what it meant, why 
it existed, and begin to make their own sense of it. 
In reading, the Forensic Wall becomes a text, 
and people make their own sense of that text.
Deconstructing the wall
I identified the Forensic Wall through 
critical reflection on my practice, 
and an understanding that these 
methods and artifacts were also 
present, although largely unexamined, 
in wider interaction design.
Forensic Walls are sites used for multimodal sense-
making and designerly conversation. My research 
then explored this particular design method, 
reflecting on the perceived affordances (Norman 
2005) and practices that emerged in the design, 
implementation and use of a digital Forensic Wall.
By reflecting on my projects, particularly on 
the relationship between the use of ambiguity 
in design artifacts and the perception of affin-
ity in design processes, I realised how important 
it was for designers to orchestrate situations 
for these two aspects of design practice to meet 
in a productive manner. Over the course of the 
Pool project I had been amazed at the engage-
ment that our wall of design artifacts had gener-
ated, not only in the team but also in our pro-
ject stakeholders and visitors to the studio. 
This realisation, coupled with the successful use of 
the Forensic Wall in subsequent projects led me to 
wonder how this way of working might translate 
to a digital medium. Working with a Forensic Wall 
in our studio had become an important part of my 
design practice, but in late 2009 our school moved 
out of the large drawing studios in building 4 at 
RMIT and into purpose-built spaces in building 9. 
Suddenly I was in an office, with no surfaces that 
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in common with my undergraduate Architecture 
studio presentations, where we would talk to our 
drawings that were pinned to a wall. While using 
more popular platforms for presentation—like 
powerpoint—I often wished for a tool with the 
improvisational affordances of a Forensic Wall.
I wasn’t alone; in 2005 I worked as a Research As-
sociate on the Eureka project with Professor Mark 
Burry and Gregory More. Eureka was a presenta-
tion application that allowed the presenter to im-
provise a presentation experience as a path through 
a 3D arrangement of images (More et al. 2003). 
As I reflect on this work, improvisation emerges 
as an organising concept for design performance. 
When framing the Forensic Wall as a space for 
telling a story, the improvisatory skill of the peo-
ple telling that story has a rhetorical value. More 
convincing tellings of the Wall influence not just 
what steps a project team might take next, but the 
underlying direction or strategy of the project itself. 
I quickly learnt that the Wall could sustain great 
complexity of understanding in a team who regu-
larly read the wall, and people encountering the 
Wall for the first time often required a telling of the 
wall in order to be able to break it down into a set 
of elments that they could reasonably understand 
and manipulate. Above all, I realised that when 
people were invited to make and subsequently 
tell the wall, they developed a deeper and more 
nuanced reading of what the wall meant, and 
how it related to strategic goals of the project. 
Telling with Forensic Walls helps design-
ers to integrate making and reading the 
wall, and to reframe a design situation. 
Making
Making describes a process that brings read-
ing and telling together in a cycle of interaction, 
either with others, or “oneself as another” (Glan-
ville 1999). Making on a Forensic Wall involves 
the construction of both the physical wall itself, 
and the meanings attributed to the  arrange-
ments of elements on the wall, and is a good 
example of the mutual engagement that Wenger 
(1983) describes as a duality of participation and 
reification, a situation where we “… project our-
selves onto the world, and not having to recognize 
ourselves in those projections, we attribute to our 
meanings an independent existence.” (ibid p58). 
As I have noted earlier when describing Hutch-
ins (2005) concept of material anchors, and Löw-
gren & Stolterman’s (2004) concepts of rational 
communication, giving material form to an idea 
(reifying it in the Wengerian sense) is a primary 
concern for practices that work with intangi-
ble materials, such as interaction design. 
Making Forensic Walls helps designers 
to communicate experiences. 
Telling
Telling describes a mode I noticed through reflec-
tion on the way I had used the Forensic Wall to 
engage with team members and stakeholders 
in the Pool and Loupe projects. I would build a 
narrative that traversed the wall, using it to both 
prompt and support my argument. This mode 
of engagement has similarities with improvised 
performance, something I had a lot of experience 
with through 15 years of improvisational musical 
and sound practice. On reflection, it also has a lot 
Figure 81  Reading, telling and making: 
three ways of using a Forensic Wall
reading
making
telling
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Using a Forensic Wall to tell a 
story brought reading, making 
and telling together in a way that 
I wanted to explore further.
To date I had not seen any presentation software 
for the ipad that supported the kind of improvised 
telling that I was used to when using a Forensic 
Wall. Using this impetus, I designed a scenario 
of use with myself as the user; giving a presenta-
tion using an iPad, but with a performance that 
that would normally require a Forensic Wall.
I then went on to analyse this scenario from three 
different perspectives: what the presenter does, 
what the audience sees, and what functionality or 
conceptual guidelines these experiences implied. 
I had no experience developing for the iPad, but 
Reuben Stanton, with whom I’d worked on Loupe 
and Pool, had begun moving from flash develop-
ment to iOS development. I discussed my ideas for 
the application with Reuben, and we decided to 
collaborate on the design and development of the 
app. I shared the initial scenario with Reuben, and 
we started to brainstorm how the app might work.
From these documents, and our conversations, 
Reuben built a number of working prototypes, or 
a spike solution—a very simple (but functional) 
program that explores potential solutions to the 
identified problem (Beck 1999). The idea of a 
spike is taken from Agile Development method-
ology, particularly Extreme Programming (ibid) 
and Scrum (Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986) meth-
odologies. In 2006 I had trained in the Scrum 
method, and had seen the benefits of using the 
approach in the intervening years. The scenario 
Figure 82  A scenario describing a presentation using a digital Forensic Wall
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Affinité positions the idea of a Forensic 
Wall alongside presentation software 
such as keynote or powerpoint, 
exploring the impact that a spatial 
interface affording non-linear 
access to content has on both the 
presentation of ideas, and the 
process of constructing those ideas.
and spreadsheet that I had already constructed 
directly drew on these methodologies, where the 
experiences that users will have with a prod-
uct are often called “user stories” (Beck 1999).
Reuben’s prototypes included iPad apps that 
demonstrated adding and deleting digital images 
to a virtual working surface (ie a wall), moving 
and scaling individual elements into arrange-
ments, zooming in and out of the virtual wall, and 
showing these elements on an external screen. 
Figure 83  Analysis of the scenrio: what the presenter does, what the audience sees, and implied functionality
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The application lets people place 
elements (for example: images 
from the iPad photo library) on 
a virtual workspace, called a 
canvas. These elements can be 
arranged, scaled, and assembled 
as a virtual Forensic Wall. 
How Affinité works
The user can zoom in to focus 
on a one small area or zoom out 
to show the entire canvas. Users 
can also quickly focus on a full-
screen view of individual elements 
without zooming the canvas view.
Users can take a snapshot of the current 
view, storing all the information used 
to build that view: what elements are 
on the canvas; the scale, location and 
layer of each element; and the area of 
the canvas that is currently in view. 
A visual representation of each snapshot 
is presented using a carousel interface 
at the bottom of the iPad screen. Users 
can recall any snapshot by tapping 
on its corresponding representation 
in the carousel interface.
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The audience view differs from the 
presenter view in two key ways 
it does not include any of the user 
interface elements (menu bar, snapshot 
carousel, popup menus), and 
it functions as the target for full-screen 
views of individual elements, while the 
presenter view keeps the canvas in view. 
In this case the app can be used like a 
conventional slide based presentation 
software, with each element on the 
canvas corresponding to a slide.
While Affinite can be used to construct an 
assemblage of images on a virtual canvas, it 
has been designed to use these collections 
of assemblages to support a presentation 
using an external screen. When the iPad is 
connected to an external screen or projector, 
the application runs in presentation mode. In 
this mode Affinite creates two distinct views:
1  the presenter view, displayed 
on the iPad screen 
2  the audience view, displayed on 
the external screen or projector
1
2
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Somewhere in the process of designing an aspect 
of the interface for Affinité, we had decided that 
a contextual menu of commands would make it 
easier for people to perform operations on ob-
jects that were placed on the virtual wall. For 
instance: an image can be moved or copied to 
a new location on the wall, grouped with other 
elements on the wall, and moved in front of or 
behind other images on the wall. In this exam-
ple, a contextual menu is an interface element 
that appears nearby an object when that object 
is selected. These menus usually list actions that 
can be carried out on the selected object. The 
right–mouse–click menu in most current operating 
systems is a good example of a contextual menu. 
We wondered whether a gestural interaction 
might work well to trigger the contextual menu, 
and decided to quickly prototype an interface that 
would allow you to choose an action for an object 
by swiping in one of four directions on that object.
This was a highly abstract set of interactions, 
that weren’t easily supported in the develop-
ment environment for iOS applications. We 
decided to test our assumptions around the ef-
fectiveness of this design, and to share our 
understandings of how it worked by building 
a low fidelity prototype of the interaction. 
Ways of seeing walls
Over time our different prototypes evolved into 
a sophisticated environment for arranging and 
displaying digital content on the iPad, and our 
attention moved onto the nuances of interaction 
with this content. Our prototypes proved that the 
iPad hardware could support our design intentions, 
we now started to examine ways that the inter-
face could be made more efficient and intuitive. 
To do this we drew on previous experience in pro-
jects of using walls to assemble design artifacts for 
making sense of complexity. In the process we used 
Forensic Walls to understand these interactions, 
and to enact our understanding in designerly con-
versation. The next three sections discuss critical in-
cidents in this design process. They exemplify three 
ways of framing the Forensic Wall, and the contri-
butions it makes to the performance of design.
Wall as Surface:  
working at the speed of thought
Figure 84  photo of Affinité being used
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There are two specific moments that I want to 
examine, because they give a sense of the different 
kinds of performance that these walls afford. The 
first example involves Reuben demonstrating what 
someone would do when they select and place a set 
of images on the virtual wall in the application. I 
use a short video of this interaction to demonstrate 
the concepts that it brings to light. The second kind 
of performance only exists as a digital video file, a 
stop-motion account of me performing the interac-
tions around the contextual menu described earlier. 
To begin with we used paper cutouts and a 1:1 
model of the iPad, but the interface elements 
were too small and fiddly to work with quickly. 
We moved to a new ‘whiteboard’ surface that 
I had added to my office, a translucent film ap-
plied to the outside of the sliding glass doors 
to our shared office, which allowed us to easily 
see dry-erase marker drawings on the glass. 
As soon as we started working on 
these large vertical surfaces our 
interactions changed, and I realised 
that we were back in the familiar 
territory of the Forensic Wall.
Figure 85  Reuben and me, reflected in the sliding glass doors to our office, that I had modified so they would be more like whiteboards
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The combination of a translucent glass surface 
of the wall and the material elements we applied 
to the wall (post-it notes and dry-erase markers) 
supported a fast and loose kind of interaction, 
allowing for improvisation and exploration of 
ideas. Reuben is thinking about the form of the 
interaction he is representing, as he is represent-
ing it: what Schön (1983) refers to as reflection-
in-action. The materials of the wall are talking 
back (Schön 1983) to Reuben as he demonstrates 
the interaction, and Reuben is talking through 
the wall to me (who you can hear cheering his 
enacted thoughts on from behind the camera) 
The key moment for me is right at the 18 second 
point, when Reuben wipes off the number ‘5’ from 
the upper-right box, implying many potential 
avenues for design to explore, but also bringing a 
logical close to the interaction. In the video, this 
action appears to be a casual afterthought, pos-
sibly as a reaction to perceived affordances of 
a whiteboard surface: for instance, the pen can 
easily be erased with a soft material, like skin. 
What I learn from this moment is 
that the wall has a type of friction, the 
surface impacts on the things we can 
do on this wall, but our thinking on 
the wall—what I frame as enaction 
in the next section—has an inertia 
that can overcome this friction and 
respond to what is represented on 
the surface while we are building it.
The first video documents Reuben showing me how 
he thinks a set of interactions with the application 
might progress: what the application would do after 
the user did something. In this case we were play-
ing with the idea of how images would be placed on 
the canvas, which was the term we used to de-
scribe the virtual Forensic Wall in the application.
• Reuben has tapped on the ‘add photo’ button, 
and a menu of available photos has appeared
• He selects 5 photos. The number of selected 
photos (5) appears in the top right box
• He taps on the canvas in the application, 
and the 5 selected photos are placed 
around the point he tapped
• The number in the top right hand box is erased
Important things to note when watching the video 
of this interaction: Reuben is demonstrating an 
idea for making the placement of more than one 
image at a time on the canvas more efficient. I 
had described how I initially laid out elements 
on a physical Forensic Wall: by collecting a range 
of elements and then assembling them in a way 
that seemed to make sense to me at the time. The 
ability to put many elements on the page at once 
seemed to be important, and I was particularly 
anxious that the ‘flow’ of thought would be inter-
rupted if I could only add one image to the canvas 
every time I opened the interface to the photo 
library. Many iPad apps have this form around 
their interactions with images in the photo library, 
and I had been frustrated at how clunky it was.
The key insight I get from this 19 second snip-
pet of video is that the Forensic Wall supports 
designerly conversation at the speed of thought. 
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In the second example, a video of me work-
ing on the wall has been edited to simulate the 
way an interface would respond to user input.
• I swipe up on an image, and the 
contextual menu appears, I have 
chosen the move/copy action
• I double–tap on the canvas and a 
copy of the image is placed there.
• I swipe up on the image to select the move/
copy action, and tap elsewhere on the canvas.
• The selected image is moved to this position.
This example demonstrates how Forensic Walls 
are themselves just another element in the de-
signer’s set of tools for communicating experi-
ences. Reuben and I have used the video editing 
capability of the iMovie app on our iPhones to 
assemble a representation of the experience 
of using the contextual menu interface we had 
been thinking about. Because the idea was very 
abstract, and complex to implement in the iOS 
development environment, we tried to make 
a quick and dirty experience sketch (Buxton 
2007) to explain the potential of the idea.
In this example, the video is the 
design artifact, and the Forensic 
Wall is a material that makes that 
artifact more easily produced. 
Building on the practices documented 
in the previous video, our fluency 
with the wall enabled us to 
experiment with how we used that 
wall in our everyday practice.
Figure 87  Example 2—Me demonstrating a complex set of interactions with the interface
Figure 86  Example 1—Reuben demonstrating an idea for the Forensic Wall app
These videos are available on 
the USB memory stick included 
in the supplementary material
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My third example is not documented 
in video, it describes our attempts 
to solve an interface problem that 
had us stumped. This example 
demonstrates how Forensic Walls 
support enaction and how this support 
helped us solve an interface issue that 
was compromising the conceptual 
design of the Affinté application.
To better understand the nature of this 
interface issue, I’ll describe the ideas we were 
trying to manifest in the application and 
how these ideas had such a strong impact on 
the way the application was structured.
One of the aims of making a digital Forensic Wall 
was to support the storytelling mode of working 
with walls. In the previous section I have referred 
to this previously as telling, a practice of using 
walls as a rhetorical device that I observed in 
the Loupe and Pool projects. This involved con-
structing an understanding of how individual 
elements on the wall were related to one an-
other, and how these groups of related elements 
related to the other groups, and the whole.
Wall as Interface: 
enacting an interactional approach
Enaction
Throughout my research, I have encountered theories and 
concepts that help me to understand and explain what interaction 
designers do. One set of theories, or field, that has influenced 
my thinking heavily in the latter half of this research is enaction, 
particularly the understanding of enaction that has emerged from 
the discourse around distributed cognition (Hutchins 2005, 2011, 
Clark and Chalmers 1998, Goodwin 1994). It is important to include 
here a brief overview of how I am engaging with the emerging 
field of enaction, and in turn, how that applies to my research.
According to Hutchins, “Enaction is the idea that organisms 
create their own experience thorough their actions. Organisms 
are not passive receivers of input from the environment, but are 
actors in the environment such that what they experience is 
shaped by how they act.” (Hutchins 2011:428). An view of the 
world framed by enaction acknowledges that perception is an 
act—something that people do—not a passive event that happens 
to them. Put this way, these contemporary cognitive theories 
resonate with my understandings of Dewey’s theories of “double 
barrelled” perception, and experience as the perception of a 
relationship between “doing and undergoing” (Dewey 1934). 
Another consequence of this view of experience is that it 
gives agency to the things and people that are involved in the 
experience. For instance: to recognise or see something as a 
representation of something else—to apprehend metonymy—is to 
take part in a world that “does not consist of isolated objects, but of 
a system of enacted understandings” created by “specific culturally 
shaped perceptual processes” (Hutchins 2011:429-430). The 
actors in this world create what is perceived through their actions. 
Artifacts in the world perform something, because the people 
engaging with those artifacts “enact their meanings” (ibid p434).
This framing of enaction; that people create meaning 
through actions, and that these actions can ascribe 
performativity to artifacts, is a useful way to think about 
the activities that make up a design process, and the 
places where these processes are performed.
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changed the way we thought about designing and 
implementing the software—the conceptual archi-
tecture of the code would need to accommodate 
this new type of abstract object, a group of objects. 
This would impact the way the interface and the 
individual elements were technically related in 
the code. It made the application more complex by 
introducing a layer of hierarchy between the inter-
face and the individual elements on the canvas.
It also challenged our assumptions around inter-
actions with the people using the application. For 
instance: how would you create a group? How 
would you add or remove an element to a group? 
How would you select a group? We found our-
selves discussing ever more elaborate versions 
of these questions: as we would propose a solu-
tion, a technical or experiential implication of 
this solution would appear and we would adapt 
the solution to address this new issue. We were 
running around in circles reacting to a techno-
logically driven agenda, and the application de-
sign seemed more and more clunky as a result.
Our breakthrough on this challenge came 
when we stopped trying to work on groups, and 
started working on what we thought at the time 
was an unrelated interaction: the snapshot.
Through critical reflection on this practice, I 
noticed that I would often use narrative to build 
a hierarchy of elements on the wall in order to 
then use those elements to tell a more complex 
story. I have referred to this in an earlier sec-
tion, particularly with reference to Hutchins’ 
(2005) theory of material anchors for concep-
tual blends. Where an element stands in for, 
or represents a larger group of elements, that 
themselves represent an idea or narrative.
I wanted to be able to support this kind of activity 
in a digital Forensic Wall, and had always conceptu-
ally framed the problem as one of grouping, where 
elements belong to one or more groups of other 
elements. This added a functional requirement to 
the software we were designing: that people using 
it would have the capacity to arrange and repre-
sent groups of elements automatically according to 
these group properties. For instance: all members 
of a certain group might be automatically clustered, 
or elements not in a certain group might be made 
less visible to accentuate that group. These require-
ments were derived from the idea that being able 
to draw attention to one group of elements while 
they were still arranged with all the other elements 
would be useful for constructing and managing 
complex narratives around the wall.This approach 
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As we started prototyping these interactions, ex-
ploring how a snapshot might work, what it might 
look like on screen, how you might make it happen 
and so on, It dawned upon me that this was how 
we could incorporate the grouping functional-
ity that we had been so frustrated by earlier. We 
should forget about making groups in the data 
model, since that doesn’t happen on a physical 
wall, why should it happen in a digital one..? (be-
cause computers are good at that sort of thing is 
not an appropriate answer in this case) Groups 
are enacted, or made in the actions of the people 
looking at the wall.. The snapshots are the groups. 
Each snapshot helps to define a group of objects 
by framing them in a particular configuration. 
The relationships between these visible objects 
is built in the mind of the people regarding the 
wall and listening to the person presenting.
Snapshots
Snapshots let you store the current configuration of 
a wall (what you can see, the state of every element 
- wall zoom and pan, object scale and position). 
Snapshots are derived from working with physical 
walls, and the idea of taking a photo of the wall in 
a certain configuration so that you can show it to 
people, or using the wall to deliver a linear presen-
tation. Reuben and I had discussed the idea of snap-
shots before in our work around design patterns 
for the Loupe project, particularly how a capture 
of the current state of an object can help support a 
narrative around your interpretation of that state. 
Physical walls can flip back and forth very easily 
between views of a field of content and presenta-
tions of a path through that field, but they are 
not very good at recalling a historical state or 
configuration of the assembled elements. Compu-
tational systems are far better at recalling a previ-
ous state because every state of every element on 
the wall must be explicitly described, making it a 
trivial task to save that state for later recall. This 
ability to easily recall previous states was one 
aspect of the digital Forensic Wall that I wanted 
to explore, because beyond taking a photograph, 
it was virtually impossible in a physical wall.
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At one level you can say that when 
designing for physically engaging 
touch based computing (eg tablets, 
touch screens, phones) it can be 
useful to use a physically engaging 
medium to do that design. The 
Forensic Wall works well to simulate 
the experience of using tangible 
and touch-based interfaces.
On reflection, this was a classic example of an 
interactional approach (Boehner et al 2005) trump-
ing an informational one. Our conceptual model 
of ‘groups’ created an assumption that we had to 
define those groups in the technical model and 
architecture of the software. This realisation was 
significant not because it demonstrates these 
theories, nor because it is a good example of the 
way technology pushes an informational approach 
to interaction (which it is). It is significant to my 
research because it demonstrates the way a me-
dium that facilitates and encourages enaction—such 
as a Forensic Wall—not only helped me to realise 
the folly of an informational approach to solving 
our problem, it also suggested the possibility—and 
legitimacy—of adopting an interactional model. The 
Forensic Wall privileged embodiment and enaction, 
and this in turn privileged the perception of inter-
actional models for the design of our application.
Figure 88  Boehner et al.(2005) discuss interactional vs informational approaches to designing for affective 
computing. This is relevant to my research becaue it distinguishes between informational approaches toward 
interaction design that rely on a computational model to interpret, encode and decode the meaning of an interaction, 
and interactional approaches that leave this interpretation up to the people at either end of the interaction.
Informational
Interactional
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In the next section I describe three ways I used a 
Forensic Wall as a tool to examine a complex design 
problem and as a rhetorical device to support a 
complex narrative. Each instance is increasingly 
digital in its form, revealing different aspects of 
what I am referring to as design performance.
Wall as Stage: performing design
What does it mean to perform design? What kinds of 
performance are there? Based on the approaches I 
have described in critical reflection on my projects, 
there are performances that exercise ambiguity of 
design outcomes and there are performances that 
attempt to excise ambiguity from a design situation. 
Framed by perception, there are performances that 
seek, spot and make affinity between elements in a 
design situation. These performances are brought 
together at the Forensic Wall, a stage for constructing 
shared meaning, and sense of mutual enterprise.
Figure 89  Design artifacts from the Loupe project, 
annotated with ideas for discussion
Figure 90  Design artifacts from the Pool project, annotated 
with ideas about how to discuss them
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In the Studio…
I wanted to put evidence of all my project work 
together in one place so that I could begin to get 
a sense of how Loupe and Pool related to one 
another, and what artifacts would be useful to 
tell this story in this exegesis. To build this ho-
listic perspective, I constructed a Forensic Wall 
using reports and artifacts from the projects, 
alongside notes and sketches that I had made 
while engaging with literature in the field. 
This wall took me approximately two weeks to 
construct, slowly adding and moving elements 
until I felt ready to use it to tell a story about my 
research. I used this wall to present to my super-
visors, and during this presentation I described 
my thoughts behind the photographs of the wall 
that we had used in the Pool project workshop. 
I expanded on the theme of television drama, 
and the Forensic Police Procedural genre. At the 
end of this presentation my supervisors sug-
gested that the work was overwhelmingly about 
this way of working with what we would come 
to call a Forensic Wall, and I decided to refocus 
my research around this practice and artifact.
Figure 91  The wall of material in my studio, assembled to help me to reflect on my projects, and inform the design of Affinité
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As an Experience Sketch
In September 2012 I was already discussing the Affinité 
app with Reuben, and had produced the scenario and 
spreadsheet analysis that I described on page 145. 
I was thinking about Affinité as a way to present 
my research, and I decided to use the wall I had 
constructed to present my research to my supervisors 
as the basis of an interactive digital mock-up or sketch 
(Buxton 2008) for my next presentation at the school 
Graduate Research Conference in October 2010.
Figure 92  High resolution photo of project artifacts on my office wall, showing interactive buttons used in the PDF prototype
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To prototype the way Affinité might work, I took 
a high resolution image of the Forensic Wall I had 
produced in my office, and used Adobe Acrobat to 
create clickable sections of the image that corre-
sponded to different artifacts on the wall. When 
I clicked on these sections of the image, Acrobat 
would display the page of this multi-page PDF 
that had the corresponding image on it. Invisible 
buttons on these pages would take me back to 
the original image of the wall. I built this in PDF 
because many iPad applications could display PDF 
documents. Some of these applications also sup-
ported the interactive aspects of the PDF specifica-
tion, meaning that I could tap on the interactive 
buttons and it would register as a click, perform-
ing the corresponding action. I could also zoom 
and pan the images in the PDF, so it functioned 
as a reasonably useful mock-up of a digital wall. 
Because I was making this for my PhD review, I 
became very conscious of the narrative I wanted to 
use to present my research. I was continually refin-
ing the PDF mock-up in response to this narrative, 
and my work on the mock-up also had an impact 
on the rhetorical path I was designing. While I was 
designing this mock-up I was reminded of my musi-
cal practice, particularly the aspects of it where I 
had constructed bespoke software environments 
for performance. This PDF document was begin-
ning to take on the characteristics of an instrument, 
and as I changed the configuration of its elements, 
it changed the way I thought about playing it.
Figure 93  a multipage view of the PDF prototype that I used on my iPad to present at the 
2010 RMIT Media and Communication Graduate Research Conference
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appName find video out
new
info
Gallery
appNameGallery find video outfit all
Wall
"the wall"
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In Mark’s classes, I had a smaller palette of im-
ages to use, and they were organised in a very 
specific way. Clustered around different projects 
that I could easily improvise a description around. 
Constructing that presentation was fun, because I 
had not reflected on these projects in a long time. 
The act of putting a series of images together to 
represent these projects, and support an argu-
ment around them, was exactly the kind of thing a 
Forensic Wall is good for. I began to notice a link 
between the way I was building the presentation, 
and the way I was thinking about discussing it in 
the class. As I arranged a node or cluster of images 
to represent a project, I found myself responding to 
that arrangement with a narrative that described 
the project, which led me to identifying the key 
points with respect to the class I was presenting to 
(remix culture). This narrative and key points then 
fed back into the way I arranged groups of images. 
A reflexive cycle ensued that resonated with the 
way I’d seen the Forensic Wall used in the Pool 
project, to help build a shared understanding 
of the project strategy in our Melbourne studio 
(described on pp70-75), and later with the Fo-
rensic Wall that the Pool team  had constructed 
around their offices at the ABC (pp83-85).
As an iPad app
In February of 2011 I traveled to 
Boulder, Colorado for the IxDA annual 
conference to deliver a workshop 
or primer on Interaction Design. I 
also presented to two classes for a 
colleague Professor Mark Amerika 
at the University of Colorado. I used 
these as an opportunity to test Affinité 
in a real performance situation. 
The two situations were quite different: Mark’s 
class on remix culture was held in an underground 
classroom, with about a dozen students while my 
workshop had about 40 participants, and was held 
in a room that was setup for conference presenta-
tions to groups of around 200 people. There were 
a lot of empty seats and space in my workshop, 
while the classes were very cozy and intimate.
On reflection, the Forensic Wall format of Affi-
nite helped me to describe my work and practice 
as a sound designer and performer to Mark’s 
classes, but was not as effective in supporting 
the performance that my workshop required.
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Figure 94  Screenshots of Affinité in use (Clockwise from top left)  
1 The gallery screen, where people can choose to open a saved wall or create a new one.  
2 The Forensic Wall. A view of different elements assembled on the canvas.  
3 The interface of the wall is revealed, showing different snapshots in the carousel at the bottom of the screen.  
4 Choosing a snapshot causes the screen to reflect that view, and highlights the current snapshot
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In contrast, Affinité was less effective in the work-
shop situation. For many of the reasons I have just 
described, Affinite was a lot better than a linear 
slideshow for the workshop format, but the spa-
tial configuration of the workshop room, and the 
format of the workshop, introduced subtle shifts 
in the relationship between me and the workshop 
participants. The improvisatory approach that 
had worked the night before in a small room with 
12 students was not working in a big empty room 
with three times that many people. One contrib-
uting factor was that my workshop presented 
work done by other people. I did not have a deep 
familiarity with the material to support a lot of 
improvisation around the way I presented it.
The workshop setting was less intimate than 
the classroom, this made negotiation more dif-
ficult. Reflecting on this, I can see that the physi-
cal configuration of people and furniture in a 
room can have a large impact on the way those 
people engage with one another. One thing that 
I noticed, both then and more recently in class-
room experiments, is that sitting at the same 
level, with desks between you and an audience, 
sitting down at table together, creates more op-
portunities for collaborative negotiation of mean-
ing than standing up in front of a seated crowd.
When I put a linear slideshow presentation using 
Powerpoint or another platform that simulates a 
linear deck of slides, I also go through this cycle of 
reflection and refinement. But I noticed that using a 
Forensic Wall let me break the cycle of refinement 
and move on to the next aspect in the presentation 
sooner than other traditional platforms. Because 
each cluster and associated narrative supported 
one other in a loose and interpretive fashion I did 
not have to tweak the order of individual im-
ages in a deck. I did not have to go to that level 
of detail with the associated narrative either. 
The Forensic Wall supported a 
more ambiguous resolution of the 
presentation materials. I was free 
to improvise the performance of 
these materials, and had more time 
to practice that improvisation. This 
let me concentrate on the meaning 
I was trying to construct with the 
students in the class. I felt more 
comfortable with the material I was 
using to perform the class, partly 
because it was representing my own 
projects, and partly because I had 
time to practice the performance.
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Designing Affinité helped me deconstruct and 
analyse the design practices that are performed 
at Forensic Walls. I have distinguished different 
ways that Forensic Walls work in designerly con-
versation: as surfaces that support improvisation, 
interfaces that privilege embodied cognition, and 
stages that prompt the performance of design.
Practices of reading, telling and 
making the Forensic Wall can be 
seen as analogous to the actions of 
seeking, spotting and making affinity 
that I described in chapter four. In 
the next chapter I incorporate my 
arguments from this and previous 
chapters and propose a coherent 
perspective on design in general, and 
interaction design in particular.
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6Performing design
Conclusions: a design fiction 
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Throughout chapters three, four and five I have 
used my projects to expand on each of these topics. 
I used the Pool project to illustrate what I call 
performative ambiguity, or different ways of 
using ambiguity. With descriptions of artifacts 
and activities from the Pool project I distinguish 
between pragmatic, critical and enterprising ap-
proaches to, or performances of, ambiguity.
I used the Loupe project to present perception 
as a performative act, illustrating the ways that 
designers activate their perceptions of affinity 
in the course of experience–led design projects. 
Using descriptions of artifacts and work under-
taken in the Loupe project, I differentiate between 
seeking, spotting and making affinity as distinct 
attitudes to the perception of similarity that de-
signers use when undertaking their work.
I used the Affinité project to introduce and exam-
ine the Forensic Wall, a place where performa-
tive ambiguity and affinity ability are enacted. 
Through relating the interactions and artifacts 
produced in the course of designing a digital wall 
for the iPad, I illustrate how forensic walls work 
as surfaces to support improvised collaboration, 
interfaces that privilege embodied interaction, and 
stages that scaffold the performance of design.
The time has now come to combine these in-
sights into a more coherent model of what it 
is that interaction designers do when they de-
sign. In order to do this I critically reflect on my 
three projects, using a fictional reflection tool. 
Over the preceding five chapters 
I have described my reasons for 
beginning this inquiry, how I 
undertook the research studies, 
projects and exploration involved, 
and the roles played by ambiguity 
and affinity in design performance.
In chapter one I located interaction design within 
a larger turn toward experience as a way to frame 
design situations. This turn toward experience 
changes the kind of things that designers pay 
attention to in a design situation and, by exten-
sion, the way they communicate what it is they 
perceive in those situations. An example of the 
impact of this turn to experience may be seen in 
the different styles of interactions design, which 
I have characterised as three broad approaches 
towards ambiguity in the design process.
My research is a reaction to a multiplicity of per-
spectives that I perceived in the discourse around 
interaction design. In chapter two I introduced 
the projects and activities that I have undertaken 
and critically reflected on in order to be able to 
reframe the practice of interaction design in a 
more coherent fashion. I presented my research 
in terms of Fallman’s (2008) triangle of design 
studies, practice and exploration, introducing a 
framework of ambiguity, affinity and performativ-
ity that I have used to examine and discuss each 
of the three projects I report on in this exegesis.
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Pool moved from a shared sense of a slightly 
ambiguous design problem at the beginning of 
the project  1 , through an expansion toward a 
wide range of ambiguity in our workshop   2 . We 
achieved a high level of engagement by using a 
wide range of artifacts, and the project moved 
in a steady state towards specification for devel-
opment, or as little ambiguity as possible   3 .
Loupe started with a wide range of different 
understandings of what the project was about  1 
and we quickly tried to simplify and explain our 
research by removing ambiguity around the topic 
As our engagement with the project partners grew, 
we began to expand the range of ambiguity present 
in the project artifacts  3  . The ambiguity peaked 
in a project meeting when I sketched the first of a 
set of diagrams  4   that would eventually be the 
most successful artifacts of the project, the info-
graphic scenarios for Online Accounting 2012  5  .
Affinité began with a high shared sense of ambigu-
ity, about what the project was, and how Reuben 
and I might go about working on it  1  . My sce-
narios and subsequent analysis of inferred func-
tionality worked to remove some of this ambigu-
ity  2  , but we then discovered more and more 
uncertainty and room for misunderstanding as 
we designed the details of interactions and inter-
faces for the iPad app   3  . Our initial wireframes 
and prototypes cycled up and down   4   in terms 
of ambiguity, but the range of ambiguity in the 
project began to narrow   5  . Over time we reached 
a shared understanding of what it was we had 
designed and made, acknowledging that there was 
still room for us to learn more by using the app  6   .
A Design Fiction
For the sake of this discussion, let us assume 
that I have a piece of technology—called an Am-
biguitometer†—that enables me to discern the 
range of ambiguity felt in a project at any time. 
My Ambiguitometer gives me a measurement 
on an ambiguity scale, between two extremes:
0: there is no ambiguity at all. Everyone in the project knows exactly 
what is going on, they all share the same understanding of what 
the project is trying to achieve, and how it is going to get there.
10: maximum ambiguity. No one in the project shares an 
understanding of what’s going on, everyone has many ideas 
of what the project is about, and many different theories 
about how to achieve their respective project goals.
Let us also assume that this ambiguitometer can sense and 
measure a range of ambiguity in a project. For instance: different 
project activities may be going on at one time, and different artifacts 
may be involved in those activities; our ambiguitometer is able 
to tell us, for specific points of time throughout the project, just 
how high the most ambiguous aspect of the project is, and how 
low the least ambiguous aspect is at the same point in time.
Given these parameters: I will present a time sequence graph that 
analyses each of my three projects by illustrating the individual 
design artifacts along a timeline and overlaying them with the 
range of ambiguity that my ambiguitometer has recorded at that 
corresponding time. The horizontal axis of these diagrams denotes 
time, moving left to right from the beginning of the project, to the 
end of the project. The vertical axis of the graph represents the 
ambiguity scale ranging from 0 − 100, that I have just described. The 
numbered markers indicate critical incidents in the design process.
Reflecting on my projects with the aid of this overlay of ambiguity 
exposes relationships between the range of ambiguity in the project, 
and my understanding of how well we had engaged our clients 
and participants at the same point in time. To demonstrate, I will 
discuss the ambiguity arc of each project particularly focusing 
on the critical incidents that I have numbered in the diagram.
1
2
2
4
2
6
† not a real device: a hypothetical 
proxy for my own perceptions of 
how ambiguous the design project 
is for everyone involved. Conceived 
as a technology in order to set 
up and play out a design fiction 
(Bleecker 2009, Sterling 2009)
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Secondly, there is a relationship between the 
performative ambiguity of chapter three and 
perceptual affinity that I discuss in chapter four. 
Looking at my analysis of the ambiguity arcs 
in projects on the previous page, and reflect-
ing on my experiences of those projects, I can 
characterise seeking affinity as a process of ex-
panding understandings and engaging with the 
ambiguity of a situation. I see spotting affinity 
as a process of reducing complexity and analys-
ing a design situation to manage ambiguity.
This duality of ambiguity and affinity—of dif-
ference and similarity—reveals a new way 
to understand and appreciate what it is 
that designers do when they introduce new 
things, or act in the design process. 
In a world where design is increasingly strategic 
(Hill 2012) and is referenced from many fields, 
this framing of how a designer performs is a useful 
way to manifest the often intangible methods and 
practices that design uses. Performing design is 
more than just thinking. This way of framing design 
creates a productive conceptual space for design-
ers and users of design services to negotiate the 
fuzzy and ambiguous aspects of undertaking design 
projects. This  productive conceptual space often 
manifest as some permutation of a Forensic Wall.
Firstly, the practice of interaction design can be 
usefully framed as a performance.  The artifacts 
of interaction design practice can similarly be 
framed as performative. Design performance 
isn’t solely the domain of the designer; artifacts 
produced in the course of a design do not just 
describe a situation, they also do something.
Just as J.L.Austin (1962) names the speech act 
“I do” a performative, and Verbeek (2005) dis-
cusses what things do in his book of the same 
title, elements on a forensic wall perform 
roles in the course of a design process. 
More importantly, I propose that a per-
formative framing of design artifacts is use-
ful for thinking about what it is that makes 
a designer, and their designs, engaging.
This framing of how designers use artifacts to 
perform design impacts on many fields including
Education: how should we teach design-
ers to perform? how could we use design 
performance to teach other domains?
Workplace design: how should we design 
the places where we undertake this kind of 
work? How can the Forensic Wall help nur-
ture a performative design culture?
Conclusion: the designer’s choice
Through this analysis I have discovered three key things 
about what it is that interaction designers do.
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Which brings me to my third and final 
point: making affinity involves a choice. 
When acting into the design situation, the de-
signer can excise or exercise ambiguity. Which 
way will the designer take things? More am-
biguous? Less ambiguous? Why? What does 
the situation call for? What should happen?
Interaction designers use different 
styles of artifacts to communicate 
experiences. When they do this, they 
can choose to increase or decrease the 
ambiguity of a situation. They can do 
this by choosing how to modulate and 
act on their perceptions of affinity in 
that situation. The Forensic Wall is one 
place where this interaction design 
practice is routinely performed.
Figure 92  The designer’s choice, and their tools
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The shift I have gone through is one that moves 
the title designer from one role on its own to the 
core of them all. I now understand these previ-
ously separate approaches as extensions of de-
sign into different areas of concern, and I now 
understand design as a performative founda-
tion for these different areas of my practice.
Reflecting on the way I have identified 
performative ambiguity and affinity 
ability as a foundational duality of 
design practice, I now see a more 
useful way of labelling the different 
aspects of my practice. Forgetting roles 
and organisations, and concentrating 
on the materials of concern in each 
aspect of what I do, a coherent model 
emerges: I am a designer who works 
with knowledge, networks and actions.
This inquiry has been undertaken as 
an embedded practitioner,  framed by 
four interrelated but distinct roles: 
Academic educator at RMIT University,  
Director at the Interaction Design Association 
(IxDA), Program manager at The Australasian 
CRC for Interaction Design (ACID), Interaction 
designer in a range of design research projects.
I began the research with the goal to discover what 
made a good interaction designer. My discover-
ies are aplicable to the wider practices of design. 
My roles, that seemed separate when I began 
this research, are now connected in a coherent 
model of my practice, or how I do what I do. 
What did I learn by doing this?
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